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Comments re Notations used in this paper:





On page 65 there is a glossary; words appearing in the Glossary for the first time in the text are
denoted thus.
Throughout the paper, cross references are made to the website www.atdynamics.co.uk with the
suffix of, for example, A1; B17.
The full list of these articles mentioned can be found in Section 17 – after the appendix and before
the glossary.
Primary Process Emotions follow Panksepp’s notation; for example, FEAR; RAGE; CARE; PLAY;
SEEKING [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012]
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Summary Abstract
Human well-being depends upon many factors, including the feedback that we are getting, moment
by moment, from the body. This feedback comes in various forms, including:
1. The classically described Autonomic Nervous System(ANS), which we can divide into
 Sympathetic Nervous System feedback (SNS afferents) and
 Parasympathetic Nervous System feedback (PSNS afferents).
2. Sensory (afferent) modalities to do with keeping our body physiologically in balance
(i.e. homeostasis). These include temperature (e.g. of the skin) and Affiliative Touch
[Craig 2015].
From the perspective of how we feel, which is in some measure related to our well-being, it is the
afferents that give us the measure of how our bodies are. If the feedback from our bodies is not good,
then everything “in the periphery is” not “quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000 adapted!].
The drivers of human distress include negative ruminations and activation of SNS efferents to the
body – putting the body in a state of alert / flight and fight.
The nurturers of wholesome human well-being include being in the present moment, and the
concurrent activation of PSNS (especially myelinated vagal) efferents, which are also intimately linked with
social engagement [Porges 2012] and developing compassion for other beings [Gilbert & Choden 2013].
In Autogenic Training we are, in neuro-physiological terms, attuning to our ANS afferents; if we do
this in a non-striving, mindful awareness way something remarkable happens: SNS afferents begin to
settle, and PSNS afferents increase, while myelinated vagal efferents permeate all aspects of our being.
Schultz and Luthe explicitly focused on SNS afferent and efferent activity, and how Autogenic
Training can bring about a psycho-physiological shift (Umschaltung) [Schultz & Luthe 1969 p 1].
In this paper we will be looking specifically at the afferent systems that are activated in mental
training such as meditation and Autogenic Training that facilitate the Umschaltung. We will also reflect on
the afferent modalities that are active in loss and grief – in the context of Separation Distress [Panksepp
1998].
While ANS efferent activity is going on moment by moment, the awareness of how we feel in each
moment is dependent upon our extra-ordinary afferent modalities; and it is the input from these that gives
us the inner feeling that “All in the periphery is quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000]. In summary, mental training
brings about profound changes in ANS efferent and afferent modalities, and this, combined with changes in
the Pre-Frontal Cortex, can result in transforming our lives and Being.
Zen Master Chao-Chou had the wisdom to appreciate that striving to become enlightened is in fact
an oxymoron; in order for “everything in the periphery to be quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000], we need to let go
cleverness and discordant thinking, and allow ourselves to be in the moment with the cypress tree [Hanh
1973].
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1. Preamble – The Cypress Tree
A student once asked Zen Master Chao-Chou why the Indian monk Bodhidharma had brought the
Buddha’s ideas and teachings to China; the Zen Master replied: “Look at the cypress tree in the courtyard”.
[Hanh 1973 p 49-51; Keown 2003 p 37; 54]. The student monk was baffled; in his determination and
striving to become knowledgeable and impress his Master, he had lost sight of the wonder of day to day
miracles such as the cypress tree, the smile on the face of a child, or a wondrous cloud in the sky.
A fundamental aspect of Shakyamuni’s teaching and life was first to accept suffering as a fact of
human existence; and secondly to develop skilful means for reducing this suffering in ourselves and others.
These skilful means embrace allowing everything in the periphery of the body to become calm: with the
body settled, compassion for self and others can arise.
During the last thirty years or so, there has been a sort of revolution in the west in our approaches
to dealing with human distress. This has included, for example, Kabat-Zinn’s Stress reduction programmes
in Massachusetts Medical Centre [Kabat-Zinn 1990 / 2006; Davidson et al 2003] and the increasingly used
Mindfulness approaches [e.g. Segal et al 2002; 2013]. Paul Gilbert’s Compassion Focused approach to
Therapy is of particular interest: he emphasises that human distress is not the fault of the individual – it is
more to do with the ways our brains are constructed. He shares this perspective with his patients; and
then goes on to state that while the distress is not our fault, we have the response-ability to do something
about it [Gilbert 2009; Gilbert & and Choden: 2013]. In many ways the Autogenic approach embraces this
perspective – especially as the effect of the Autogenic Standard exercise is to dissipate and dissolve the
underlying physiological distress that is at the heart of mental / emotional distress1.
Chao-Chou’s comments can today be seen in terms of being in the present moment, and thus
reducing negative ruminations that plague many human minds. The distracted mind cannot connect with
the sense of wonder and awe. If we are truly present in this moment, then negative ruminations dissolve.
With negative ruminations and mental chatter dissolved, we can become aware of, and truly present with,
the cypress tree in this moment2.
Ancient forms of meditation settled the distressed “chattering mind” that can plague us in any era,
as have Kabat-Zinn’s stress reduction approaches and mindful approaches. Schultz, of course, produced a
form of mental training that would reduce disturbing SNS afferent feedback to the brain way back in the
1930s, and to this we will now turn [Schultz 1932 /1987]. Schultz used to say, a propos Autogenic Training,
“To let things happen (letting happen) is the decisive attitude”3 [Wallnöfer 2000 p 1]. This is similar to the
ancient Chinese concept of Wu-Wei.

2. The psycho-physiological shift /

1

Much of human suffering is caused by negative ruminations which then activate disturbing SNS afferents by way of
SNS efferents.
2
See also A9: “Emotions, Well-Being and Immune Function: Awe and Shame as modulators of Being – for good or ill”;
and………... D10: “Look at the Cypress Tree.” Awe has been found to be one of the most powerful emotions to
promote well-being. See also numinous.
3
Original German: “Geschchen lassen ist die wichtige innere Haltung”
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2. The psycho-physiological shift
On page1 of Volume one of the Six Volume Schultz-Luthe work in English, these words appear:
From the technical point of view, the autogenic approach hinges initially on bringing about a
psycho-physiological shift (Umschaltung) from a normal state to the autogenic state which
facilitates and mobilises the otherwise inhibited activity of recuperative and self normalising brain
mechanisms. The shift to the autogenic state is facilitated by conditions involving a significant
reduction in afferent and efferent impulses, and the regular practice of short periods of passive
concentration upon psychologically adapted stimuli (i.e. the autogenic standard formulae).
Luthe & Schultz 1969 p 1
Now it seems to me that, for students of neuroscience today, this statement is somewhat
incomplete, in that it is specifically referring to SNS efferents and afferents. There is no mention of PSNS
efferents and afferents – unless it is assumed that the activity of these is also reduced*. Does this
statement need an adjustment in the light of more recent research on autonomic afferents4? This will be
one of the questions that we will be addressing in what follows.
Be that* as it may, when we are disturbed, when we are negatively ruminating about distressing
matters, there will tend to be increased SNS afferent activity – in states that are sometimes described as
hypervigilant [Dobbin & Ross 2012]. Such states over time can lead to Medically Unexplained Symptoms,
which cause a lot of suffering – and which occupy a lot of a general practitioner’s time.
The term psycho-physiological shift is also of great interest as it is a linking of the psyche and soma.
This is now known to be a two-way flow, from soma to psyche and from psyche to soma; in other words,
our psyche and soma are intimately linked. The basis of AT can also be seen in these terms: that by
changing our physiology our psyche changes – i.e. a physio-psychological shift.
When I was a medical student, the term psycho-somatic was often used for such disorders as nonirritable bowel syndrome and “tension headache” – yet often in a somewhat derogatory sense5. Our
mental state, however, crucially depends on the state of our body – and hence a physio-psychological
process is often at work. Returning to Schultz’s original term: “psycho-physiological shift”, a fuller
description of the AT process would be a:
 Psycho-physio-psychological shift.
In order to embark on an Autogenic Standard Exercise session, we need to make this mental
decision (within our psyche) – to carry out the AT sequence. This (the AT sequence) then brings about a
change in our physiology, which reduces SNS afferent input; and this in turn leads to a change in our inner
mental (psychic) state.
3. Experiential Interlude A
At a recent conference Paul Gilbert invited us to sit quietly for a minute or so quietly reflecting
what effect the following had on our inner feelings / inner being:
i. Making a neutral face;
ii. Making a fearful or upset face;
iii.

Allowing a gentle smile to develop.

“the autogenic state which facilitates and mobilises the otherwise inhibited activity of recuperative and self-normalising brain
mechanisms” will be seen to involve an increase in PSNS afferents – and indeed it is these afferents that bring about the subjective
experience of calmness during an AT session.
4

Edith Rom reminds us that this dismissing attitude – at least within the medical profession – is a very English
perspective and is not the view of our European colleagues.
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If for the present we focus on making an upset or fearful face, we may experience distress in our
bodies. Why? We will now turn to the subject of lateralisation of aspects of the brain. Before reading
further, it may be of value to try the above three in turn, and note down the associated feelings. This will
then remind us first hand of information that we receive from our bodies every moment of the waking day.

4. Lateralisation of ANS afferents
4.1 Preamble
For many year, the effects of Autogenic Training have been related to the two main branches of
the ANS, the Sympathetic / Fight / Flight system (SNS), and the Para-Sympathetic Nervous System (PSNS).
In the past, these systems have perhaps mainly been conceptualised in term of their efferent fibres. This is
not quite correct. For example, 70% of the vagal nerve (PSNS) neurones are afferent [Porges 2001].
Furthermore, stimulation of the vagus nerve can reduce depression (see below).
In the discussions in this paper, we will mainly be focusing on afferent modalities; however, we
need at the same time to be aware that it is the ANS efferents that are driving our present, moment by
moment, state6, as illustrated in Figure 4.1A and 4.1B below.

Figure 4.1A
SNS Efferents to the body
Schematic representation

Comments on Figure 4.1A
1. SNS efferents are indicated by the black
arrows from brain to body.
2. These include efferents to all organs of
the body, to blood vessels (e.g. those in
muscles as illustrated).
3. These pathways are partly mediated by
the Amygdala (A), in terms for example
of flight and fight.
6

Figure 4.1B
PSNS Efferents to the body
Highly Schematic representation

Comments on Figure 4.1B
1. This figure is even more schematic than
Figure 4.1A, as
2. The PSNS efferent pathways actually emerge
mainly at the top and bottom of the spine.
3. These efferents go to all the areas in the
body that the SNS efferents go to.
4. They are active when we are feeling safe and
secure, and are interlinked with Social

Yet it is the ANS Afferents that are making us aware of this state – consciously and unconsciously.
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4. One SNS afferent pathway is illustrated,
from the heart to the brain.
5. References include LeDoux 1999; Dobbin
2011

Engagement7 [Porges 2012].
5. Again, a single PSNS afferent pathway is
shown from the heart to the brain. (All
arrows for completeness would be going in
both directions.)
6. The medial Pre Frontal Cortex (mPFC) is
shown as it is this area of the brain that is
crucial to altering our responses (if we are to
overcome feelings of inappropriate arousal
and / or general distress).
7. References as in Figure 4.1A.

We will now return to our main theme, regarding afferent modalities and lateralisation of ANS
afferents. Why discuss such seemingly technical matters? Is a modern understanding of the ANS
pathways, and their lateralisation, of relevance to the AT student / therapist? In all of what follows, it may
be helpful to consider what relevance this has to Autogenic Training, and our understanding of Autogenic
Training and well-being8.

4.2 Lateralisation of SNS afferent pathways
Lateralisation of functions of the brain has a long history in evolutionary terms, predating early
man by a long way. It was present when vertebrates emerged from their evolutionary ancestors some 500
million years ago [MacNeilage 2009].
As students of Autogenic Training, we are familiar with some aspects of hemispheric specialisation
and some aspects of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS). Our emotions are intimately linked to the
state of our ANS, and Schultz and Luthe stressed aspects of this when discussing the fundamental “psychophysiological” shift that occurs in A.T.
Research over the last few decades, especially by A.D. (Bud) Craig, has revealed an interesting fact
regarding ANS afferents. Let us start with SNS afferents. The SNS afferents from the left side of the body
terminate in the Right Anterior Insular Cortex9; this in itself is not surprising. However, the SNS afferents
from the right side of the body also terminate in the Right Anterior Insular Cortex – as depicted
schematically in Figure 4.2A

They also may be partially activated in the Tend and Befriend response to stress – see Sapolsky 2007 p 608, referring
to the work of Taylor et al (2000); and A1 on the related website www.adtynamics.co.uk
8
See A3: Towards a Concept of Happiness and Well-Being (on website).
9
The notation of the insular cortex is a bit perplexing. It can either be called the insula, without an “r”, or the insular
cortex.
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Comments / questions relating to Figure 4.2A
i.
ii.

Notice the depiction of these afferents.
Is there anything odd / perplexing?

The two red arrows on the right side
signify SNS afferents from the right arm,
right leg, and organs on the right side of
the body; the same is the case of the two
long arrows on the left side, which then
cross over to the right anterior insular
cortex in the brain.

Please note that, for the sake of getting
over the basic message, this figure is
schematic and not anatomically correct,
as discussed in the comments on Figure
4.2A below.
For a more anatomically correct Figure
please see Glossary Figure G-01 (under
Afferent Pathways).

Figure 4.2A
Schematic SNS Afferent pathways
(simplified) to the brain
from the perspective of seeing the body from the front
[Sources: Craig 2005 p 568 Figure 1; and Craig 2015 Plate 16 /
Figure 21 opposite page 171]

Further comments on Figure 4.2A.
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

As indicated, this is a simplified version of the actual afferent spino-thalamic pathway. It is
simplified to make clear the central point that SNS afferents from left and right side of the body
end up in Right Anterior Insular Cortex.
However, in actual fact, SNS afferents from the right side of the body cross over in the spinal
cord to the left side; ascend (in the spino-thalamic tract) to the left posterior and left mid
insular cortex, and from there cross over to the right anterior insular cortex.
 An anatomically correct representation of this is shown in Glossary Figure G01 of the Afferent Pathways 1. Spino-thalamic pathway entry.
On the other hand, SNS afferents from the left side of the body cross over in the spinal cord to
the right side; ascend in the right spino-thalamic tract to the right posterior and right mid
insular cortex, and from there go directly up to the right anterior insular cortex.
Figure 4.2A, while technically inaccurate, gets over the basic message that all these SNS
afferents, whichever side of the body they start from, end up in the Right Anterior Insular
Cortex.
See also in glossary, under Afferent Pathways.
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Thus figure 4.2A is, as already indicated, highly simplified. The most important aspects are:
 SNS afferents from the right side of the body terminate in the Right Anterior
Insular Cortex.
 SNS afferents from the left side of the body also terminate in the Right Anterior
Insular Cortex.
 The insular cortex can be regarded as the ANS sensory cortex – the (Autonomic)
Limbic Sensory Cortex [Craig 2005] (cf. Somato Sensory Cortex described by
Penfield).
 SNS afferent messages (from both sides of the body) end in the Right Anterior
Insular Cortex and are then relayed to the Anterior Cingulate Cortex, which can be
regarded as the (Autonomic) Limbic Motor Cortex. This is discussed in more detail
in Section 6 when we deal with the PSNS afferents and efferents.
In evolutionary terms, it seems that it is no accident that the SNS afferents terminate on the right
side of the brain:
………the right forebrain is associated predominantly with sympathetic activity,
and thus with
 arousal,
 danger,
 negative affect,
 withdrawal (aversive) behaviour, and
 individual-oriented (survival) emotions.
Craig 2005 – bullet points added
Such negative affect will include, for example, FEAR, RAGE, and Separation Distress [Panksepp
1998]. These can be just those distressing states associated with hypervigilant states, in which:

“All in the periphery is dis-quiet”
Wallnöfer 2000 misquoted;
See below and see
B20 on website

If we now return to the Experiential Interlude A, we can depict what happens when we make or
imagine an angry / fearful face: see Figure 4.2B on the next page.
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Comments on Figure 4.2B
1. Making or imagining a fearful / angry face
will activate the flight /fight system.
2. This is represented by the red downward
arrow (SNS efferent).
3. Body organs thus become prepared for
action – flight / fight….
4. And this bodily physiology is relayed to the
brain by the SNS afferents to the Right
Anterior Insular Cortex….
5. ….and we do not feel settled – as
“everything in the periphery in not quiet”.
6. The Right Anterior Insula is schematically
shown to signify that it is posterior to
(behind) the right eye.
7. Lateral view of AIC is shown below:

Figure 4.2B
Effects of making / imagining
Angry or Fearful Face
Sources include: Davidson 1990; Ekman 2003; Craig 2005; 2008; 2015; Gilbert 2016; Ross 2005 pp 13-16.

As indicated, the above is based on various sources, especially those of Craig [e.g. Craig 2015] and
Davidson [Davidson et al 1990]. Ekman has put it this way:
…….. If you intentionally make a facial expression, you change your physiology. By making the
correct expression, you begin to have the changes in your physiology that accompany the
emotion. This was seen in both the work on the bodily physiology and some work by Richard
Davidson on changes in the brain. The face is not simply a means of display, but also a means of
activating emotion4.
Ekman; 2003; p 130
4
Davidson et al 1990
(Also quoted in Ross 2005 p 14]

See also mood and posture; posture and mood.
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4.3 Skilful means with dealing with SNS activated bodily distress
The above indicates that we become distressed not only when we are in a distressing situation, but
also when we imagine we are, and / or when we get into negative ruminations. As we imagine, so we
become. So if we are always looking at life in a negative light, that will tend to be our experience of life –
and this will tend to be associated with activation of our SNS system. If, on the other hand, we see life as
full of possibilities and opportunities for growth, that will tend to become our reality in each present
moment, and in this case our SNS system will not be inappropriately activated.
Forty or so years ago, GPs would often treat distress / anxiety with diazepam (Valium). This is a sort of
“magic bullet” approach for dealing with the distress, rather than learning an inner skilful means for
dealing with, and reducing, these distressing SNS afferents. In the context of Autogenic Training, the skilful
means10 include:
 A full Autogenic Standard Exercise sequence.
 A Partial Exercise (e.g. Neck and Shoulders Heavy).
 Talking to a close understanding friend.
5. Autonomic Activity and related behaviour / action / affect modalities
As already indicated, both the SNS and PSNS are lateralised in terms of their afferent inputs to the
brain. Before moving on to discuss the PSNS in more detail, it may be helpful to briefly distinguish the
actions / activities that tend to be associated with the dominance of one or other of the two main divisions
of the ANS in terms of forebrain related dynamics. Craig considers these in terms of energy. Not
surprisingly, the SNS is linked to fight and flight behaviours: FEAR may result in flight, RAGE in fight. The
PSNS, on the other hand, is related to nurturing, CARE, nursing11 and Social Engagement. Figure 5
summarises some of these dynamics:
Right Forebrain
SNS activity
 Arousal
 Danger
 Negative Affect
 Withdrawal behaviour
 Individual-survival-orientated
behaviour (e.g. Flight / Fight)
 FEAR and RAGE circuits; Separation
Distress / PANIC
 Energy Expenditure

Left Forebrain
PSNS activity
 Nourishment
 Safety
 Positive Affect
 Approach type of behaviours (and Social
Engagement** (e.g. Tend and Befriend***)
 CARE / nurturing and PLAY circuits
 Energy Enrichment

Figure 5
Emotional Asymmetry due to Autonomic Asymmetry
Based on Craig 2005; and **Porges 2012; ***Salposky 2007 / Taylor et al (2000); Panksepp 1998
There are overlaps between the two systems, of course. For example, PLAY is carried out with
myelinated vagal activity – with the associated Social Engagement, yet PLAY also requires SNS activity.

10

Other approaches would include, for example:
 Imagine we are back on holiday in a lovely quiet tranquil spot [Benson & Stark 1996 pp 75-77]
 Three Minute Exercise[Segal et al 2002 pp 184; 241]
 Walking Meditation (from Meditative Traditions e.g. Hanh 2012 pp 26-29).

Nursing is a little different as it is associated with “immobilisation without fear” [Porges 2011 p 196] in which an ancient part of
the unmyelinated PSNS is operating (cf. immobilisation with fear such as “feigning death” [Porges 2011 p 16].
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6. Lateralisation of PSNS pathways and the Myelinated Vagus Nerve
6.1 Introduction
The PSNS is now best understood in terms of Porges’ Polyvagal Theory [Porges 2011]. Poly in this
context simply means more than one. To somewhat simplify, we can say that the PSNS has two main
divisions:
1. The ancient unmyelinated PSNS system that dates back to pre-mammalian
vertebrates, and we can say that its basic function was that of immobilisation in
the face of severe threat (feigning death). This immobilisation in the face of severe
threat / danger was of survival value in reptiles; for mammals, and especially
primates, it becomes problematic as the mechanism can compromise oxygen
perfusion of the brain. However, this ancient PSNS also plays a vital role in
immobilisation without fear – see below.
2. The Myelinated Vagal system12 (PSNS) which is crucial for second by second
regulation of the heart and Social Engagement, amongst other modalities.
The unmyelinated PSNS Immobilisation without fear includes the following modalities:






Childbirth
Nursing (mothers)
Reproductive Behaviour – especially
for women
Digestion and recuperation

Figure 6.1
Ancient PSNS: IMMOBILISATION without FEAR modalities
Based on Porges 2011
Immobilisation without fear is possible thanks to the informational substances such as oxytocin
[Porges 2011 p 17].
In terms of Mental Training, Mindfulness, and Autogenic Training, there will tend to be:
a) An increase in Myelinated Vagal activity.
b) An Increase in immobilisation without fear dynamics (PSNS).
c) A reduction in SNS activity.
In what follows, we will be particularly focusing on the myelinated vagal system.
6.2 Lateralisation of PSNS pathways to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex
The afferent pathways to the brain of the PSNS follow a similar layout (but mirror image) to the
SNS afferents described in Section 4.2 above. That is to say,
 PSNS afferents from the left side of the body are relayed to the Left Anterior
Insular Cortex;
 PSNS afferent pathways from the right side of the body are also relayed to the Left
Anterior Insular Cortex [Craig 2015].
These pathways are depicted schematically in Figure 6.2.
12

See also: Vagal Nerve Myelinated Vagal; and Myelinated Vagal
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Comments on Figure 6.2
i.

Afferent PSNS pathways from the
right side of the body are relayed to
the Left Anterior Insular Cortex;
The PSNS afferents from the left
side of the body also terminate in
the Left Anterior Insular Cortex – i.e.
they do no cross over.
The Left Anterior Insular Cortex is
part of the Limbic Sensory Cortex
dealing with interoceptive and
homeostatically related modalities.
It then relays messages to the
Anterior Cingulate Cortex – which
can be regarded as the Limbic
Motor Cortex; this then activates
the Vagal efferents – see Figure 6.3A
and 6.3B.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Figure 6.2
Afferent PSNS pathways to the brain
(schematic and highly simplified)
Based on Craig 2015

Please note that, as with Figure 4.2A,
this is highly simplified for the sake of
getting over the basic message regarding
lateralisation of PSNS afferents to the
Left Anterior Insular Cortex.
PSNS has a cranio-sacral outflow of
efferents, and the afferents? mirror this.
.

Also note that this is part of the physiological basis, during an Autogenic Sequence, for:
“All in the periphery is quiet”
Wallnöfer 2000

6.3 PSNS afferent activity results in activation of the Myelinated Vagal Efferent system.
It is a somewhat moot point as to whether afferents activate efferents, or vice versa. The two
systems inter-are, and so it is best to see them as having a reciprocal relationship, each affecting the other.
Be that as it may, as a result of the increased afferent PSNS input to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex
depicted in Figure 6.2, the Vagal Efferent system is activated by way of the (Left) Anterior Cingulate Cortex,
depicted schematically in Figure 6.3A.
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Comments on Figure 6.3A





This is best seen in terms of a
continuation of Figure 6.2.
In other words, PSNS
afferents have activated the
Left Anterior Insular Cortex,
which in turn:
activates the Anterior
Cingulate Cortex (the Limbic
Motor Cortex), and this
results in activation of
myelinated vagal efferents,
which has a variety of effects
(see Figure 6.3B).

Figure 6.3A
Activation of the Left Anterior Insular Cortex by PSNS afferents
causes activation of
Myelinated Vagal efferents to the body

The myelinated vagal efferent system has many effects, including:
i. Increasing Heart Rate Variability (HRV);
ii. Increasing Social Engagement. This is brought about as a result of
activation of various modalities including:
 Facial expression
 Listening
 Vocalisation
iii. Fostering “calm behaviour states by inhibiting the influence of the
sympathetic nervous system on the heart” [Porges 2011 p 16].

These are shown schematically in Figure 6.3B.
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Increased Social Engagement
Facial expression dynamics
Increased listening
Vocalisation monitoring
Calm behaviour with inhibition
of SNS system, and
 Inhibition of FEAR and RAGE
Circuits
Figure 6.3B – highly schematic
Some effects of the Activation of the Myelinated Vagal Efferent System
Comments on Figure 6.3B
1. PSNS afferents from both sides of the body are represented by the grey arrows13 to the INS
(Left Anterior Insular Cortex) that goes behind the heart in the diagram. These afferents
will include all afferents from the organs of the body, including muscles and blood vessels.
2. The Left Anterior Insula then communicates with the Anterior Cingulate Cortex which in
this context can be regarded as the limbic (autonomic) motor cortex.
3. This then activates PSNS efferents, the most important of which are the myelinated vagal
efferents.
4. Figure 6.3B specifically shows the vagal pathways to the heart, whose rate it tends to
reduce (i.e. the opposite of the SNS) to the optimum rate for the present situation.
 The Vagal nerve to the heart also plays an important role in Heart Rate
Variability (HRV); increased HRV is an indirect measure of increased PSNS
activity.
5. Other pathways from the Anterior Cingulate Cortex facilitate social engagement and other
modalities, as indicated in the box on the right.

Mental Training / Meditation / Autogenic Training will all tend to activate the paths shown in
Figures 6.2, 6.3A and 6.B. Long term benefits will to a large extent depend upon long term practice – just
as to keep physically fit we have to keep taking regular exercise.

13

The diagram is simplified here; the actual cross over of afferents from the right side of the body, as shown in Figure
6.2, actually occurs in the brain [Craig 2015 opposite page 171 – Figure 21] but to depict this correctly in Figure 6.3B
would be confusing because of lack of space.
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6.4 Smiling face Experiential Interlude A revisited (section 3 above)
In Section 3 it was suggested that we become curious and experiment with making different faces
– and then reflect on how we feel as a result14. How we experience the different facial expressions will
depend to a large extent on the ANS afferent feedback that we are getting in each situation.
In a recent Autogenic Training group, in Session 9, we carried out the Experiential Interlude A
(described in section 3 above). The neutral face tended to produce a relaxed feel, and the FEAR / Angry
face not surprisingly produce feelings of tension in the body. The experiences the smiling face produced
were of particular interest: these included the following.








Warming
Shoulders moving down
Breathing easier
Relaxed
Deep excitement (e.g. at meeting friend)
Light feeling
Figure 6.4
Sense of peace
Experiences of creating a smiling face

Figure 6.4
Subjective experiences in AT group in making / imagining smiling face
This group had started over twelve weeks before, and their experiences might of course have been
different several months earlier. However, it does show the close relationship between what we imagine
in our heads – or consciously create in our facial expression – and the dynamics of the ANS.
Before moving on to consider non ANS afferent modalities that are vital to our well-being, we will
have a brief look at some clinical effects of catastrophic brain malfunction.
7. Brain lesions lateralised to one side; the Wada Test; and Vagal Nerve Stimulation
7.1 Some brief reflections regarding clinical effects / catastrophes associated with a malfunction of one or
other hemisphere
As discussed above, the ANS is lateralised. Lesions of specific parts of the brain can cause an
imbalance of ANS modalities, resulting in specific psychological conditions. As a prelude to this section, it
may be helpful to recall the mental states / behaviours associated with the dominant ANS state at any
moment (discussed in Section 5 above).
Right Forebrain
SNS activity
 Arousal
 Danger
 Negative Affect
 Withdrawal behaviour
 Individual-survival-orientated
behaviour (e.g. Flight and Fight)
 Energy Expenditure

Left Forebrain
PSNS activity
 Nourishment
 Safety
 Positive Affect
 Approach type of behaviours [and
Social Engagement** (e.g. Tend and
Befriend***)]



CARE / nurturing and PLAY circuits



Energy Enrichment

Figure 7.1 (i.e. Figure 5 above)
Emotional Asymmetry due to Autonomic Asymmetry
Based on Craig 2005; and **Porges 2012; ***Salposky 2007 / Taylor et al (2000); Panksepp 1998
There may of course be differences in the individual experiences of such exercises depending on various factors –
including whether the individual is already practising some form of mental training.
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Here we will here look at two types of brain lesions.
i. Consider lesions of the left side of the brain / hemisphere.
 These tend to be associated with morbid depression [i.e. the Right (forebrain)
becomes dominant, and so negative affects predominate [Craig 2015 p 263]; – see
Figure 7.1 above].
ii. On the other hand, a lesion on the right hand side of the brain:


tends to be associated with an “irrationally happy patient” [Craig 2015 p 263]; i.e.
with the right hemisphere / forebrain out of action, there is an excess of left brain
modalities and so an excess of “positive” emotion15…. Our emotions need to be
balanced, and so an excess of any may not be associated with well-being.

7.2 Wada Test
An even more telling example (regarding hemispheric function in respect to affect) is that provided
by the Wada Test, in which one or other side of the brain is anaesthetised. The result of such tests in the
main support the above. i.e.:
 if the left side of the brain is anaesthetised, then it will be put out of action, with
resultant “strong negative affect (depression, sadness)” [Craig 2015 p 264]
 if the right side of the brain is anaesthetised, then the left brain becomes dominant
with resultant positive affect / even euphoria [Craig op cit.]
This may be more easily understood diagrammatically – as indicated below.

Figure 7.2A
Wada Test
Left side of brain anaesthetised

Figure 7.2B
Wada Test
Right side of brain anaesthetised

It will be noted that these Wada test results are, in the main, in keeping with Craig’s research into
the lateralisation of ANS afferents to the brain.
15

Emotions are of course not good or bad, positive or negative in themselves, in that the primary process emotions
developed for good evolutionary reasons (e.g. FEAR; RAGE; CARE; Separation Distress; PLAY). It all depends on the
circumstances. To be angry with someone when it is our fault is, of course, very different from being angry for good
reason / a justifiable cause. [Also see Dafter 1996]
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7.3 Autonomic Nervous System lateralisation and a potential treatment for depression
In 2010 a paper was published by David Hecht [Hecht 2010] providing further evidence that
depression may be associated with an overactive right hemisphere:
Depression is associated with an inter-hemispheric imbalance; a hyperactive righthemisphere (RH) and a relatively hypoactive left-hemisphere (LH). Nevertheless, the
underlying mechanisms which can explain why depression is associated with a RH dominance
remain elusive. This article points out the potential links between functional cerebral
asymmetries and specific symptoms and features of depression. There is evidence that the
RH is selectively involved in processing negative emotions, pessimistic thoughts and
unconstructive thinking styles – all which comprise the cognitive phenomenology of
depression and in turn contribute to the elevated anxiety, stress and pain associated with the
illness. Additionally, the RH mediates vigilance and arousal which may explain the sleep
disturbances often reported in depression. The RH had also been linked with self-reflection,
accounting for the tendency of depressed individuals to withdraw from their external
environments and focus attention inward.
Hecht 2010
This is all in keeping with the thrust of this paper regarding autonomic brain lateralisation. The selfreflection mentioned above should probably be seen in terms of negative rumination common in
depression. Mindful approaches develop skilful means that act as antidotes to such negative ruminations
[Segal 2002; 2013].
Research indicates that stimulation of the vagal nerve can reduce depression16. For example, an
article published on line in 2012 by Conway et al includes the following in the abstract:
Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has antidepressant effects in treatment resistant major
depression (TRMD); these effects are poorly understood.
Conway et al 2012

This is of great interest in the context of Mental Training including Meditation, Positive Mental
Training and Autogenic Training, as it begins to shed light on possible underlying mechanisms17 of their
efficacy in the treatment of human distress including depression. Craig’s comments on this matter help us
to understand the underlying neuro-physiological processes that may be involved in such treatment.
………stimulation of the ascending vagal sensory fibers on the left side can be therapeutic;
such stimulation
 activates the left insular and cingulate cortices and
 deactivates the right insular and cingulate cortices
Craig 2015 p 265
Bullet points added

16

While there are good theoretical reasons why vagal nerve stimulation can be beneficial in treating mental distress / depression,
we need to be cautious regarding the research basis for this in clinical trials. For example, Robert Howland [Howland 2014] feels
that the results are equivocal and that further research in indicated.
17

i.e. that such forms of mental training activate the PSNS / Vagus, as shown by increased Heart Rate Variability.
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Craig goes on to say that part of the effect of such vagal afferent stimulation18 may be the result of
activation of the part of the brain (left ventral tegmental area) “where dopamine neurones that project to
the left forebrain are densely concentrated” [Craig 2015 p 265].
Some years ago a most interesting study over three years was carried out by Günther Krampen
[Krampen 1997; 1999] which compared three forms of treatment for depression, as indicated below:
Group

Duration (total 20 weeks)
10 weeks
10 weeks
A
40 Psychotherapy (here meaning CBT) sessions
B
AT alone (10 sessions)
20 Psychotherapy + continuing AT practice
C
Control
20 Psychotherapy + AT (10 sessions)
Figure 7.3 A
Krampen study outline on treatment of depression with CBT psychotherapy / Autogenic Training
[Figure 1 from A5 on web-site]
Further details of this study can be found on the web-site paper A5; below is an extract from part of
that paper.

BDI Depression Score

30
25
20
A
B
C

15
10
5
0
Pretest

10 weeks 8 months 3 years
Adapted from Krampen 1999 page 15.

.

BAS- irfr -2011

Figure 7.3B
From A5 on web-site Figure 3

Summary of Depression outcomes
Adapted from Krampen 1999 p 15
Reconfigured in colour
Legend:
Group A: CBT-Psychotherapy alone
Group B: CBT-Psychotherapy after first 10 weeks of AT
Group C: Control for 10 weeks: then Psychotherapy & AT

BDI: Beck Depression
Inventory

Such vagal nerve stimulation can be provided by, for example, an implant. This provides a “programmable pulse
generator” that then stimulates the vagal nerve afferents. It is implanted usually under a general anaesthetic and so
is not without risk [Howland 2014].
18
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.

Comments on Figure 7. B3.
.

 The two dashed red lines relate to the degree of depression. Below the lower
line, no depression. Above the higher line, clinical depression; between the
two lines, mild depression.
 Note that at the ten-week test, CBT shows the best response.
 All three groups are more or less equal by 8 months.
 At three years, Groups B & C (Autogenic Training combined with CBT) are
both doing significantly better than the CBT alone group.
Note: The twenty week follow up has been omitted. (The scores for groups A,
B, and C were here: 10.5, 8, and 16.5 respectively).

It is possible that part of the explanation for these interesting results is that long term AT facilitates
activation of PSNS (including vagal) afferents to the brain, with the resultant shift towards positive
emotions. A similar explanation applies to the good results that Positive Mental Training has had over the
last decade or so in treating depression [Dobbin, Maxwell, & Elton 2009; Dobbin & S. Ross 2012].
8. Experiential Interlude B
As already indicated, our physiological state is closely inter-linked with our emotions and thinking,
and vice versa. At a conference in London in 2014, Daniel Siegel carried out a short experimental exercise
with those attending. He suggested that we sit quietly, and close our eyes. He then asked us to become
aware of how we were feeling when he said the following words slowly:
Caution: as indicated in the main text,
this exercise can induce unpleasant
/disturbing feelings / memories. So it is
suggested that it is approached with
caution. For example, I do not think it is
acceptable to use at the start of an AT
group; whereas at the follow up session,
First, the itNo
series;
then reflect on
may
be veryand
appropriate.

We can shut our eyes and do these exercises right now.
our experiences – and perhaps write them down. And then the second series.

Different people will have different experiences. Many find the No series induces negative body
states and feelings; and experience positive body states and feelings with the Yes series. However, this
exercise is best approached with some caution - and without making assumptions [Ruiz 1997].
It can happen, for some people, that the “yes, yes, yes………” series is very distressing. For
example, if we have had a traumatic childhood and been coerced into doing something we did not want to,
then this exercise can be very unpleasant and bring back disturbing memories [see also Siegel 200724-31].
Negative feelings and emotions arising from this exercise indicated that the feedback we are
getting from our bodies does not feel good – and may in fact activate state dependent memories that link
in with Procedural Learned Tendencies [Ogden 2007].
9. Autogenic Training, Skin Temperature and Feeling of Warmth
One of the main underlying themes of this paper is an attempt to link the work of Craig with that of
what is going on in Autogenic Training (from a physiological perspective), and thus link in with the research
that is documented in Volume IV of Luthe’s (and initially Schultz’s) Six Volume overview of Autogenic
Training. For example, in discussing the clinical effects of the warmth exercise in the context of the
Galvanic Skin Response, Luthe comments:
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Since the galvanic skin response (GSR) is known to reflect autonomic activity related to, for
example, affective and emotional states, sensory and ideational stimuli and other cortical and
higher-level mental functions associated with attention, apprehension, arousal or alertness, a
number of authors have recorded changes in the galvanic conductivity while investigating
autogenic training [18 or more research papers cited].
Luthe 1970 Vol 4 p 27
Note that the GSR is a measure of skin conductivity which is the opposite for skin resistance. As
conductivity goes up in stress, the skin resistance goes down. When we are relaxed, the reverse occurs:
conductivity goes down, and skin resistance goes up – see also GSR in glossary
Luthe then gives several examples from this research. If we combine some of the images from
page 36 of Volume 4, relating to AT, skin temperature, and GSR, we come up with Figure 9A:

Figure 9A
Autogenic Training, Skin Temperature and GSR
After research quoted by Luthe 1970 and others
The GSR is here measuring skin resistance in K ohms
Comments on Figure 9A
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.

The figure shows the effects of a session of Autogenic Training on skin temperature (in red and degrees
Celsius) with the associated Galvanic Skin Response (in blue), measured in K ohms (Ω).
Prior to the commencement of AT, the respective readings are around 26 0C and 70 KΩ.
Soon after starting the AT session (or sometimes just before), the skin temperature starts to rise, and
continues to do so till the AT practitioner closes the exercise.
Even after closing, the elevated skin temperature may remain elevated for some minutes or longer.
The GSR tends to fluctuate somewhat before the start of the AT session; it then typically rises (increase
in resistance, reduction in conductance) during the next five to ten minutes, and then plateaus as the
AT session continues.
Once the AT session is closed, the elevated GSR typically falls quite rapidly (e.g. Figure A, B and C in
Luthe’s Figure 9 on page 36 of Volume 4).
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The experience of a sensation of warmth is common in those being taught AT; in the group
analysed by Luthe and Schultz [Luthe & Schultz 1969 Vol 1 pp 57-74], the incidence of the experience of
warmth is tabulated in detail from different parts of the body in Table 4 on page 62. Figure 9B below gives
an outline of this research for a few selected parts of the body from the group of patients studied during
the Warmth Training part of the Sequence:
Area

Percent [%]

Comments

Figure rounded up or down to
nearest whole figure

Arms Total

86

Right upper arm
Left upper arm

47
10

Both upper arms
Hands Total
Legs Total

77
57
71

Neck and Shoulders
Head Total
Face
Total number of
trainees who
experience warmth

24
37
31
93

This is a high %; most of us are probably more in touch
with our arms than legs, partly because there are more
afferents coming in from the upper limbs.
Hence the rationale for starting with the right arm and
not the left for right handed people.

It is probable that the legs have fewer “warmth afferents”
than the arms, as indicated above.
Cf. discussion regarding Hungarian Variations.

Extracted from Luthe & Schultz 1969 page 62 Table 4

Figure 9B
Experience of Warmth by Trainees during the Introduction of Warmth
Luthe & Schultz 1969 Volume 1 pp 57-74

It was recognised decades ago that increased skin temperature was associated with a state of
being that is the opposite of the flight and fight response: i.e. the Relaxation Response with the associated
reduction in SNS activity and an increase in PSNS activity [Benson 1977].
If the skin temperature goes up in AT, then the AT practitioner will experience this growing warmth
as a result of her or his temperature related afferents. Figure 9C summarises some of the factors that may
be involved in the psycho-physiological changes that may come about as a result of a Standard Exercise
Session.
Autogenic Sequence
Comment A
Comment B
modality
1.
Body scan and start of An early rise GSR indicates an
AT
early shift towards PSNS activity.
2.1 Non striving focused
Non striving mental states can
For example, if we imagine we are
19
attention on e.g.
facilitate physiological change; so back on holiday in a peaceful place
this can re-create a “neuro“Both arms are warm” the mental thought of warmth
could induce warmth
signature” of the original and so
representation in the brain (of
invoke the Relaxation Response
say the arms).
induced on holiday [Benson & Stark
1996 pp 75-80].
Figure 9C continue on next page
2.2/
Often called Passive Concentration in Autogenic circles – Luthe 1970 pp 11-17, to distinguish it from Active
Concentration – for example, when we are striving to do something / to meet a dead line. Passive for some does not
feel quite the right word, for the concentration is focused, and in this sense does not imply a passive mental state.
(Please see Glossary for a fuller discussion on this matter.) Also described as Autogenic Concentration Wallnöfer 2014]
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2.2 Non striving focused
attention on e.g. “Both
arms are warm”

The skin temperature starts to go
up early in the AT sequence – and
this indicates that vasodilation is
occurring in the skin capillaries,
indicating the PSNS efferents are
active [Luthe 1970 Vol IV Figure 9
p 36; Bird 2015 pp 73-74]

2.3 Non striving focused
attention on e.g. “Both
arms are warm”

We become aware in focused
non-striving attention that the
arms are warm (i.e. subjective
experience).
On-going PSNS efferent and
Associated activation of Myelinated
afferent response and associated Vagal resulting in:
interoceptive sensory
i. increased HRV
modalities** facilitating:
ii. increased Social Engagement
potential [Porges 2011]
 “everything in the periphery
iii.
change in mental perspective –
is quiet”.
and a move towards Authentic
Self and compassion for self and
others – with activation of e.g.
CARE circuits [Panksepp 1998;
Gilbert 2009; 2013].

3

Ongoing AT Sequence

So called Active Concentration with
a striving ideation for a result is
counterproductive and does not
increase skin temperature; in fact,
the skin temperature goes down
suggesting a Stress Response to the
Striving [Luthe Vol IV 1970 Figure 2A
p 14].
 This is so because the warmth
afferents have been activated.
 See Section 10 below.

Figure 9C
Some Autonomic and Interoceptive Afferent modalities associated with AT sequence with specific
reference to Standard Exercise II.
Note: the example of SE II given is “both arms are warm” – but of course this actual phrase is normally
only used for one week following the introduction of the first warmth exercise [SE II].
**Interoceptive Afferent modalities are discussed in some detail in Section 10 below
See also Interoception

10. Affiliative touch as an example of interoceptive sense and homeostasis – of “how do you feel”
[Craig 2015]
Affective touch is an interoceptive modality, and it subserves homeostasis not only at
the level of the individual but also at the level of the social community; it supports the
health and well-being of the individual and species.”
Craig 2015 p 173
10.1 Interoception and exteroception
This section challenges some of the basic assumptions regarding sensory afferent pathways that
have been fundamental medical teachings for the last several decades.
Exteroception refers to the sensory modalities that arise outside of the body, or sometimes on the
body (e.g. two-point discrimination). In the context of this discussion we will not be discussing
exteroceptive modalities relating to e.g.: sight, sound, and smell (which have their own specific sensory
cortices (e.g. the visual cortex).
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It is helpful to consider the classic somatosensory cortex (SSC) as being related to exteroception.
However, contrary to what has been in the textbooks for decades, the SSC basically deals with only three
modalities:
i.
Touch in the sense of two-point discrimination that may help us to know exactly where a
wasp or a mouse is on our body! In this situation, taking appropriate action may involve
the classic motor cortex that is involved in limb movement.
ii.
Vibration sense;
iii.
Proprioception – the position of our limbs in space, so we can tell where our hand is even
when our eyes are shut.
These afferent fibres are of wide diameter and travel to the brain by the dorsal column-medial
lemniscus pathways (see under Afferent Pathways) [Purves & Fitzpatrick 2011].
Interoception, on the other hand, refers to sensory modalities that arise inside the body, or on the
surface of the body, that are associated with homeostasis. The afferents involved here20 give us our
second by second, minute by minute, awareness of the state of our body [Craig 2015: “How Do You
Feel?”]. These sensations are very close to what Damasio describes as “Background Feelings” [Damasio
1999]. Some of these afferent inputs will become conscious, but most will be unconscious. For example, if
we become too warm, we will be aware of this – but the vasodilation of our skin blood vessels that helps
us to cool down will be modulated unconsciously.
Mental Training facilitates us becoming more aware of what is going on in the body – and so with
our background feelings. If we are stressed, then “everything in the periphery is not quiet”, and we are
aware of this because of our interoceptive system. In this sense mental training facilitates increased bodily
awareness and homeostasis at the same time.
Interoceptive awareness confers many benefits, and so a natural question is, can we
increase interoceptive awareness with practice or training? The answer is yes. There is indeed
evidence that an individual’s capacity for interoceptive awareness can improve with training.
There is also evidence that interoceptive or insula activation of the brain can be modified by
biofeedback training21 using real time functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which
could be especially useful for clinical patients [Schandry and Weitkunat, 1990; Caria et al, 2010;
Domschke et al 2010; Farb et al; 2013b].
Craig 2015 p 7
This is of course no surprise in the context of Autogenic Training – as Schultz and Luthe were saying
this decades ago, and Wallnöfer more recently [e.g. Schultz and Luthe 1969 Vol 1 page 1; Wallnöfer 2000].
In some senses it is the afferent inputs in Autogenic Training that are giving us “unconscious” bio-feedback
– this may at times become partly conscious (“everything in the periphery is quiet”). However, a conscious
realisation of this can be counterproductive – and actually act as an intruding thought!

10.2 Interoceptive Cortex and Sensory Modalities /

20

These afferents, in contrast to the exteroception afferents just discussed, are transmitted by small diameter C fibre
axons / nerves by way of the Spino-Thalamic Tract (see under Afferent Pathways) [Craig 2015].
21
See biofeedback training in the glossary, where it is suggested that we can view the original forms of meditation
from millennia ago as a form of biofeedback training; the feedback was not for many centuries to do with instruments,
but rather an awareness and sensitivity to the afferents coming in to the brain from the body.
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10.2 Interoceptive Cortex and Sensory Modalities
It may be helpful, for the sake of clarity, to initially distinguish here two interoceptive Cortices in
the brain, and both are bilateral22; these receive afferent impulses from a variety of homeostatically
related modalities. They are:
1. Anterior Insular Cortex which receives afferent messages from the Autonomic Nervous
System. As already described, these are lateralised as follows:
 SNS afferents from both sides of the body are relayed to the Right Insular
Cortex;
 PSNS afferents from both sides of the body are relayed to the Left side of the
body [Craig 2015].
2. Dorsal Posterior Insular Cortex which receives the ANS sensory afferent modalities (from
the other side of the body). These include:
 Temperature
 Pain
 Itch
 Affective touch – also know as sensual touch.
[Craig 2015; p302; and p 175]
Now if actual fact, these modalities are then relayed on to the mid and anterior insular cortex (see
below).
In general terms, we can say that noxious afferent inputs, such as pain, disturbing
skin temperature (burning hot / cold) are lateralised to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex
and are essentially SNS afferents whose information we become conscious of.
On the other hand, pleasant afferent inputs such as warmth (e.g. “My arms and legs
are warm”) and affiliative / affective touch are lateralised to the Left Anterior Insular
Cortex and are essentially PSNS afferents whose information we become conscious of (i.e.
the subjective experience of warm arms and legs).
Thanks to Alastair Dobbin for this perspective [23-03-2016]

10.3 Interoceptive Awareness and feeling disturbed
In the simple exercise in which we reflect for a minute or so on how we feel when we make a
neutral face; an angry / negative affect face; and a gentle smile on our face (see above: Section 3.
Experiential Interlude A) – we can become aware of how we feel – which in large part is related to the
messages we are getting from the body.
As we imagine, so we become. We can either make a fearful face, or imagine making a fearful face
– and this will have certain (physiological) consequences. Or we can smile, or imagine we are smiling, and
this will have other physiological effects (see Figure 6.4 above).
10.4 Off Loading Exercises and Autonomic Afferents
I see the Luthe based intentional Off Loading Exercises (iOLE] as a means whereby we can deal with
distressing affect – in such a way that it becomes dissipated / dissolved – and in many cases this allows us
22

In this analysis it will be noted that we are not referring to the somatosensory cortex, which is not part of the
homeostatic system being discussed here. The two cortices described here actually overlap: for example, as already
indicated, SNS afferents pass through the posterior and mid insular cortex before entering the Right Anterior Insular
Cortex.
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to let go of past traumas / procedural learned tendencies [Ogden 2007; B17 on web-series]. Some years
ago a member of an AT group remarked that she was never going to forgive her ex-partner – because of
the trauma / distress he had caused her. There is clearly a problem with such a perspective, however
justifiable it may seem to us. The question is: With this attitude, who will suffer; our ex-partner or
ourselves?
From this perspective, a fundamental aspect of, say, the intentional Anger OLE is to be able,
through the exercise, to let go and thus settle our disturbed body-psyche23. In Professor J.L.G. de Rivera’s
BAS Annual Lecture he produced some wonderful (mental) images (London 28.04.2012). He described
someone – any of us – doing an OLE with a particular mental image, which is shown schematically in Figure
10.4.
Comments on Figure 10.4A
1. The large blue-purple oval depicts what may be
going on in our brain.
2. There is nothing wrong per se with the initial verbal /
mental feeling about the OLE – potentially it is quite
healthy!
3. However, the image is clearly problematic.
4. If we are left with such an image of rubbish all over
the floor, then there is a lot of clearing up still to do.
5. This is likely to be associated with on-going SNS
afferent inputs (see Figure 4.2A and 4.2B above),
which will be associated with Right Anterior Insular
Cortex activity (and increased EEG activity in the PFC
– see Figure 14 part 2 below).
6. Furthermore, the imagery may become linked to
ongoing negative affect, with the associated facial
expression:

, as discussed in section 4.3 above.

Figure 10.4A
Mental Image A of i-OLE
In short, such mental imagery associated with the i-OLE will tend to result in disturbing
interoceptive awareness.
Luis de Rivera went on to give a rather different image which came to me pictorially in the way
illustrated in Figure 10.4 B.

23

Here the perspective is that the modalities of: body-psyche-soul-mind inter-are. Otherwise, we end up with some
form of dualism [see Dobbin and Sheila Ross 2012].
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Comments on Figure10.4B
1. The blue oval depicts what may be going on in
our brain.
2. The image is very different.
3. This image reflects transformation….
4. Our present distressed state relating to the OLE
we are going to do is contrasted with the
transformation that can come about through this
approach.
5. During this, the negative / traumatic experiences
can become as compost rather than on going
aggravations…….
6. …….and in due course, the compost can allow
new creative growth within – depicted by the
blooming orchid.
7. Such imagery will tend to be linked to PSNS
afferent activity – in the Left Anterior Insular
Cortex; and what is suggested to be the
interlinked increased EEG activity in the Left PFC
[Davidson 2003A; 2003B].
Figure 10.4B
Mental Image B of i-OLE
The above is all within the context that during a wholesome i-OLE, there will normally be a shift
from SNS dominated efferent and afferent activity before – to, in the hours / days following, PSNS
dominated activity. (This can also be the case following Autogenic Neutralisation.)
10.5 Affiliative Touch24
Affiliative touch afferents are activated by gentle touch on “C-tactile receptors in the hairy skin” of
the body – and are transmitted to the brain by small diameter C-tactile afferent fibres [Craig 2015 p 173].
These can become receptive when we are in a Social Engagement mode – in other words, when we are
feeling relaxed and our vagal myelinated nerve is active.
The gentle caressing type sensation of affiliative touch does not activate the mechano-receptor
afferents that terminate in the classic somato-senory cortex described by Penfield in the 1950s. Rather,
they activate the insular cortex (see Figure 10.5A) and are best regarded as homeostatic afferents that are
in effect part of the ANS afferent system (see also Glossary Figure G-07 in the homeostatic afferents
section).
Children who are upset are unable to regulate their own emotions – partly because their Pre
Frontal Cortex is not yet mature enough for this; and so they depend on nurturing physical contact from
their parents /older siblings that can modulate and settle their disturbed emotions [Sunderland 2007]. This
settling of the disturbed emotions will be partly mediated through the affiliative touch pathways. If as
small children we do not have a secure base, it is likely that these affiliative pathways will be underutilised
(see section 11 below on Separation Distress). Because they (the affiliative touch pathways) are
underutilised, it is likely that the child’s activated SNS system will remain in an activated / hyper-vigilant
state, and so homeostasis will not be easily restored.

24

Also known as sensory / affective touch [Craig 2015; p302; and p 175].
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As a child, I not infrequently had difficulty getting off to sleep. On such occasions, I have fond
memories of my mother sometimes gently stroking my forehead and hair with her soothingly cool hand25.
The soothing effect of this was partly mediated by the afferent affiliate pathways.
As adults, when we are distressed, a hand of reassurance on our shoulders will activate these same
affective touch pathways.
Such affiliative touch is gentle – and can experimentally be simulated by “slow brushing” of the
skin [Craig 2015]. More rapid tactile movements activate other areas of the brain as illustrated in Figure
10.5.

Legend
1. Posterior Insular Cortex B7: Brodmann area 7
B4: Brodmann area 4
2. Mid Insular Cortex
3. Anterior Insular Cortex

Figure 10.5 A
Affiliative touch afferents activate posterior and mid
Insular Cortex
Comments on Figure 10.5A








25

Figure 10.5B
Rapid touch afferents activate mid Insular Cortex and
somato-sensory cortex
Comments on Figure 10.5B


Affiliative touch afferents activate the
posterior and mid insular cortex.
There is evidence that mid insula
activation is associated with subjective
awareness of the touch [e.g. Craig 2015
p 193].
Affiliative touch also activates the
Anterior Insular Cortex (AIC) –
especially on the left side [Craig 2015 p
188].
There is research evidence in mice that
activation of these affiliative touch
pathways are “anxiolytic, and
generated a positive affective
behaviour motivation in mice” [Craig
2015 p 173].






It will be noted that fast brushing of the skin
experimentally does not have the same effect
as gentle affiliative touch.
Here, there is no activation of the Posterior
Insula; rather, of the mid insula and the
neocortical areas B4 and B7.
Brodmann area 7 is just posterior (behind) the
primary somatosensory cortex.
Brodmann area 4 is essentially the primary
motor cortex; this suggests that such active
touching may require immediate limb
movement.

Cf. Standard Exercise VI.
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Activation of the Insula by afferent pathways is in a posterior to anterior direction (including ANS
afferents). It is of interest that affiliative touch pathways activated the AIC “predominantly on the left
side” – which it will be remembered is the same side as the PSNS afferents are lateralised to [Craig 2015].
Craig’s comments of the difference between the two forms of touch depicted in Figures 10.5A & B
are significant:
Affective touch results from external contact, but only of the kind produced by gentle
conspecific contact, like during a caress or a hug or maternal cuddling or when monkeys groom
each other. In contrast to the rapid, high-acuity discriminative touch substrates, affective touch is
conveyed by slow, low-resolution peripheral and central interoceptive components. Instead of
guiding skeletal motor adjustments, affective touch communicates social emotion and modulates
the homeostatic well-being of the individual and the group. Affective touch epitomises the
fundamental distinction between interoceptive and exteroceptive feelings.
Craig 2015 p 174
“Affiliative touch” that we give to another when we are mentally disturbed – such as being fearful
or angry – is probably not affiliative touch at that moment.
A child who is repeatedly put down (mentally – or physically), or lives with fear at home will tend
to have an overactive SNS; in this situation, the child may experience a type of cognitive dissonance when
cuddled by a parent who frequently evokes fear. This is an impossible dilemma for the child; on the one
hand the parent is the supplier of food that is vital for survival, while on the other hand the parent is
causing great distress and activation of the flight / fight system. In Section 11.3 and Figure 11.3 below we
will return to this theme in the context of a teacher and her / his pupil.
10.6 Mental Training increases Interoceptive Awareness Craig
 Neuro-physiological basis for the link between Standard Exercises and “all in the periphery becoming
quiet”.
In Section 10.1 above, we quoted from Craig that Mental Training can increase our interoceptive
awareness [Craig 2015 p 7]. We will now look at this specifically from the perspective of Autogenic
Training.
During an Autogenic Training session, we focus on various modalities (heaviness, warmth,
coolness) of different parts of the body, or physiological processes (awareness of heartbeat and breathing)
with Passive Concentration26 (see footnote and glossary) [Luthe & Schultz 1969 Vol 1 page 1; Luthe 1970
Vol 4 e.g. pp 11-17]. Many of us come to Autogenic Training with little bodily awareness; and mindful
attention to the specific part of body during the AT sequence allows the practitioner to become more in
touch with their body – and so, by interconnections, with their emotions.
The result of this focused attention on the body, in neurophysiological terms, means that we
become more aware of the afferent messages coming up to the brain (the Anterior Insular Cortex in the
case of ANS afferents, and the Dorsal Posterior Insular Cortex in the case of homeostatically related
sensations (such as warmth, coolness, affiliative touch etc.).
We are, as it were, tuning into these afferent modalities; as we continue the sequence, there will
often occur the physio-psychological shift that Schultz and Luthe referred to (the other way round). As the
body settles, we axiomatically (unconsciously and consciously) feel that “all in the periphery is quiet”
[Wallnöfer 2000] due to the nature of the afferent inputs that have become transformed.
Figure 10.6 is an attempt to relate and integrate each Standard Exercise with the resultant changes
in afferent inputs from the body.
26

Passive Concentration can for some of us have the feel of an oxymoron, in that concentration is usually associated with focused
attention and not being passive; see glossary. I now use the term mindful (focused) attention which for me more truly reflects the
appropriate state of mind. One of the essential aspects of AT training researched by Luthe and others is that we approach the
Standard Exercises in a non-striving way [see, for example, Luthe 1970 Vol 4 Table 2 page 16]. So whatever word is used, the nonstriving is an important ingredient, so long as we do not strive not to strive.
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Standard
Exercise / part of
BAS sequence
Body scan

1

Limb
Heaviness

ANS afferents
tending to
predominate
Beginning of an
ANS shift
towards PSNS
(Myelinated Vagus)
PSNS (or
transition to)
Sometimes
Warmth
Afferents.

Interoceptive feeling
and associated afferents

Comment

This sets in motion the whole physiological shift. It
may do this in part by Pavlovian type conditioning
[see, for example, Ashby 2007].
Sometimes Warmth
[Luthe 1969 p 52 Figure 16
referring to the work of
Polzien 1955].

2

Limb
Warmth

PSNS

Warmth afferents

3

Heart Beat
(Pulse)
Awareness

Transitioning

Awareness of heartbeat,
an interoceptive
modality [Craig 2015 p 5]

Benson’s research linked Mental Training
(including AT) with reduced muscle (skeletal)
tension [Benson 1975 pp 70-71] – i.e. relaxation.
 Heaviness sensation (and the associated
afferents) furthers the psycho-physiological
shift initiated in the body scan.
 It has been suggested that the heaviness may
also reflect the increased capillary perfusion in
the skin / subcutaneous areas (i.e. the limb
actually becomes heavier) secondary to the
shift to PSNS dominance [AED 23-03-2016].
Association of warmth and security with perhaps
unconscious memories of being cuddled and
feeling warm when as a child (Bowlby: A Secure
base – 1988].
Gradual slowing of pulse rate – and increasing HRV
– as a result of increased Myelinated Vagal
efferent activity to the heart. Increased heart-beat
awareness is associated with increased ability to read
own and others’ feelings [Craig 2015 p 6]

4

It Breathes
Me

PSNS

(Breathing
Awareness)

Awareness of rising and
falling of abdomen
(secondary to
diaphragmatic
movement).

5

Solar Plexus
Warm

PSNS

Warmth afferents

6

Forehead
Cool
(Forehead
Cool and
Clear27)

PSNS

Cool afferents
(This is very different from
cold afferents which will
tend to activate the SNS.)

Neck & Shoulders
Heavy

PSNS

I am at Peace

PSNS

Figure 10.6

Activation of Vagal myelinated
efferents (which are inter-connected with Social
Engagement modalities).
Prolonged outbreath compared to in-breath is
associated with increased HRV; this is not to suggest
that (at least early on in learning AT) we consciously aim
to lengthen the outbreath as this would imply a striving
and aim to “achieve something”; rather than focus on
the breath in the present moment.

? Deep subcutaneous afferents (i.e. deeper
afferents than skin warmth afferents of SE 2 [AED
23-03-2016 discussion
]).
The essence of this exercise is that the forehead is
pleasantly cool. For example, after a hot day in
summer, we might sit by a window in the evening,
and feel a cool and refreshing breeze on our
forehead.
Similar in essence to SE 1; often more pronounced.

“Everything in the periphery is
quiet”, which will have been
developing in the above SE.

This is essentially equivalent to a
Personal and Motivational Formula28.

Suggested link between AT Standard Exercises and ANS afferents and homeostatically related feeling afferents
The extended SE 6 formulation “Forehead is cool and clear” is instructive. If we are hot and bothered, our situation is likely to be
one of our forehead being “hot and muddled” (thank to discussion with ABR-R for this perspective).
28 Especially at the end of a sequence, it can engender deep inner peace – and perhaps memories of a previous peaceful place: – for
example, the woman recalling in her bed-sit in winter a lovely peaceful moment on her holiday the previous summer – [as described
by Benson & Stark 1996 pp 75 – 78]. This is similar to the Safe Place envisaged in Positive Mental Training.
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Many of the positive effects of Autogenic Training are the result of an increase in interoceptive
awareness at both a conscious and unconscious level – as implied by the quote from Craig in Section 10.1
above.
10.7 Lateralisation of subjective feelings / tasks in Anterior Insular Cortex – some suggested results from
research to date
Our brains are incredibly complex, and it seems to me that it is hubristic to think that we can ever
understand consciousness or the intricate inter-related systems that allow us to be alive in this
extraordinary cosmos. Some aspects of lateralisation of neuronal pathways described by Craig may not sit
too easily with our previous assumptions – and there are many areas still to be clarified. In this sense we
need to see this all as a work in progress.
There are some wonderful images in Craig’s 2015 book “How Do You feel?”, and below (Figure
10.7A) are some results of investigations (so far) regarding lateralisations in the Anterior Insular Cortex.
The simple question of “how do we feel?” is in itself physiologically and philosophically profound and full of
paradoxes and unanswered questions. Yet we do now know that our gut feelings and state of internal
well-being arises (in part) from the Insular Cortex area of the brain – and not from the classic somatosensory cortex described by Penfield.
Modality

Left Anterior
Insular Cortex
+

Right Anterior
Insular Cortex
+++

Feeling of knowing
Subjective cooling

++
-

+
++++

Attention to heat pain

+

++++

Heart awareness

-

+++

Self-Recognition
Pleasant music
Maternal affiliation

++++
++++

+
++
+

Happy voices

+++

Decision making

Comments
This is in agreement with McGilchrist that it is
the Right Hemisphere that collates all the
information for decision making [McGilchrist
2009].
A reminder that in SE VI it is important that
the word is cool, or pleasantly cool, and not
cold.
Heat in this sense is a potential danger and as
discussed the sensation of hot / too hot is
part of the homeostatic afferent (feeling)
system.
 Warmth, on the other hand, will normally
from a very early age be associated with
affiliative touch.
It is possible that pulse awareness (say in the
tongue or at the wrists) may have some
advantages in SE III.

This will be intimately linked with affiliative
touch.

Based on Craig 2015 Plate 12 Figure 16; also pp 258-259
Figure 10.7A
Various mental modalities and their associations with activation of
the left and / or right Anterior Insular Cortex
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It is suggested that there is a connection with the above findings and the ANS lateralisation
associations summarised in Figure 5 above, and reproduced below in keeping with the layout of left and
right in Figure 10.7A
Left Anterior Insular Cortex

PSNS activity associated with:
 Nourishment
 Safety
 Positive Affect
 Approach type of behaviours (and
Social Engagement** (e.g. Tend and
Befriend***)
 Energy Enrichment

Right Anterior Insular Cortex

SNS activity associated with:
 Arousal
 Danger
 Negative Affect
 Withdrawal behaviour
 Individual-survival-orientated behaviour (e.g.
Flight and Fight)
 Energy Expenditure
Based on Craig 2005; and
**Porges 2012; ***Salposky 2007/Taylor et al (2000)

Figure 10.7B
Emotional Asymmetry due to Autonomic Asymmetry

11. Separation Distress as the Archetypal Loss
11.1 Introduction
Separation distress can be seen as the archetypal loss in human beings. We all experience it in one
form or another in infancy and childhood; and these experiences can determine to a large extent how we
respond to stressors and loss in later life [Bowlby 1969; 1973; 1980; see also B19 and B20 on website]. We
now know that a nurturing loving environment in childhood is crucial to the child’s wholesome
development [e.g. Sunderland 2006].
This was not always thought to be the case; in the 1950s the behaviourists held the view that all a
child needed to develop was food and water and warmth, and that nurturing and love were of no
importance. It took the work of Spitz, Harlow, Bowlby, Ainsworth and others to overturn this “left brain”
perspective; a perspective that mothers over eons have known to be nonsense [Spitz 1952; Spitz & Wolf
1946; Harlow 1958; Bowlby op cit and: 1951; 1953; Ainsworth 1967; Ainsworth & Bowlby 1991;
Sunderland 2006 / 2007]. The fate of the Romanian orphans is a graphic and tragic example of the
fundamental aspect of nurturing and CARE circuits to our well-being [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven
2012], and of what happens when there is no nurturing and care [Sunderland 2006 page 52]. Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs [Maslow 1945; 1968] may contain within it a relic of the behaviourists’ thinking. Some
years ago Pracha Hutanuwatr (a friend from Thailand) and I were discussing the Hierarchy of Needs, and he
suggested that there was a basic flaw in the sequence, in that CARE and Love needs are only shown on the
third stage up. The thesis of Maslow is that we can only graduate to the next stage of the hierarchy once
the lower needs have been provided / satisfied. In the light of the research discussed above, our CARE and
love needs are fundamental to our health and (neuro-physiological) development. Figure 11.1A is based on
Maslow’s original model; whereas Figure 11.1B is based on reflections after the discussion with Pracha.
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Figure 11.1A
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs as originally conceived
[Maslow 1943; 1968]

Figure 11.1B
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs adapted
i.e. Fundamental Physiological and Psychological needs
(in the light of research in recent decades)
[After Maslow 1943; 1968; Spitz 1952; Spitz & Wolf 1946; Harlow 1958;
Bowlby 1969; 1973; 1980; 1951; 1953; Ainsworth 1967; Ainsworth &
Bowlby 1991; Panksepp 1998; Sunderland 2006 / 2007; Porges 2011; Craig
2015]

Comments on Figure 11.1A and 11.1B
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

Figure 11.1A is essentially as originally conceived by Maslow.
In the light of research over the last seventy years, Maslow’s original conception has been modified in Figure 11.1B.
The fundamental grounding of the concept in terms of basic physiological needs has been expanded to embrace
CARE and Nurturing Needs (that we share with other mammals) and are fundamental to our well-being throughout
our lives.
Each stage of the hierarchy is dependent for our well-being on these Nurturing, Love and Care needs; hence they are
also included in the circle to the right of the triangle.
Meaning [Frankl 1946; 1952] and Spiritual needs are also fundamental to our well-being and health, and so these
have been added in Figure 11.1B in with Self Actualisation – though they could be lower down in the “hierarchy” as
they, like love, are fundamental.

Separation Distress circuits are one of the seven primary process emotions that we share with all
mammals described by Panksepp [Panksepp 1988]. He describes these in term of his usual notation as
either PANIC or GRIEF circuits [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012].
11.2 Separation Distress in the context of the evolution of mammals
Before moving on to discuss specific aspects of Separation Distress in more detail, we will consider
in what ways the neuro-circuits of Separation Distress are potentially beneficial to both humans and
mammals.
Panksepp comments on the separation distress of sea otter pups. Male otters, once mating has
occurred, do not help in the bringing up of the baby otters. So this is left to the mother otter [Panksepp
1998 p 262]. In order to feed her growing baby (babies), the mother otter has to dive deep in the sea to
find food in the form of sea creatures / fish. Panksepp comments:
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It is the mother’s job to be both caretaker and food provider, as often as not, on
the open sea. The pup’s life revolves around maternal devotion. When she dives
beneath the dark surface of the water for food, being absent from her infant’s side for
many minutes at a stretch, the young otter begins to cry and swim about in an
agitated state. If it were not for those calls of distress among the rising and falling
waves, young otters might be lost forever. Their security and future are unequivocally
linked to the audio-vocal thread of attachment that joins them to their mothers. It is
the same for all mammals. At the outset, we are utterly dependent creatures whose
survival is founded on the quality of our social bonds – one of the remaining great
mysteries, and gifts, of nature.
Panksepp 1998 p 262

So the primary process emotions of CARE and Separation Distress (PANIC; GRIEF) are intimately
related in all mammals. It is the calls of distress from the separated child that alerts the mother / parent to
the child’s distress – and so allows her (or him) to make the appropriate nurturing response. A mother
who, for whatever reason, is not able to respond appropriately will not be able to settle her child – as
discussed in the following sections.
When a child is distressed, she or he will call out / cry and so draw attention to the distress – which
may have resulted from physical or psychological separation. For the young child, this reactive response to
the distress is appropriate. This reaction is a crucial part of the Separation Distress circuits. The nurturing /
“good-enough” mother will be receptive to the distressed child and respond appropriately. By way of
contrast, the mother who, for whatever reason, is “not good enough” [Winnicott 1960 pp 140-152], will
tend to have a reactive rather than a receptive response to her child’s distress. This perspective came to
me after reading The Mindful Therapist [Siegel 2010 pp 24-31] when discussing how we respond to our
internal experiences. Both the receptive and reactive responses will to a large extent be the consequence
of what afferent inputs the individual (mother) is getting at that moment in time. The reactive response
will be due to the fact that “everything in the periphery is not quiet”. This perspective is discussed in more
detail in due course.
11.3 Separation Distress and ANS afferents
When infants / children experience separation, their SNS efferent system will become activated
with cries of distress that are adaptive, in that the cries should allow the re-union of mother and child all
the sooner. Until then, the child will be experiencing all the distress of activated SNS afferents (in the
context of flight / fight modalities).
Separation Distress can occur if the mother (primary carer) simply goes out of the room; or if she is
psychologically absent.
The Good Enough mother [Winnicott 1960; 1965] will normally quickly resolve the situation by
picking up her child and cuddling and CARE-ing for her / him. This will activate the PSNS afferents and the
affiliative touch afferents in the child (and the mother), and so restore the child’s equilibrium. In this type
of mother-child dynamics, the Separation Distress circuits in practice are associated with re-union, and so
joy and feeling loved.
In situations where the mother, for whatever reason, is unable to respond appropriately to the
child, then the Separation Distress will persist, and the child’s SNS efferent and afferent pathways will
become active until exhaustion occurs [Sunderland 2007]. This may in time result, when the child becomes
a parent, in the activation of her / his SNS afferent pathways when their own child is experiencing
Separation Distress [cf Ogden 2007 and Procedural Learned Tendencies].
Unresolved Separation Distress in children is usually the result of a “not in tune parent”. Teachers
are often nurturing, creative and playful with children. On the other hand, they can also cause a feeling of
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rejection / Separation Distress. Luis de Rivera, in his already mentioned London talk of 28.04.2012, gave a
graphic image of a child experiencing cognitive dissonance in her / his teacher, as illustrated in Figure 11.3.

Figure 11.3
Cognitive Dissonance in Teacher resulting in
Inner Distress in child
Mindful teachers, on the other hand, can be of enormous benefit to children – especially if the
children have suffered from an insecure base at home.
Feelings of unconsummated (separation) distress in children can result not only in the distress
caused by activated SNS efferents and afferents in a threatening situation, but can also pave the way for
maladaptive responses to separation in later life, with associated pathological Procedural Learned
Tendencies. Pathological in the sense that it is every child’s birth right to have caring and nurturing
parents.

11.4 Separation Distress and PSNS afferents in the mother
If a mother has had a nurturing childhood herself, then her Separation Distress circuits will be well
primed – so that she responds appropriately to her child’s distress. Such appropriate responses by the
mother will, in time, facilitate wholesome CARE circuits developing in her child. There is evidence that the
internalisation of the mother’s nurturing qualities by the child will result in the adult child being able to
deal with loss and grief more appropriately [Bowlby Trilogy Volume 3: Loss 1980]. These matters are
discussed more fully in B19 and B20 of the website.
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In other words, the cries of distress by such a mother’s child will not activate her own SNS system,
but rather her own CARE and PSNS pathways which will facilitate her own “Social Engagement” pathways
and her own affiliative touch systems.
11.5 Adult Loss
All forms of adult loss29 will tend to activate our Separation Distress pathways; so inevitably we will
not feel good as we are being unconsciously bombarded by this primordial form of distress that is also
associated with activated SNS afferents. How we respond to such loss can reflect greatly on our own
childhood experiences of Separation Distress [Bowlby 1980]. Nevertheless, whatever our childhood
experiences, loss of any form can activate terrible distress. All of this will be mainly at an unconscious /
implicit level.
In addition, cultural and cognitive perspectives can deepen our suffering. As humans, we tend to
be wedded to the idea of permanence, yet there is no permanence. We know cognitively that all things
must die, including ourselves. A leaf that has spent a spring and summer on an oak tree, and then in the
Autumn flutters down to the earth, might say to herself: “I have spent a wonderful few months singing
while attached to my parent oak, giving her energy from the miracle of photo-synthesis; and now my time
has come, and I flutter gladly down to mother earth, to become compost in the coming months, and
thereby will give life to future microorganisms or plants.” [After Thich Nhat Hanh].
We can understand this from the perspective of a leaf; it is much more difficult from the
perspective of a human being. Yet our assumption or craving for permanence is an illusion. The fact of
impermanence was a fundamental precept of Sakyamuni; and is interlinked with what is sometimes
described as the toxic trio, which are:
1. Hatred and Ill-will towards others;
2. Craving; and
3. The delusion that we have a permanent separate self – in the sense that nothing
exists in isolation; everything is interlinked with everything else.
An excellent “western” psychological perspective on the Toxic Trio can be found in: Ekman et al
200530. The toxic trio continue to cause a great deal of suffering in the modern world; yet we can begin to
rid ourselves of them by mindful practice and skilful wholesome means [Ekman et al op cit].
Our tendency to think that we have a permanent, separate self is the root cause of much suffering.
In fact, there is nothing permanent in the cosmos; everything is in constant flux and in the process of
transforming into something else. The essence of the meaning here is that impermanence is implicit in the
nature of all things. Nothing in the cosmos has permanence; and each object in this present moment is
actually inter-related to all things; in other words, each of us inter-is with everyone and everything else.
Thich Nhat Hanh refers to this as Inter-Being [Hanh 2012 pp 55-58; see also D10 on the website: “Look at
the Cypress Tree”). To take a simple example: we may pride ourselves in having climbed up to the top of
Ben Nevis all on our own; yet such an assumption is highly suspect. We no doubt needed a good map,
compass, good boots and equipment, food and water. Most, if not all of these, are thanks to a complex
network of all those who have been involved in making / transporting the above; not to mention that
without our parents and all their ancestors, we would not be. So in what sense can we say we do or did
anything on our own?31

29

These include, for example: loss of a beloved partner / child; rupture of a close relationship; loss of health; loss of a
job; loss of a home / country.
30
See references [Ekman, Paul; Davidson, Richard J.; Ricard, Matthieu; and Wallace, B. Alan: 2005. Buddhist and
Psychological Perspectives on Emotions and Well-Being. April 2005; Current Directions in Psychological Science: Vol.
14; 2; page 59 – 63]
31
This fact of inter-relatedness is intimately linked with responsibility and ethical decisions that we are making
throughout our lives – [Frankl 1952 /1955].
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We are ourselves made of atoms from vast stars that in their death produced the heavier atoms
that constitute much of mother earth and ourselves [Bizony 2007 pp 175-176]. The leaf story gives us an
inkling of the wisdom of having a perspective of permanent impermanence; the leaf, in fluttering down to
the ground, will not have been disturbed by noxious SNS afferents!

The distress and loss of meaning that we experience as human beings following the death or
chronic illness (such as dementia) of a partner / child / loved one can be seen in terms of the activation of
Separation Distress pathways – in which there is no, or can be no, meaningful re-union in life. This is a part
of the nature of life, and brings home (to us) the existential meaning of impermanence.

11.6 Loss and Autogenic Training
Loss and bereavement are facts of life; and cause great suffering. They activate our primordial
Separation Distress circuits / GRIEF [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012]. This will tend to activate our
SNS afferents, and so our whole being becomes out of sync, out of equilibrium. Mental training can help
restore the disturbed inner self back to a much more settled inner being – partly by regularly activating our
PSNS afferents and our myelinated vagal system, which in turn will facilitate the activation of our own
CARE circuits – and thus our own self-soothing system32 [Gilbert 2009]. This is not to say that Autogenic
Training is a panacea; each of us may benefit from skilled counselling in times of profound loss.
11.7 Separation Distress refracted through Adverse Childhood Events (ACE) Research
There was a very interesting programme on Radio 4 recently33 that reawakened my interest in the
Adverse Childhood Events (ACE) study of 1998 by Vincent Felitti.
Some year ago Vincent Felitti was studying obesity, and he was surprised to find that there seemed
to be a link between obesity and childhood traumas. This observation led over time to a realisation that
the obesity in some people is actually a protection to prevent further physical / sexual abuse34.
On digging more deeply, in a careful study of 286 such patients, Dr. Felitti learned that
many had been unconsciously using obesity as a shield against unwanted sexual attention,
or as a form of defence against physical attack, and that many of them had been sexually
and/or physically abused as children. That is to say, although obesity was conventionally
viewed as the problem, it was often found to be the unconscious solution to other, far more
concealed, problems. The prevalence and severity of these problems was totally
unexpected. Many, like childhood sexual abuse or suicidality, were shielded by social taboos
against freely discussing these.
Felitti, Vincent & Anda, Robert F. 2003

Please also see footnote 33

32

Or self-nurturing – a phrase I tend to prefer to self-soothing.

Available on i-Player; BBC Radio 4 on 16-02-2016 11.00 a.m. [http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b070dksr#play – “Unhappy
Childhood, Unhealthy Adult: How traumatic experiences in childhood contribute to poor health and short lives”]
33

34

While this study is of great importance, my brother Michael has correctly stated that we have to be careful in what
we extrapolate from it. The present significant increase in obesity world-wide does not mean there has been an
increase in childhood abuse in this sense. Rather, the rise in obesity is (mainly) related in this context to the food and
sweets industry craving for profit, and governments and parents that turn a blind eye to harmful foods and harmful
advertising practices.
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Where there is ACE (Adverse Childhood Events), there is Separation Distress. Where there is ACE,
there is likely to be excess cortisol production (in addition to adrenaline / catecholamines). Figure 11.7A
reminds us of some of the consequence of such prolonged / chronic cortisol production.

Weight Gain
Insomnia
Depression
Infrequent Periods
Reduced Libido
Muscular Weakness
Back Pain
Reduced immune response

Allostatic Load

The Type II Stress Response [Ross
2010]
Pituitary – ACTH – Adrenal Cortex –
Cortisol Pathway
Sources: Drury, P.L 1990; Patel 1989
[Also see: McEwen & Lasley, 2003]
[Adapted from Ross 2010 Figure 2.7
page 52]

Figure 11.7A
Some possible effects of prolonged Stress Response
in terms of cortisol production
Felitti subsequently carried out extensive research over a number of years, and found that ACE
were associated with not simply emotional / mental distress problems in later life, but also with increased
physical morbidity and mortality [Felitti 1998]. Aspects of his research are summarised in Figure 11.7B
below.
Odds
ratio
axis

Right columns:
Four or more
ACE risk factors

4

Figure 2.13
extrapolated from
Felitti 1998; Table
.
7; page 254.

2

Left columns
No ACE risk
factors

(With permission
and thanks from
Vincent Felitti
29-08-2009)

.

IHD

CVA

Cancer

C-B / Em

DM

Figure 11.7B
Relative risk of developing various diseases in relation ACE
[From Ross 2010: page 61: Figure 2.13]
Comments on Figure 11.7B
 The blue blocks show the risk of the various conditions for the general population.
 The red-pink block shows the increased risk for those who in childhood experience
four or more Adverse Childhood Events. So this means that:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

IHD: Ischaemic Heart Disease (IHD) risk is doubled;
CVA: Cerebro Vascular Accident risk a little more than
doubled;
Cancer risk increased by over 50%;
C-B/ Em: Chronic Bronchitis and Emphysema risk increased
almost four fold;
DM: Diabetes Mellitus: risk increased by 50%.
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This study was based in America. Similar findings have now been found in Britain. In one British
study:



47% of patients report at least one ACE
9% reported at least four ACE.

This probably means that a good 10% of GP visits are from people who have four or more ACE, as
this will be the group that will tend to suffer from hyper-vigilant states35, depression, and those in the
category of Medically Unexplained Symptoms [Dobbin & S. Ross 2012]. Councillors and AT therapists will
also tend to have a disproportionate percent of those seeking help from this group.
This means that more or less one in ten of the adults in Britain are likely to be affected in the ways
illustrated in Figure 11.7B. The underlying mechanisms for the increased morbidity and mortality are
complex, but will include:
i.
Ongoing hyper-vigilant states that tend to be associated with long term increases in
cortisol levels; this per se will have effects on mental well-being – for example, depression.
ii.
Such long term stressors can then lead to Allostatic Load, and the associated increased
physical morbidity [McEwen 1998; 20004; McEwen & Lasley 2003; Kradin 2013 pp 56-65;
Marmot 1991 – the Whitehall Study].
iii.
Stressors seem to have an adverse effect on telomeres, which are structures at the end of
chromosomes that protect the chromosome. These become shortened secondary to
stress, and this can then result in the chromosome unravelling, as it were, and causing
bodily malfunction [Epel et al 2006] due to chromosome mal-function.
The work of Bowlby and others concerning Loss and loss of well-being is best now seen in the
context of ACE studies.
A good summary about what is meant by ACE is given on the Lancashirecare NHS website, as
indicated below.

Extract from the Lancashire website:
https://www.lancashirecare.nhs.uk/media/Innovation/REACh%20Infographic.pdf
An ACE is any childhood trauma or adversity. This includes all forms of physical and emotional abuse or
neglect that results in actual or potential harm to a child. This may include growing up where there is:
 Physical, sexual or emotional abuse
 Parental death/loss
 Recurrent emotional abuse including bullying
 Neglect and poverty
 Family members who misuse substances
 Divorce/death/abandonment
 Poor parental mental health

Also: https://www.lancashirecare.nhs.uk/REACh
Accessed 18-02-2016
From REACh Infographic Lancashire 2016.pdf
The Lancashire website also has a graphic depiction of the effects of increasing ACE, which is
shown schematically in Figure 11.7C:

35

Hypervigilant states can be associated with the Chronic Stress Response and Allostatic Load.
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Figure 11.7C
Schematic Representation of
Number of ACEs
and Physical and Mental
Outcome
[From Lancashire Care NHS
website 2016]

A study is at present taking place in Lancashire to look into these matters in more depth. It has
been found that simply taking a thorough history of adverse childhood experiences appears to start a
process of healing.
Various forms of mental training such as Positive Mental Training, Mindfulness approaches, and
Autogenic Training will tend to act as anti-dotes to some of the long term ACE effects by the very fact that
they tend to bring about a re-setting of the ANS in the direction of increased PSNS / Myelinated dynamics;
and other afferent homeostatically related modalities.

11.8 Afferents in childhood and Allostatic Load /
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11.8 Afferents in childhood and Allostatic Load
Dysfunctional family dynamics and Adverse Childhood Events will both be associated with changed
ANS function in the growing child. Alongside this, both physical and /or psychological separation distress
pathways may well be active, with no or little consoling (con-soul-ing) warmth, nurturing, and affiliative
touch. Figure 11.8A illustrates some of the consequences of the resultant insecure base.

Figure 11.8A
Chronic Separation Distress Dynamics
[Based on Craig 2015; Panksepp 1998]

Comments on Figure
 The mother is, for whatever reason, estranged and so is unable to give
the normal nurturing love of mammal that is underpinned by CARE
circuits [Panksepp]. It is possible that her CARE circuits were damage in
her own early childhood.
 This will result in dysfunctional developmental dynamics in the growing
child, including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Lack of cuddles and nurturing
Reduced or absent activation of Affiliative touch
pathways in child leading to
Lack of warmth (physical and psychological)
Chronic activation of SNS afferents, which can in due
course lead to hyper-vigilant states.
In addition, there may be increase production of
cortisol, secondary to an overactive Hypo-ThalamicPituitary-Adrenal-Cortex Axis, resulting possible in
Allostatic Load.
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The above may result in an inappropriately extended response to stressors, as illustrated in Figure
11.8B.

Figure 11.8B
Two Types of Response to Acute Stressors
Comment on Figure 11.8B
i.
The turquoise response to the Stressor is the normal healthy acute Stress Response
described by Benson [Benson 1975] involving mainly the SNS and adrenal medulla, with
the release of adrenaline / nor-adrenaline [Type I Stress Response, Ross 2010]. After
peaking, it will be seen that the intensity of the response rapidly falls off.
ii.
In contrast, the red response is typical of a chronic Stress Response in which the
Response is prolonged. This will typically also involve the Type II Stress Response, with
activation of the Hypothalamic Pituitary Axis and the release of Cortisol from the adrenal
cortex [see Ross 2010 pp 51-52].
iii.
Both of these responses will be associated with increased SNS afferents and the
accompanying feelings of dis-ease; but of course (i.) above is short lived.
iv.
The HPA chronic response to stress may in due course result in Allostatic Load.
v.
This may be one of the consequences of ACE and one of the causes of the increase
morbidity and mortality (see Figure 11.7B above).

11.9 A Secure Base and childhood Afferents
In a “good enough” family where there are frequent cuddles and nurturing and CARE, then the
outcome will be very different to that depicted in Figure 11.8A. This is illustrated in Figure 11.8C; we have
here used the example of Binti the Gorilla (see Compassion) to emphasise that our mammalian cousins
also have the same Primary Process Emotions including CARE / nurturing circuits.
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Figure 11.9A
Affiliative Touch and Warmth Afferents inter-are
Comments on Figure 11.9A
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

The mother’s and child’s close skin contact activates the maternal
response by way the mother’s touch (affiliative) pathways to the brain,
which then releases oxytocin [Panksepp 1998 p252 and 259]; and this
facilitates breast feeding.
At the same time, the affiliative touch afferents pathways of the child
gorilla are activated in the areas of skin contact with the mother; and
these then travel up to the insular cortex – to be processed in the right
anterior insular cortex.
Affiliative touch can be described as a type of homeostatic emotion, linked
in with PSNS afferents – and thus with positive emotions and emotional
feelings in youngling.
At the same time, the mother-child skin contact will result in vaso-dilation
of the skin capillaries, and this will manifest in warmth afferents to the
insular cortex giving the subjective feeling of warmth.
Hence we have the foundations for a warm secure base.

As indicated, humans share the basic primary process emotions, including CARE circuits, with
mammals. The afferent pathways described in this paper are particularly well developed in humans.
Disruption of the social and family structure in mammals in general can have serious consequences
on the well-being of the whole community – see for example, “How elephants are opening doors” [Schore
2012E pp 243-258]. Human societies are no exception to this.
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11.X Nurturing the inner child and facilitating wholesome afferents
In some ways the leaf is lucky (11.5 above): its perspective on impermanence, and so on mortality,
is full of wisdom. All mammals, and so humans, have Separation Distress circuits embedded in their genes
– and so in our brains and psyche. It is these same Separation Distress circuits that are activated in us as
adults during bereavement / severe loss. In this sense the feelings of distress / desperation are not our
fault [cf Gilbert 2009; Gilbert & Choden 2013]. Yet what we do to deal with the distressing feelings is our
responsibility.
We can from Adult36 agree cognitively with the Leaf’s perspective, and then take on our distressed
inner Child (that represents the activation of Separation Distress circuits), and in our mind gently nurture
and caress her / him – as we would our own distressed child. This will then help to settle the activated SNS
afferents caused by the loss / negative reflections and ruminations on the loss.
Regular AT Standard Exercise sequences during bereavement / loss will facilitate activation of our
afferent and efferent PSNS (including myelinated vagal nerves) that will allow our being to settle, and bring
back to us a sense of a Secure Base that is so often shaken to the core by loss – including severe terminal
illnesses in our beloved or ourselves. [See also B19 and B20 in the web-series]. Mindful types of Mental
Training will activate our Soothing and Contentment system, with the concomitant release of life
enhancing molecules / information substances [Pert 1997] such as oxytocin and endorphins [e.g. Gilbert
2009 pp 23-88; also see web-series B937and B16; and also Glossary: Glossary Figure G-12B under SEEKING
system.]
12. Autonomic Afferents and Primary Process Emotions
Our autonomic afferents, as discussed, are modulating our feelings all the time. When these are
dominated by SNS afferents, we will tend to be in a vigilant – or perhaps hypervigilant – state, and this can
be associated with the activation of, for example, FEAR and RAGE circuits. Craig links this with emotional
feelings that are associated with energy expenditure (e.g. running away from a bear; being in a rage).
On the other hand, when the afferent input from the body is predominantly that of the PSNS, then
this will be associated with EONS such as CARE / nurturing and PLAY38. In energy terms, such PSNS afferent
input will be associated with energy nourishment [Craig 2010 /2016].
The above dynamics are illustrated schematically in Figure 12A:

36

note transactional analysis notation
B9: Mental Training, the Pre-Frontal Cortex, Resilience, and Equanimity; B16: Antidotes to Threats our Minds Create
– the Soothing and Contentment System
37

38

PLAY is an emotion that requires both SNS and PSNS activation; if the PSNS is not present, then the social
engagement circuits will be subdued and so it can be argued that we can no longer play in a playful way. In other
words, we need to be feeling safe (a secure base) to be able to play.
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Comments on Figure 12A
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.
Figure 12A
Autonomic Afferents, Interoceptive Cortex and the Anterior
Cingulate Cortex

The ANS afferents have arrived from the
body, having crossed over when
entering the spinal cord before
ascending in the Spino-Thalamic Tract.
They enter the Posterior Insula which is
the Interoceptive Cortex, the Autonomic
Sensory Cortex.
Messages pass on to the Mid Insula,
from where the ANS lateralisation
occurs.
i.e. SNS afferents that have ascended in
the left Spino-Thalamic Tract cross over
to the right Anterior Insula;
and PSNS afferents that have ascended
in the right Spino-Thalamic Tract cross
over to the left Anterior Insula.
From the Anterior Insular, two-way
communication is established between
the Anterior Insular Cortex and the
Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) – which
is the Autonomic Motor Cortex.
Dominance of SNS afferents is
associated with distressing and / or
toxic emotions – and energy
expenditure.
Dominance of PSNS afferents is
associated with positive / nurturing and
energy nourishment.

Recurrent Separation Distress and dysfunctional family dynamic can lead to hypervigilant states
and negatively valenced Procedural Learned Tendencies. In this situation, the ANS afferents will tend to be
dominated by SNS inputs to the brain, indicated schematically in Figure 12B.
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Comments on Figure 12B
1. SNS afferents now dominate, as
shown.
2. This will tend to be associated with
negative / toxic type emotions.
3. The activation of SNS afferents will
generally be the result of some
unconscious incident, that can result
in negative Procedural Learned
Tendencies.
4. Negative Complexes and the
activation of negative archetypes in
the Jungian sense will tend to
activate
associated
Procedural
Learned Tendencies (PLT).
5. All of these factors will tend to
eclipse social engagement and
feeling secure / nurtured.

Figure 12B
SNS dominated Autonomic Afferents, the Right Anterior
Insula, and associated Primary Process Emotions / PLT.

We can say that fRight, flight, and fight SNS modalities are processed in the Right Anterior Insular
Cortex.

A secure base in childhood will tend to be associated with wholesome afferent inputs, as will
mental training such as Meditation and Autogenic Training. These dynamics are summarised in Figure 12C.
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Comments on Figure 12C
1. PSNS afferents now dominate the
background neurophysiology.
2. This will tend to be associated with
positive type emotions such as
nurturing and CARE.
3. CARE circuits are associated with
informational substances such as
oxytocin, which acts as an anti-dote to
negative / destructive emotions
[Panksepp 1998].
4. PSNS activity per se enhances social
engagement [Porges 2011] and
affiliative touch circuits [Craig 2015].
5. Increased PSNS afferent activity will
include feelings of warmth and safety as
a result of skin vasodilation and the
associated activation of warmth
afferents.
6. Regular rest periods [Rossi, 1991: “The
Twenty Minute Break”], tranquil
holidays, and meditative-type practices
facilitate activation of the PSNS
afferents.
Figure 12C
PSNS dominated Autonomic Afferents, the Left Anterior
Insula, and associated Primary Process Emotions

We can say that reLaxation, nurturing, CARE, and affiLiative touch are associated with the Left
Anterior Insular Cortex.

13. Positive Mental States compared with Negative /
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13. Positive Mental States compared with Negative Ruminations
SNS over-activity tends to be associated with negative / destructive feelings and emotions, while
PSNS dominance is associated with positive affect (see, for example, Figure 5). Negative ruminations can
send us in a downward spiral in which there is increased SNS afferent activity, that leads to increased
suffering and distress. Figure 13A summarises aspects of the vicious circle that negative ruminations
(about the past, present and future) can result in.

Figure 13A
Negative Mental States and Inner Suffering
(Thanks to Annie Sturgeon for her useful comments and help with this figure)
Original Figure appeared as Figure 1 in D10 on web [Ross 2015]

Comments on Figure 13A








Our present negative mental state is represented in this figure in terms of negative ruminations
about the past and getting lost in negative thoughts about the /our future. These distressing
mental states both reflect inner suffering.
As a result of our distressed mental state, our body becomes distressed; and indeed the distressed
mental state reflects a disturbed bodily state in which “everything in the periphery is not-calm”.
Such states may activate FEAR, RAGE and PANIC Circuits. In these situations, we will be getting
disturbing feedback from the body in terms of SNS (Sympathetic Nervous System) afferents [Craig
2004; 2005; 2008]. These distressing bodily sensations will increase our inner distress and
suffering.
Activation of such Primary Process Emotions is not conducive to clear thinking; we are in fact being
taken over by the more primitive parts of the brain which evolved to protect us (flight and fight
modalities). Hence we are unable to reflect mindfully, and so we get deeper and deeper into the
downward spiral.
Thus our suffering increases – sometimes called the second arrow [Teasdale & Chaskalson
(Kulananda) 2011].
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Meditative states that can be associated with the Reflective Function have the opposite effect of
the negative ruminations just described. The neuro-physiology of such positive and creative mental states
is shown in Figure 13B.

Figure 13B
Transformation through settling the body
Adapted from Figure 2 in D10 on web [Ross 2015]

Comments on Figure 13B









In Meditative states we are in the present moment; we become the present moment.
As the body settles, we will increasingly be receiving PSNS afferent inputs from the body.
These are associated with positive / nurturing emotions such as CARE.
This is a physiological state conducive for developing our Reflective Function [Knox 2003] and so
developing…….
……. Empathy [Sympathy – Trevarthen 2011; see also C6-B on the web: “Integration and Well Being –
Dancing in the Flow of Integration – Appendix: “Some reflections on sympathy and empathy” pp 15-16] and
being able to imagine we are in the other’s shoes (cf. Theory of Mind).
Out of these dynamics, Jen (human-heartedness) can develop for both ourselves and other (see
also Appendix A).
This in turn allows our hearts to soften (see D10 on web for further details) and for us to develop
compassion for both ourselves and others [Gilbert & Choden 2013].
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14. Autogenic Training, Afferents and Well-Being
Well-Being is an inter-linked concept. That is, Well-Being for any of us cannot exist in isolation. In
the context of wholeness, the concept (of well-being) implies moving towards our Authentic / True Self,
and in Jungian terms implies the process of Individuation [e.g. Jung: CW 6: 757 / 758; Stevens 1990 / 1999:
p 52]. As discussed in the glossary, it has three crucial ingredients:




A positive emotional state for much of the time (e.g. CARE / nurturing;
PLAY; SEEKING – see below).
Engagement in some specific projects / goals; whether at work, as an
artist, or as a parent.
Meaning: and having a vision / understanding of life and of something
bigger than ourselves / our family / our country.

These are all important in the context of embracing our Authentic Self and responsibility [Frankl
1946; 1952].
Mental Training is perhaps best seen as a lifelong commitment – much in the same way that if we
are to keep our bodies fit we need to take regular physical exercise. Such training, including Autogenic
Training, works through a variety of modalities, many of which we have already discussed. The composite
Figure 14 below is an attempt to integrate some of these modalities succinctly in a somewhat sequential
way.
 Decision to engage in Autogenic Training
Pictogram
14.1

Figure 14A

Comment
Our initial state may be somewhat perturbed /
hypervigilant with SNS efferents and afferents
predominating, (the afferents terminating in the
Right Anterior Insular Cortex).
Note that:
 All in the periphery may not be quiet / calm
as a result of increased SNS afferents.
 Such SNS activity tends to be associated
with “negative” emotions such as FEAR and
RAGE and their neuro-circuits; this is partly
related to up-regulating these Emotional
Operating Neuro-circuits in the amygdala
and associated areas.

Cf. Figure
4.2A in main
text and
“further
comments on
Figure 4.2A”.



The four long SNS arrows show these
afferents in the Spino-Thalamic tract.

See also: C12: Presence in Mind – Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being

If our initial state is perturbed with activation of SNS
afferents, then our mental state in terms of
distressing emotions is also liable to be in a
perturbed state, with:
 increased EEG activity in the Right Pre
Frontal Cortex, as indicated in the
pictogram [Goleman 2003 p 12; Davidson 2003B pp 194; 335;
338-340]
.

14.2

See also: B5: Emotions, Frontal Lobe Dynamics, and Autogenic Training in
the context of autonomic afferent lateralisation

Standard exercise sequence begins /
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Standard exercise sequence begins
14.3 (Body Scan; Right / Left Arm Heavy……)

Gradual reductions in
Figure 14B
 SNS efferents and
 SNS afferents (to right anterior Insular
Cortex)
 And so of the interoceptive feeling that “all
in the periphery (and centrally) is not
quiet”.
Gradual shift towards
 PSNS activity including
 Myelinated Vagal and
 Increased PSNS afferent activity to Left
Anterior Insular Cortex
 And a gradual awareness that “all in the
periphery is quiet”.
 Increased Social Engagement disposition
developing.

14.4

PSNS activity tends to be associated with positive
emotions and feelings – as discussed above. These
positive emotions, with their associated neural
circuits (e.g. CARE / self-nurturing) and
informational molecules (e.g. oxytocin), tend to act
as anti-dotes to negative / destructive emotions
[Panksepp 1998]
(see 8 below).
At the same time, an increase in interoceptive
awareness can occur, with, for example,
homeostatically nurturing afferent inputs from the
body such as warmth.
 The warmth we experience in the Standard
Exercises is not simply in the mind; the
original research indicated that the skin
temperature goes up (as a result of
vasodilation of skin capillary vessels).
 This means that the warmth afferents are
themselves activated during AT; and this
will tend to activate our CARE and
nurturing circuits (i.e. self-nurturing).
 Warmth and affiliative touch afferents
travel from the body to the Dorsal
Posterior Insular Cortex [e.g. Craig 2015 p 302];
and are intimately linked with homeostasis
and the ANS.

14.5

Pictogram from Figure 9A
Autogenic Training, Skin Temperature, GSR
WARMTH AFFERENTS ACTIVATED

14.6/
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Figure 14C

Mental Training has been shown to increase
positive re-appraisal / re-framing [Gross 2002;

14.6

Delgado et al 2008; Cahn &Polich 2006; see also Ross 2010 p 211]

.

The Pre-Frontal Cortex plays an important
part in these dynamics, as summarised in this
figure.
Re-appraisal is inter-linked with our Reflective
Function – and this in itself can facilitate the
development of Self-Realisation39 [Schultz ex
Wallnöfer 2000 – see also appendix C]. Jung’s
concept of Individuation interlinks with that of SelfRealisation.

Mental training is associated with increased EEG
activity of the Left Pre Frontal Cortex [Davidson 2003B p
335; Davidson 2003A; Ross 2010 pp 147-149; and B9 on website]
.
 “The Left Frontal Lobe is
associated with modulating
positive / nurturing-type
emotions;
and
with
Meditative (and Autogenic)
type states”.

14.7

The Left PFC is closely interconnected with:
i. The Left Anterior Insula; and
the
ii. Dorsal Posterior Insular Cortex
Left Frontal Lobe Activity is associated with
positive feelings and emotions, and acts as antidote to negative / destructive emotions [Davidson
2003B p 335; Goleman 2003 p 12]
, as illustrated in the Figure.

14.8

This overlaps with the ancient concept of “Changing
the Peg” [see Ross 2010 pp 152-154] and Spinoza’s
concept that we cannot overcome a negative affect by
reason alone, but by reason-induced-emotion [Spinoza
1677; Damasio 2003 pp 11-12]. The positive affect (e.g. CARE)
needs to be there.
[The “Thinking and Logic” of humans that is not
modulated by positive / CARE-ing/ Nurturing emotions
can lead to terrible consequences [See also Gilbert & Choden
2013 pp 32-34]].
The Left Frontal Lobe activity in this context is now
thought to be related to the increase afferent PSNS
activity to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex, which is
axiomatically linked to positive emotions [Craig 2015]. This
in turn is intimately linked to self-nurturing.
14.9/

It has been suggested that the concept of the Authentic Self [Luthe] is closely related to Winnicott’s True Self
[Winnicott e.g. 1965 pp 148-149].
39
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Figure 14D

14.9
Self-nurturing is based on the same
neuro-circuits that give a child a secure
base. In other words, the CARE and
nurturing that a child receives from her /
his good enough mother become
internalised.
This is shown figuratively in Figure 9 here
(see also CARE circuits).

Comments on Figure 14.9
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Mental Training works at the fundamental level of the Autonomic Nervous System, and increases PSNS
afferents to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex.
As a result, warmth develops in the body – e.g. skin capilliary blood vessels to arms and legs dilating.
This then in turn will activate warmth afferents which can produce a feeling of well-being in the body; and
enhance CARE circuits.
At the same time, increased PSNS affrents will:
 Increase positive / nurutring type affect
 Reduce reduce negaitve / distressing affect by reducing SNS afferent activity
 Facilitate CARE circuits (and wholesome SEEKING circuits)
 Increase (in due course) Social Engagment [Porges 2011]
The blue C shaped area represents our Nurturing and CARE circuits which in this context are the centre of selfnurturing [Gilbert 2009]; eu-molecules such as oxytocin are released and act as anti-dotes to negative /
destructive emotions [e.g. Panksepp 1998].

14.10
In summary:
The
above
sequence leads towards
equanimity, primarily as a result of the
increased PSNS afferent activity, and
concomitant changes in the Pre-frontal cortex.
Key features are:


Increased PSNS afferents



“All in the periphery is
quiet”

Frequent activation of the Autogenic State
facilitates equanimity wherever we are and
wherever we go.

Schematic Depictions of PSNS Afferents
activated by Autogenic Training
Figure 14
Suggested Model of the
integration of various neuro-physiological modalities involved in
Transformation during Autogenic Training
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15 Epilogue – the Cypress Tree
“Look at the Cypress Tree”; it is beyond singing about [Paton 1948]. Our minds are perhaps too
often in the “doing mode” in the sense that we may be ruminating about the past or getting lost in the
future [Hanh 1990]. This can mean that we are much of the time not in the present moment; so we miss
the wisdom of the leaf fluttering down, a butterfly on a buddleia, or the lovely smile on a child’s face. This
is a serious matter, in that every moment of our lives is a unique and never to be repeated moment. If we
do not see this rainbow, in this moment, it is gone for ever. Look at the cypress tree; tomorrow it may be
too late.
The Zen master had compassion for the long-term well-being of his student monk, and in this sense
was helping him to be grounded in nature.
Koans may teach the student of life a great deal; yet by focusing on such puzzles and intellectual
pursuits, we can miss the wonder of this moment, with the low February sun casting sidelong shadows as I
type these words. Present Moment, Wonderful Moment [Hanh 1993].
Any form of mental training, including Autogenic Training, can allow us to become more in touch
with our internal nurturing afferents, and so more in touch with being and being in this moment –
wherever we are and whoever we may be with; including the grasshopper of “A Summer Day”40.

16 Appendix /
40

A Summer’s Day – a poem by Mary Oliver [https://www.loc.gov/poetry/180/133.html]
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16.1

Appendix A

Jen and our Original Nature
In ancient China there was a human quality regarded more highly than any other virtue: higher, for
example, than righteousness, higher than benevolence.
This quality was known as Jen, which can perhaps best be
translated as human-heartedness (Watts 1995; page 25).
Some psychologies tend to focus on negative aspects of “human nature”. Other philosophies
suggest a deep innate beauty, goodness, and nobility within each human being. In Buddhist psychology this
innate quality is called our Original Nature (or Buddha41 Nature), and is well illustrated in the following
story.
In a large temple north of Thailand’s ancient capital, Sukotai, there once stood an
enormous and ancient clay Buddha. Though not the most handsome or refined work of Thai
Buddhist art, it had been cared for over a period of five hundred years and become revered for
its sheer longevity. Violent storms, changes in government, and invading armies had come and
gone, but the Buddha endured.
At one point, however, the monks who tend the temple noticed that the statue had
begun to crack and would soon be in need of repairing and repainting. After a stretch of
particularly hot, dry weather, one of the cracks became so wide that a curious monk took his
flashlight and peered inside. What shone back at him was a flash of brilliant gold. Inside this
plain old statue, the temple residents discovered one of the largest and most luminous golden
images of Buddha ever created …….
The monks believe that this shining work of art had become covered in plaster and clay to
protect it during times of conflict and unrest. In much the same way, each of us has
encountered threatening situations that lead us to cover our innate nobility. Just as the people
of Sukotai had forgotten about the golden Buddha, we too have forgotten our essential nature.
Much of the time we operate from the protective layer.
Kornfield, 2008, pp 11-12
..
Kornfield goes on to say: “The primary aim of Buddhist psychology is to help us see beneath this
armouring and bring out our original goodness, called our Buddha nature.”
So our Original Nature can become distorted and latent over time. Disciplines such as Meditation
and Autogenic Training can help us to restore and re-contact the Original Nature in ourselves and others:
this will involve developing our skills in Mindful Awareness42.
References and sources
Watts; Alan: 1995. The Tao of Philosophy – edited transcripts. ISBN 1-870845-16-1
Kornfield, Jack: The Wise Heart – Buddhist psychology for the West; 2008. ISBN: 978-1-84-604125-9
Extract from Zz-07: irfr Handouts 1994 - 2016

The word Buddha means “The Awakened One”
Buddhist psychology is grounded in what in English is usually translated as “The Four Noble Truths”; it has been suggested that a
better sense of the inner meaning is “The Four Ennobling Truths”.
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16.2

Appendix B
BRITISH AUTOGENIC SOCIETY STATEMENT 2014
CONCERNING DR. J.H. SCHULTZ

Preamble
As far as we are aware, no-one in the British Autogenic Society had any knowledge of Dr Johannes H. Schultz’s alleged
work associated with National Socialism in Germany, until something appeared on Wikipedia a few years ago, which
concerned BAS members.
Origins and development of AT
Autogenic Training is a method developed from the early 20th century, influenced by Oskar Vogt and others, including
Dr Schultz. It explores the relaxation response as experienced under hypnosis, and by a meditative-style approach. Its
principles and purpose encourage self-development and fulfilment, and often psychological healing, from within the
person.
Autogenic Training arrived in the UK in 1978, from Canada, where Dr Wolfgang Luthe had developed a precise style of
teaching AT, having met Schultz in the late 1940s. It is Luthe’s style that the BAS adheres to today.
The British Autogenic Society
The views and practice of the British Autogenic Society have always been:
To promote Autogenic Training as an excellent, proven, non-invasive self-help therapy.
Also, we:
 Set the educational and qualification standards for practitioners


Provide professional training in Autogenic Training and Therapy



Establish professional codes of ethics and practice



Aim to raise the profile of AT



Maintain links and continuous dialogue with other professional organisations and the medical establishment



Liaise with other national Autogenic Societies around the world



Support our members, friends and associates to undertake quality research on AT.

Equality and diversity
The British Autogenic Society has no political affiliations and does not discriminate against anyone on the basis of
nationality, race, gender, sexual orientation, age, social class, disability, political, religious or spiritual persuasion or
practice.
BAS promotes an Equal Opportunities and Diversity Policy where every individual is recognised, respected and valued.
All BAS members are required to adhere to our Codes of Ethics and Practice.
©British Autogenic Society 2014
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16.3

Appendix C

Some Quotations from Schultz
 To let things happen (letting happen) is the decisive attitude.
 It cannot be emphasised enough that Autogenic Therapy is a completely individual matter and
everybody has really and truly to go his / her own natural way.
 Out of the world of will, doing, and decision and action the trainee devotes himself 43 (is turning
himself) with closed eyes towards a world of creative inner development of self-produced
internal images.
 Every active effort neutralises the effect of the training.
 Every struggling active intention (every willing), even thinking actively and / or determinedly is
incompatible with the inner attitude of passivity and receiving.
 Do not think, do not give orders to yourself and do not try to do anything.
 One should explain to every trainee that he will only succeed if he is ready to dedicate himself
to the self-imposed inner formulae in a real collectedly concentrated manner (in equestrian
sport one speaks of “collection”).
 One should establish an inward directed, relaxed and receiving concentration which is in sharp
contra-position to an extremely tense form of concentration.
 Many things happening today under the name of “Autogenic Training” have nothing in
common with our method. The name AT is today often misused for propaganda (marketing)
purposes.
 Person to person relationships (human being to human being) require an inner equality, an
understanding of the other’s peculiarity (individuality) and with it, all his living conditions (sic).
 Loosening relaxation as vivid general behaviour leads – figuratively speaking – towards a wider
inner space: where there was first a feeling of confinement regarding the outer circumstances
and of distress regarding the inner situation, a free harmony (consonance) with the outside
world and a resonance free of turmoil in the inner world will become possible.
 In this sense our work leads towards the highest goal of psychotherapy (the highest stratum of
existential values), to self-realisation.
.

Source: Dr Heinrich Wallnöfer; Schultz Memorial Lecture 11.11.2000. (Wallnöfer 2000)
In the English translation as himself; so should be herself / himself etc.; here and elsewhere in these quotations – or
possibly more appropriately themselves, to get over the problem in the English language of no one word for her / him
in the singular.
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16.4

Appendix D
Some neuro-physiological aspects of Acute Stress, Chronic Stress and the Relaxation Response
Neurophysiolgical
system / site /
modality

Acute Stress
(acute stressors)

SNS dynamics

Increased
SNS afferents 
Increase in negative /
distressing feelings.
E.g. anxiety / FEAR;
anger / RAGE;
Separation Distress /
PANIC

Emotional
dynamics

Chronic Stress
(chronic stressors)
Allostatic Load
Chronic  in SNS

Reduced

Chronic Arousal
Increase in
Medically
unexplained
Symptoms and
psycho-somatic
dynamics
reduced

Positive affect
increased
e.g. CARE; PLAY;
positive aspects of
SEEKING system

Not activated
Not increased

PSNS dynamics

reduced

Hypo-thalamus

Activation
Cortisol 

HPA pathway activated

Limbic System /
amygdala
Long term
behavioural
tendencies

Activation of e.g.
FEAR; RAGE...

Loss of neurones in
hippocampus

PreFrontal Cortex
[PFC]

Orbito-medial and
frontal cortical
activation [Kradin 2013]
Increased EEG
activation in right
frontal cortex

Hypo-thalamic
Pituitary Adrenal
Axis with Cortisol
Release

Increased
Increase in cortisol

comments

This is related to ANS
lateralisation; the SNS afferents
going to the Right Anterior
Insular Cortex; and the PSNS
ending up in the Left Anterior
Insular Cortex.
See main text

Increased
Increase in HRV
Increase in Social
Engagment
Increased cortisol levels can be
associated with e.g. weight
gain; insomnia; reduced libido;
back ache; and reduced
immune response.

Reduced (e.g.
anxiety / FEAR)

Increase in maladaptive Procedural
Learned Tendencies
(e.g. if chronic
stressors originating
in childhood)

Activation of lateral
pre-frontal cortex
(part B) to ventromedial PFC
Increase in
Reflective Function
and ability to
reframe and ability
for reappraisal

[cf. Relaxation /
meditative states with
increased EEG activity
in left frontal lobe]

Well-Being

Relaxation
Dynamics

Depends on individual
response, which in turn
may depend on early
childhood experiences

Not good in those
vulnerable.
e.g. see Whitehall
study – Marmot et
al 1991
Tendency to “medically
unexplained symptoms”
in those vulnerable.

Reframing Pathways as activated in
e.g. mental training

Enhanced
Potential to be enhanced further by regular Mental
Training – e.g. Meditation; PoMT; AT
This overlaps with the concept of Mindsight and the nine
associated mid-PFC functions of: Body Regularion;
Emotional Balance; Fear Modulation; Attuned
Communication; Response Flexibility; Empathy; Insight;
Intuition; Compassion [Siegel 2010 pp 341-345; see PreFrontal Cortex Part B]

Sources include: Patel 1989; Gross 2002; Salposky 2007; Delgado et al 2008; Cahn &Polich 2006; Taylor et al 2000; McEwen 2004; 2008; McEwen
& Lasley 2003; Ogden 2009; Porges 2012; Kradin 2013; Craig 2005; 2015; Dobbin 2006; 2009; Siegel 2007; 2010A & 2010B; Dobbin & S. Ross 2012;
Marmot et al 1991; Panksepp 1998; Davidson 2003A; 2003B; see also Ross 2010 p 211].
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16. Inter-related articles on the web-site www.atdynamics.co.uk
A1
A3
A5
A7
A8
A9

The Stress Response, the Relaxation Response, and the Tend-and-Befriend Response
Towards a concept of happiness and well-being
Autogenic Training, psychotherapy / CBT, and Depression [Krampen 1997 / 1999]
Porges and the Polyvagal Theory – reflections on clinical and therapeutic significance
The Polyvagal Theory and a more sympathetic awareness of the ANS
Emotions, Well-Being and Immune Function
Awe and Shame as modulators of Being – for good or ill

B3
B3
B5

B18
B19
B20

Part l: The Origins of Affect and Affective Neuroscience – and the misplacing of Affect in the neo-cortex
Part ll: Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits – a brief introduction to Panksepp’s model
Emotions, Frontal Lobe Dynamics, and Autogenic Training in the context of autonomic afferent
lateralisation
Mental Training, the Pre-Frontal Cortex, Resilience, and Equanimity
Snakes, Conditional Stimuli, and Equanimity - approaches to treating mind body disturbances
Affect Labelling, AT, and reducing Emotional Distress
Expressive Writing and Well-Being The efficacy of intentionally Off Loading through writing
Towards a Growth Mindset – based on the work of Carol S Dweck
Antidotes to Threats our Minds Create – the Soothing and Contentment System
Windows of Affect Tolerance Reflections on Childhood Distress, Procedural Learned Tendencies, and
the Therapeutic Dyad in the context of Primary Process Emotions and the Polyvagal Theory [based on
Ogden]
The Space to Choose – reflections on the gap between the stimulus and the response
Reflections on a Secure Base – Bowlby, Ainsworth, Attachment and Well-Being
Separation Distress – Neuro-physiological reflections on developing a Secure Base

C1
C2
C3
C6-B
C12

An overview of Mindsight, Mindfulness, and Attunement
Mindsight – our seventh sense and associated pre-frontal cortex functions
Resonance Circuits, Mirror Neurones, and Mindfulness
Integration and Well Being – Dancing in the Flow of Integration
Presence in Mind – Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being

D1
D2
D10

Reflections on Foundations for Mindful Living
Dana Paramita
Look at the Cypress Tree

B9
B10
B12
B13
B15
B16
B17

17. Glossary /
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17. Glossary
Preamble: this Glossary is refracted through the perspective of many authorities in their own particular
field, including: Craig; Panksepp; Porges; Schultz and Luthe, Wallnöfer, Gross, Pat Ogden, Daniel Siegel,
and Kradin.
Active
Concentation I

Active
Concentation II
 Luthe &
Schultz 1969
Glossary p 212
Affect

Affective
Neuroscinece
Adapted from Ross
2010

Afferent nerves

Afferent Sensory
Nerves from the
body
Part I
Two basic
pathways
determined by
nerve diameter

A term frequently used by Schultz & Luthe to indicate a form of concentration when we are focused on striving to
get a particular result / solution to a problem; this means that Active Concentration is goal directed.
Widespread research indicated that if AT students adopt such a striving, goal-orientated approach to the Autogenic
Exercises the results will not be moving towards “pleasing” / “relaxing” states [see Luthe 1970 Volume 4 Table 2
page 16].
Their own definition is somewhat technical – see below.
 An ergotropically*** oriented, stress-related mental process and attitude implying efforts to maintain
exclusive and persistent attention focused on a problem (object, activity) with an active, goal-directed
investment of energy and voluntaristic striving toward the desired functional result.
Luthe & Schultz 1969 Glossary p 212
 *** Ergotropic: technical term used by W.R. Hess, having to do with those mechanisms which physiologically belong to
bodily work and relevant dynamics of activation.

Luthe & Schultz 1969 Glossary p 223
Not a mental state; rather a physical state with physiological correlates [Kradin 2016].
However, this physiological state will clearly be reflected in our mental state [Craig 2015 / IR]

In the context of this paper, it is helpful to view affect in terms of ANS afferents [Craig 2015; not Kradin]
The term used by Panksepp (Panksepp 1998) to embrace three areas of great interest: the mind, the brain, and
behaviour: with the three major disciplines of.
i.
Neuro-psychology & Cognitive Neuroscience
ii.
Cognitive Psychologies and
iii.
Behavioural Neuroscience.
In Panksepp’s opus magnum, “Affective Neuroscience – The Foundations of Human and Animal Emotions”, he
describes in detail the seven Primary Process Emotions that we share with other mammals These are, following
Panksepp’s notation: FEAR; RAGE; Separation Distress (PANIC / GRIEF); LUST (sexual circuits); CARE; PLAY and
SEEKING. These Emotional Operating Neuro-circuits are anatomically below the neocortex. Emotions such a
jealousy, envy, hatred / ill will towards others, and pride are perhaps best seen as neocortical elaborations of the
seven Primary Process Emotions.
[Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012].
See also associated web articles: B3 Part I; B3 Part II [www.atdynamics.co.uk]
Nerves originating in the body / viscera and terminating in the brain (or spinal)
Etymology: from Latin afferre: to carry to (the brain) – [CED 2001] Cf. efferent nerves.
In the present essay the terms afferent and efferent are particularly appied to the ANS and other homeostatically
related modalities such as skin temperature, pain, and affiliative touch.
In general terms, there are two types of afferent sensory nerves, and they travel to the brain by different pathways
and terminate in the brain in different sensory cortices:
1. Interoceptive Small Diameter C-fibres / nerves whose function is closely interlinked with homeostasis;
these travel by way of the: 
Spino-Thalamic Tract and terminate in the

Anterior Insular Cortex (the Interoceptive / Autonomic Sensory Cortex) [Craig 2015 p 14 figure
1]; which communicates with the

Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) which is the Autonomic Motor Cortex from where autonomic
nerve efferents innervate, for example: smooth (i.e. non skeletal) muscles – such as the muscles
that dilate / constrict blood vessels [Craig 2013 pp 103-109].
2.

Exteroceptive Wide / Large-Diameter nerve fibres that travel by way of the: 
Dorsal Column-Medial Lemniscus (see under Afferent Pathways) and terminate in the

Somato-Sensory Cortex (SSC) described by Penfield (just behind the motor cortex that is crucial
for voluntary movement) [Craig 2015 pp 3-4]. The SSC then communicates with the Motor
Cortex from where neuronal messages are relayed to, for example, skeletal / striated muscles
of the body for appropriate (voluntary) movement (e.g. lifting up a cup of tea; giving a hug)
[Craig 2013 pp 103-109].

Afferent Sensory
Nerves from the body
Part II /
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Afferent Sensory
Nerves from the
body continued
Part II
Main sensory
modalities carried
by the small
diameter nerves
Interoceptive
Modalities

Historically, the classic ANS afferent pathways were well described and were regarded as totally separate from
modalities such as pain and skin temperature (e.g. the subjective feelings of cold hands); it was assumed that the
latter were processed in the somato-sensory cortex.
However, research by Craig and others indicates that the small diameter (interoceptive) afferent pathways have, as
it were, two parts:
a. The classic ANS afferents whose pathways terminate in the Insular Cortex; and
b. Sensory afferent modalities such as pain and temperature whose pathways also terminate
in the Insular Cortex.
Both of these (a and b) are now regarded as interoceptive modalities [Craig 2015]. The designation of b, specific
interoceptive sensory afferent modalities as being part of the homeostatic afferent system is a significant
departure from what has been taught in medical schools during the last several decades.
These afferent pathways (a and b) include sensory inputs from:

Viscera

Muscles

Joints

Teeth

Skin
The subjective sensations include:

Temperature (hot; cold; cool)

Pain

Affiliative / sensory touch

Feeling of fullness in stomach…

Part III
Main sensory
modalities carried
by the wide
diameter nerves

Afferent nerves
and Meditative
Disciplines
Afferent

In the main text of this document we first look
at ANS afferents; and later specific sensory
homeostatically related afferents such as
affiliative touch and warmth. These are all
transmitted by small diameter C fibres; and, as
described here, are best seen as all being
within the domain of the ANS. [Dobbin 2016
personal communication – 23-03-2016]

Previously it was assumed that temperature and pain were “exteroceptive cutaneous sensations” whose pathways
terminated in the somato-sensory cortex; this is not the case. These sensations are interoceptive modalities that
are closely linked in with homeostasis [Craig 2015 p 4] and we become aware of some of these afferent inputs
thanks to the Anterior Insular Cortex.
In general terms,
 noxious modalities such as pain and extremes of temperature are SNS afferent related and their afferent
pathways lead to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex. [Extremes of these – e.g. extreme heat, extreme
cold, standing on a nail that penetrates the skin – damage the skin / tissues and so are interoceptive
modalities.]
 On the other hand, nurturing / positive afferents such as affiliative touch and warmth are PSNS afferent
related and their afferent pathways lead to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex. These are also interoceptive
modalities.
These large diameter sensory fibres are considered to be exteroceptive and include:
 Mechano-receptors in the skin (Two Point Discrimination], “which support discriminative (twopoint) touch sensation” [Craig 2015 p 24]. This means that we can be aware of a bee, for
example, walking up our arm.
 Limb position (proprioception). This give us information about the position of our limbs in space
even when our eyes are shut, and so is to do with the external environment (exteroception).
 Vibration sense.
Afferent nerves give us detailed feedback (both conscious and unconscious) regarding the state of the body, and
are essential for homeostasis and well-being. 70% of the nerves of the Vagus are afferent neurones.

SNS afferents, in general terms, can alert us to distressed states of the body, associated with danger and /
or hypervigilant states.

Meditative states, on the other hand, will be associated with increased PSNS afferent activity, and so with
rest, repair and recuperation (and with self-nurturing and CARE modalities).

During an Autogenic Standard Exercise sequence, we will be receiving afferent inputs from the body, and
as we become settled these will include, for example:
 PSNS afferents with the associated subjective feeling that “all in the
periphery is quiet”.
 Warmth afferents that can result in us feeling warm and safe, and link in
with feelings of a “Secure Base” [Bowlby 1988].

Afferent Pathways /
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Afferent
Pathways
Afferent
Pathways
A brief history

It may initially be helpful to distinguish three important types of afferent pathways (from the body to the brain).
These are:
A. Autonomic Nervous System afferents (SNS and PSNS).
B. Spino-Thalamic Interoceptive afferents (Interoceptive modalities including ANS afferents).
C. Dorsal Column-Medial Lemniscus tract (Exteroceptive modalities)
We will here briefly consider the history of B and C.
When Penfield carried out his ground breaking work in the 1950s in epileptic patients, he identified the somatosensory cortex (just behind /posterior to the motor cortex), and it was assumed that this sensory cortex received all
sensory modalities from the body excepting those that have their own sensory cortex such as: visual; auditory;
olfactory.
However, despite what textbooks have been saying for the last several decades, this is not the case [e.g. Craig 2015 p
24]. The somato-sensory cortex, according to the research of Craig and others, receives only three basic afferent
modalities: limb position (proprioception), two point (touch) skin discrimination, and vibration. These are considered
to be exteroceptive modalities. These wide diameter nerve fibers enter the spinal cord, cross over, and are carried up
the Dorsal Column-Medial Lemniscus tract (see Afferent Pathways 2, including Figure G-02 below) to Penfield’s classic
somato-sensory cortex.
In connection with (other) modalities from the body including the skin and the viscera, the interoceptive afferent
pathways travel by way of the Spino-Thalamic Tract and terminate in the interoceptive cortex (the Posterior Insula).
These pathways are shown schematically in the next entry: Afferent Pathways 1. Spino-thalamic tract (and Figure G01).
See Craig 2015 pp 24-25

Afferent
Pathways
1. SpinoThalamic
Tract (STT)

The spino-thalamic tract carries ANS
afferents from the body to the
Interoceptive Cortex – the Anterior
Insular Cortex – (and to the Anterior
cingulate - not shown).
The Glossary Figure G-01 depicts an SNS
afferent modality from the right leg; it
synapses in the spinal cord, crosses over
to the left side, and then ascends via the
Spino-thalamic tract to the Thalamus.
From there it is relayed up to the left
posterior and mid Insular cortices, and
from there it crosses over to the Right
Anterior Insular Cortex.
Afferent modalities from the left leg (not
shown) travel up to the spinal cord,
cross over and enter the right spinothalamic tract, and then ascend directly
up to the right Anterior Insular Cortex.
This means that SNS afferents from both
the right and left side of the body
terminate in the Right Anterior Insular
Cortex.
Note that ANS afferents travelling up the
STT also include, for example:
 noxious sensory interoceptive
afferents such as pain and extreme
temperature sensation (that are
obviously noxious to the skin tissues),
and
 pleasant sensory interoceptive
afferents such as warmth and
affiliative touch.

Glossary Figure G-01
Spino-Thalamic Tract Pathways

PSNS modalities from both the left and
the right side of the body terminate in
the Left Anterior Insular Cortex.
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Afferent
Pathways
2. Dorsal
ColumnMedial
Lemniscus
pathways
Also known as
Posterior
Columns

Craig 2015

The Dorsal columns carry exteroceptive
afferent modalities from the body to the
somato-sensory cortex (SSC) in the neocortex. The modalities carried are:




touch in the sense of two point
discrimination (on the skin);
mechano-receptors that are
crucial to proprioception and
vibration sense.

The Dorsal Columns-Medial Lemniscus
Pathways are illustrated scheamtically in
Glossary Figure G-02.
 Note that these afferents travel up in
the Dorsal Columns on the same side
of the body that they enter the spinal
cord, and cross ove in the mid-brain to
the SSC.
Glossary Figure G-02
Dorsal Column-Medial Lemniscus
Pathways

Also see Penfield

Affiliation

The development of affiliative relationships in evolution was transformational. For example, mother turtles lay their
eggs and that is that. When the young turtle hatches, the younglings have to make their way to the sea alone and
unprotected. With the evolution of mammals, this all changed.
In the 1950s there was still a view that all a baby needs is food (milk) and shelter – and at that time psychological
reductionism meant that “developmental thinkers tended to focus on simple reward and punishments as the focus for
development” [Gilbert & Choden 2013 / 2015].
The work of Spitz, Harlow, Bowlby and others showed this to be nonsense. In particular, Bowlby showed that babies
SEEK nurturing and care from their mothers; and that the mothers are primed to give this nurturing and CARE. [e.g.
Bowlby 1951; 1953; 1963; 1973; 1980; Ainsworth 1967; Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989; Panksepp 1998].

The healthy mother-infant dyad thus becomes crucial for the long term health of the child [Schore
2003A; 2003B; 2003C; Gilbert & Choden 2013 / 2015 pp 104-121].
This mother infant dyad is thus crucial for the development of the child’s own CARE, PLAY and wholesome SEEKING
circuits; and for being able to deal appropriately with Separation Distress [Panksepp & Biven 2012]. This process
requires courage on the part of the developing child; and hence the importance of parental en-couragement [Gilbert &
Choden 2013 / 2015 p 106].
When a child becomes distressed, there will be activation on the child’s SNS afferents. Babies and young children are
not able to regulate their own affect as their Pre-Frontal Cortex is not yet sufficiently developed. So they need close
physical and touching support for their distress to become settled. This is of course provided normally by a gentle and
soothing cuddle – with the physical contact activating the affiliative touch pathways which themselves will activate the
PSNS – and particularly the myelinated vagal system. The PSNS afferents input to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex will
then activate positive and nurturing feelings within the child.
Paul Gilbert interlinks three basic systems: Threat Focused (e.g. flight and fight); Incentive / Resource Seeking /
motivation; and Nurturing and CARE-ing [Gilbert 2009 p 24; also see Glossary Figure G-12B under SEEKING]. Human
history is a complex mix of man’s inhumanity to man on the one hand, and deeds of great compassion and caring for
the other. Gilbert comments: /
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Affiliation
continued

Gilbert comments:
… although we can be incredibly destructive and cruel, selfish, materialistic, greedy and grasping – as
the last few thousand years have sadly shown – if we keep in mind how evolution has actually
created our mind to work at its optimal level, it’s our affiliative capacities that shine through. This
gives real hope for creating a better and fairer world. Learning more about how to stimulate,
promote and work with affiliative relationships that excite us and give us joy, as well as soothe and
create a sense of safeness, is the challenge for the future.
Gilbert & Choden 2013 p 120
Mental training facilitates our affiliative modalities in a number of ways: for example, activating our CARE and Social
Engagement systems [Panksepp 1998; Porges 2011].
See also JEN – appendix A.

Affiliative
Touch
(Sensual Touch)

Affiliative touch afferents terminate in the Dorsal Posterior Insula (Insular Cortex), and not the somatosensory cortex
[Craig 2015; e.g. p 109-110; and 170-181]. The affective touch (axiomatically afferent) neural fibres are small diameter
and unmyelinated C-Tactile sensory fibres – not to be confused with the large diameter cutaneous mechanoreceptors.
They can be activated by gentle touch (and by light slow brushing).

Craig2015

 “Affective touch is an interoceptive modality, and it subserves homeostasis not only at the level of the
individual but also at the level of the social community; it supports the health and well-being of the
individual and species.”
Craig 2015 p 173
Note that the gentle slow touching (caressing) that activates these fibres is “not fast enough to activate the large
diameter cutaneous mechano-receptors – including two-point discrimination.
See also Affiliation

Allostasis
(Allostatic Load
see below)

A concept that overlaps with that of homeostasis.
As originally conceived by Walter Cannon (Cannon 1914; 1932), the concept of homeostasis assumed that there were
fixed (set) points for the multitude of physiological indices. A stressor would produce a disturbance of some of these
indices, and the Stress Response would ensure that there was a return to the original value in due course.


Allostatic Load

Allostasis embraces the idea that there may be a range of set points for these indices, depending upon various
factors. For example, there is no one set point for the normal temperature of human beings: the temperature of
women will depend on the phase of the menstrual cycle, and there is indeed a diurnal variation of temperature.

Homeostasis is based on the concept of a local remedy for any physiological disturbance. Allostasis, by contrast,
embraces the idea that any one physiological disturbance will have effects on other biological parameters, and
that the full return to allostasis can only be achieved by interlinked (“global”) responses (Sapolsky 2007 p 613). In
this sense allostasis is a more holistic concept than homeostasis.

Allostasis also embraces the concept that an appropriate response to a stressor may be through behaviour
modification, which in humans implies the input of higher centres embracing cognitive, emotional, and ethical
factors. Some such responses may be appropriate, while others may be damaging to the individual and society.
The term has been widely used by McEwen, together with Allostatic Load (see below).
Ross 2010 Glossary
The build up over time of inappropriate physiological responses to external or internal stressors; these may then lead,
sooner or later, to physical (and mental) pathology. It can also be described as: "The wear and tear that results from
chronic over activity or under activity of Allostatic systems."

A term used by McEwen (McEwen 1998; McEwen & Lasley 2003) to denote a permanent change in the body's
physiology / biochemistry brought about by stressors. In effect, the stressors are transduced into dis-ease;
disease; and possibly early death. [An analogy can be found in the physics of metals: if a metal is stretched
beyond its "elastic limit" it becomes permanently deformed.]

Selye had much earlier suggested that the Stress Response could result in damage to the organism if the
stressors were excessive or prolonged: this results in the Chronic Stress Response, which overlaps with the
concept of Allostatic Load.
The concept was originally introduced by Sterling and Eyer (1988) and Sterling (2003)
Ross 2010 Glossary
See also Stress Response below

Amygdala /
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Amygdala

Part of the Limbic System in the brain. It is vital for the processing of (negative) emotions (Goleman 2003 p 186),
especially the potentially destructive emotions such as RAGE and FEAR. “The feelings of anxiety, fear, and anger
depend on neural activity in the amygdala, a larger complex of nuclei in the basal forebrain that connects with
the pre-frontal cortex” (Sterling 2004, p 37).
i. In addition, unconscious traumatic memories can be stored here (Carter 2003 - p 264). When we are highly
emotionally aroused, the amygdala may not be able to process the event / trauma in the normal way; this
means that the memory of the event can become "locked" into the Amygdala. In this situation, a
subsequent event that has only a slight relationship to the original trauma may be “pattern matched”
(Griffin & Tyrell 2003) to that original trauma and so set off the emotional memory of that original trauma and the concomitant autonomic nervous system response.
ii. Amygdala activity seems to be reduced when Working Memory is active. The dorso-lateral Prefrontal Cortex
is particularly important in Working Memory; thus it is postulated that using Working Memory inhibits the
amygdala – thus removing negative affect (Dobbin 2006). Working Memory would appear to be activated
by certain Meditative-type disciplines and by Autogenic Training (the Six Standard Exercises).
iii. In health, activation of the pre-frontal cortex leads to reduced amygdala activity.
There is some evidence to suggest that in Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and certain chronic anxiety disorders,
there is increased background amygdala activity (Milad 2006).
From Ross 2010 Glossary p 270

Anterior Cingulate
Cortex
(ACC)
Preamble

Anterior Cingulate
Cortex
Part I
This is a very complex
part of the brain with
many different
functions. There is a
great deal of research
in this area at
present, not all of
which at present
seems to be
compatible with other
research findings…….
The description given
here should thus be
regarded as probable
rather than certain.

From Ross 2010
Glossary with some
minor changes
Anterior Cingulate
Cortex
Part Il

In the context of this paper, the ACC is the Limbic Motor Cortex that is the autonomic motor cortex from where
ANS motor (efferents) start their pathways to the body – e.g. to the heart, stomach, blood vessels [Craig 2015 p
45].
It is anatomically close to the anterior insular cortex, which receives afferent autonomic modalities from the
body via the posterior insular cortex.
This ACC entry in the glossary is divided into two parts. Part I gives an overview of some of its many functions;
Part II is more specifically related to its function in connection with ANS afferent-efferent modalities discussed in
this paper
The Cingulate Cortex is divided into various parts including:
 Cingulate sulcus area containing the giganto-pyramidal cells – and responsible for our ability for
precision grip between thumb and index finger; and
 the Anterior Cingulate Cortex, which itself is divided into the rostral (anterior) Anterior Cingulate
Cortex (rACC) and the dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (dACC).
The Anterior Cingulate Cortex is thought to be involved in regulation of autonomic activity (Luu & Posner 2004).
In addition, and in general terms, the Anterior Cingulate Cortex is associated with cognitive tasks including
attention, error detection, and conflict monitoring; and is active during physical and social pain. It is also
involved, during emotional episodes, in recollecting previous emotional experiences. That is, a present time
(emotional) situation can trigger and reactivate a past experience – to the extent that the reactivated experience
can be almost as happy or painful as the original experience.
Some of these activities occur either in the rostral or the dorsal ACC. For example, in the case of the error
detection and conflict monitoring role, the information is then relayed from the dorsal ACC to the pre-frontal
lobes, from where resolution of the discrepancy / error can occur; this may be at a conscious level.
 Neurological and psychiatric disorders that are associated with some upset of the Anterior Cingulate
Cortex include:
# Alzheimer's Disease
# Autistic sufferers
# Depression
# Obsessive Compulsive Disorders
Sources include: Hakeem and Allman 2004; Eisenberger & Liberman 2004B.

ACC is the Autonomic Limbic Motor Cortex – and thus is analogous to the motor cortex that lies just in front of
the somato-sensory cortex described by Penfield. It is anatomically close to the Insular Cortex, which is the
Autonomic Limbic Sensory Cortex (analogous to the somato-sensory cortex). The (efferent) ouputs from the ACC
will to a large extent depend on the incoming signals from the Anterior Insular Cortex.
Glossary Figure G-03 indicates the close anatomical proximity of the ACC to the Anterior Insular Cortex
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Anterior Cingulate
Cortex
Part Il continued
Based on Craig 2015

Glossary Figure G-03 depicts the SNS
afferent inputs from both sides of the body
that enter the Right Anterior Insular Cortex,
which then connects directly to the Right
Anterior Cingulate Cortex.
The Right ACC, being the autonomic motor
cortex, then sends appropraite efferent
signals to the whole body.
See also Figure 4.2A and 4.2B in main text.
Afferent PSNS inputs from both sides of the
body are relayed to the Left Anterior
Insular Cortex (not showin in this diagram),
and from there to the Left ACC [see also:
Figures 6.2, 6.3A and 6.3B in main text].

Note also that the ACC is a motivation
centre that translates afferent inputs of
Glossary Figure G-03
various modalities into the appropriate
SNS afferent and efferent connections
motivation /behaviour / action. For
with the Anterior Cinglate Cortex
(schematic and simplified)
example:
i.
if the modality is pain, then the “region associated with such motivation seems to be the Anterior
Cingulate Cortex” [Craig 2002 p 661]; and the individual would then be motivated to take the
appropriate action.
ii.
If the modality is temperature (e.g. skin too warm) then the ANS efferents will be activated
(unconsciously) to cause vaso-dilation of the smooth muscle [Craig 2013 pp 103-109] of the skin
capillary vessels – to cool the body.
iii.
If the modality is Affiliative Touch, then appropriate ANS (usually PSNS) efferents will be activated.
If we are about to make an important decision, we will be receiving autonomic afferent input from the body;
some of this input may manifest consciously in the Anterior Insular Cortex, from where it is relayed on to the
ACC. As indicated in Part I of this glossary entry, error detection is one of the functions of the ACC. If our ANS
afferent input is compromised for whatever reason, this may adversely effect our error detection abilites, and so
impede or make impossible ethical decisions (see reference to Phineas Gage in Homeostatic Emotions in
Glossary below). This is because we will no longer be in touch with our gut feelings / afferents. Our gut feelings
warn of of unhealthy decisions / behaviours at an unconscious level [Damasio 1994 pp 212-217].
[See also Ross 2012 on web: www.atdlynamics.co.uk
Autogenic Dynamics B3 Part 1 page 7 Figure 4 and footnote 11]
Anterior Insular
Cortex
Part I
in the context of
ANS afferents

The Limbic Sensory Cortex that deals with ANS sensory (afferent)
modalities [Craig 2015 p 45]. Specifically:
1. The Right Anterior Insular Cortex receives SNS afferents
from both sides of the body.
o The SNS in general terms is associated with
“negative” emotions such as those activated by
flight and fight (FEAR and RAGE).
o This may be associated with a reduction of blood
flow to the capillaries in the skin as blood is
diverted to skeletal muscles for flight / fight.
2. The Left Anterior Insular Cortex receives PSNS afferents
from both sides of the body.
o The PSNS in general terms is associated with
“positive” emotions such as those associated
with nurturing, CARE and PLAY.
3.

Glossary Figure G-04
Schematic representation of
Anterior Insular Cortex and
Dorso-lateral Pre-Frontal Cortex

During various forms of Mental Training (such as
Meditation / AT), there will often be increased PSNS
afferent activity that can be associated with feelings of
safety and a secure base.
o This is associated with ANS efferents to skin
blood vessels (e.g. in the limbs) which will cause
capillary vaso-dilation and the associated feeling
of Warmth.
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Anterior Insular
Cortex
Part II
AIC and
emotional
awareness

Also see under
Insula Cortex in
Glossary
(Anterior, Mid,
and Posterior)

Authentic Self I
Modified from
Ross 2010
Glossary

The Anterior Insular Cortex “is critical and necessary for emotional awareness” [Gu et al 2013 J. Comp. Neurol.
521:3371-3388, 2013] or, as Craig puts it: “the right Anterior Insular Cortex is important for explicit subjective
awareness” [Craig 2004 p 239].
Recent research supports both the James-Lange understanding of emotions and Damasio’s Somatic Marker
Hypothesis [Craig 2004 p 239].
a) “We all recognise ‘gut feelings’ that help guide our behaviour. The James-Lange theory of emotion proposed
that afferent feedback from muscles and viscera, driven by evolutionary shaped autonomic commands that
accompany each emotion, provide the brain with a sensory image, or ‘feeling’, that characterises the active
motivational state. Thus, you feel scared in part because your heart races and your pupils dilate as the growling
bear approaches you…...” [Craig 2004 p 239]. This is exactly what an analysis of the small diameter afferent
inputs to the Posterior Insular Cortex (and from there to the AIC) imply.
b) “In primates and especially humans………...these (afferent) pathways to the insular cortex provide a direct
representation of homeostatic afferent activity that engenders the distinct bodily feelings with which we are all
so familiar: pain, temperature, itch, muscle burn, visceral sensations, hunger, thirst, taste, and even sensual
touch.
o “These feelings represent the ‘material me’, and so this broader concept of interoception converges with the so
called somatic-marker hypothesis of consciousness proposed by Damasio [Damasio 1993].” [Craig 2004 p 239]
A concept developed by Luthe which represents the full potential development of each human being given their
genetic endowment. This implies that it can be reached if we have appropriate parenting and education – and
continue to develop throughout the rest of our lives. He contrasted the Authentic Self with:
i.
the Artificial Self – which is the false-self we may hide behind when, for example we are seeking
approval of others. And:
ii.
the Natural Self which is the Self we have reached at any particular point in our life. [See also
Ross 2010 Appendix C3 in Essay 1 pp 36-40]
Winnicott describes a somewhat similar concept on terms of the True Self and False Self [Winnicott 1960]. The False
Self may emerge in a child as an adaptive response to repeatedly dysfunctional family dynamics, and what Winnicott
describes as a “not good enough parent”. This may then, in time, lead on to what becomes dysfunctional Procedural
Learned Tendencies in adult life [Ogden 2009]. On the other hand, if the child is blessed with a Secure Base, and
nurturing and CARE-ing parents, then the child’s True Self is much more likely to emerge – and so her or his Authentic
Self.
The concept of the Authentic Self actually overlaps with Schultz’ own perspective on Autogenic Training:
“……in this sense our work leads towards the highest goal of psychotherapy (the highest stratum of
existential values), to self-realisation” [Schultz; Quoted by Wallnöfer 2000]. This is not self-realisation in an
ego-centric sense; elsewhere Schultz suggest that “it is important to develop a certain distance from one’s
self” [to put it in Wallnöfer’s terminology – 2014 /Spring 2016 BAS Newsletter p 13]. Schultz, for example,
felt that terms such as “My (right) arm is heavy” should be transformed into e.g. “Arms Heavy” – as part of
a process of “de-selfing”. This is very much in harmony some eastern philosophies.

Authentic Self II

Our Authentic Self may only emerge fully during the second half of our lives; and in this sense ovelaps with Jung’s
concept of Individuation [Jung CW VIII pp 387-403; Stevens 1990 p 62]. It is I think a mistake to see a mid-life crisis
(or a major crisis any time in our lives) as a form of psycho-pathology. Dante describes being lost in a forest in the
opening of the Divine Comedy:
Half way along the road we have to go
I found myself obscured in a great forest,
Bewildered, and I knew I had lost the way
Dante c 1321;
translation C.H. Sisson 1980
“Half way along the path we have to go” can be seen in terms of the universal experience of life of all of us – and that
from time to time we will all get lost if we follow our Authentic Path. In this sense there is no psycho-pathology,
rather it is part of the “spiritual”44 journey that we all embark on, whether or not it comes to frution. In this model, it
can be that if we follow our Artificial (False) self and do not have a crisis, this is psycho-pathology!
Frankl suggests that one of the fundamental issues for all of us is one of personal responsibility [Frankl 1952] , and
with this goes an ethical apporach to life, whether it be in a concentraion camp, as an Autogenic Therapist, or as
Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Autogenic
Concentration
44

An alternative term for Passive Concentration [Wallnöfer 2014; see BAS Newsletter Spring 2016 p 12]

Spiritual is here being used in a secular, inclusive sense.
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Autonomic
Nervous
System
Lateralistion
[Craig 2015]

Autonomic
Nervous System
Lateralistion
continued

The Autonomic Nervous System is lateralised once it gets to the brain. This means that:
 SNS fibres from both sides of the body are all relayed to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex; and are
associated with ‘negative’ / distressing affect.
 PSNS fibres from both sides of the body are relayed to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex; and are
associated with positive, nurturing, and affiliative types of affect [Craig 2015].
Mental Training such as Meditation increases Left Frontal Lobe EEG actiity and is associated with a shift towards
positive / nurturing-type emotons.
Distressed states and negative emotions such as FEAR and RAGE are associated with increased EEG activity in the
Right Frontal Lobe.
Positive Affect acts as an anti-dotes to negative / distressing type emotions; in Buddhist psychology this was realised
and was taught in terms of “changing the peg”.
The ANS pathways to the brain are highly complex: a simplified version (but more complex than that discussed in the
main text, and based on Craig), is shown below:

Left
Ant Cing.
DLPFC
OFC

Right

Anterior Insula

Mid Insula
Posterior Insula

amygdala

Anterior Insula

Mid Insula
Posterior Insula

Ant Cing.
DLPFC
OFC

amygdala

VMN of Thalamus

NTS

NTS

Legend:

o
o
o
o
o
o

SNS pathways
PSNS pathways
NTS: Nucleus of Solitary Tract
VMN: Ventro Medial Nucleus of
Thalamus
Ant Cing: Anterior Cingulate
DLPFC: Dorso Lateral Pre Frontal
Cortex
OFC: Orbito Frontal (Pre Frontal)
Cortex
STT: Spino-Thalamic Tract

STT

STT

Lamina 1

Lamina 1

Based on Craig 2004; 2005

STT

BAS-Ian R.F. Ross;2013

Afferent inputs from body / organs

Glossary Figure G-05
[Based on Craig 2005; 2015]

Autonomic Afferent Pathways (simplified) and their overall lateralisation
See Glossary Figure G-01 for a more anatomically correct diagram of these pathways,
i.e. Afferent Pathways: 1. Spino-thalamic Tract
This is from web-site C12: Presence in Mind – Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being; Figure 4 Autonomic Nervous System paths from body / organs to the brain; Based on Craig 2005

Comments on Glossary Figure
1. SNS afferents
o
SNS afferents from the body / organs enter the spinal cord and synapse in Lamina 1 (in the dorsal horns of the spinal cord45), cross
over to the other side (not shown in diagram), before ascending up the Spino-thalamic tract to the Posterior part of the Ventro
Medial Nucleus of the Thalamus and then ascend through the posterior and mid insula to the RIGHT Anterior Insula (Right Insular Cortex).
o Afferents (SNS) in the right spino-thalamic tract (originating from the left side of the body) go directly up from the right Mid Insula
to the Right Anterior Insula (Right Anterior Insular Cortex).
o However, SNS afferents that ascend the left spino-thalamic tract (and have originated from the right side of the body) pass up
through the thalamus to the left posterior and left mid insula and then cross over to the right Anterior Insula.
45

The dorsal horns contain lamina I, II; III; and IV.
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2. PSNS afferents
An analogous opposite type of arrangement is found for the PSNS afferents:
o PSNS afferents from the body / organs enter the spinal cord, cross over, and go direct up to the Solitary Tract Nucleus [NTS] in the
brain stem, from where they are relayed….
o ….. up through the basal VMN of the Thalamus and on to the mid Insula.
o PSNS Afferents originating from the right side of the body, cross over in the spinal cord, travel up the left side to the left posterior
and left mid-insula and are then relayed directly up to the Left Anterior Insula, whereas….
o the PSNS afferents from the left side of the body cross over in the spinal cord to the right side, travel up to the right posterior and
right mid-insula; and then cross over to the left anterior insula (insular cortex).
Background
Feelings
Updated from
glossary of Ross 2010

Damasio use the term Feeling to denote the subjective awareness of emotions (Damasio 1994; 2003). He also
uses the term background feeling to denote the minute by minute subjective feeling state that we are in at any
one moment that may or may not be a classical emotion such as fear or joy. We could say that the inner state of
the body is constantly being monitored (in the brain and periphery) and this gives rise to background feelings.
“It is probably true to say that background feelings are a faithful index of momentary parameters of inner
organism state. The core ingredients of that index are:
1. The temporal and spatial shape of the operations of the smooth musculature in blood vessels and
varied organs, and of the striated muscle of heart and chest;
2. the chemical profile of the milieu close to all those muscle fibres; and
3. the presence or absence of a chemical profile signifying either a threat to the integrity of living
tissues or conditions of optimum homeostasis.”
Damasio1999, pp 286-287
Background feelings are closely inter-related to the afferent feedback we are getting second by second from the
body [Craig 2015]. Craig’s work can be seen in terms of providing the neuro-physiological underpinning of
Damasio’s Background Feelings [i.e. How Do You Feel? Craig 2015].

Biofeedback
training

Biofeedback training is the term generally used to indicate some form of mental training that facilitates the
Relaxation Response by giving, for example, a visual representation as to whether the student is moving in the
direction of PSNS activity – or the opposite which would be in the direction of some SNS generated
(hypervigilant) state. Such biofeedback representations can be used to estimate the efficacy of different mental
training approaches – for example, they may be linked in to increased Heart Rate Variability.
From other traditions, we can view the term biofeedback differently.

Sakyamuni practised the “middle way”, and found that meditation was beneficial and helped to
develop his compassionate approach to life – and what today we call mindfulness.

Wallnöfer’s description of the state we may be in during an AT session as “everything in the periphery is
quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000] is a recognition that mental training produces a change in our background
feelings / physiology – and that this is mediated to a large extent thanks to our homeostatically related
afferent systems (e.g. PSNS and warmth afferents).

The underlying reason that we become aware of this change is thanks to our ANS afferents – and in the
above cases particularly to our PSNS afferents. In a less left brain and instrument dependent world,
such afferent feedback could be regarded as natural (from nature) biofeedback.

CARE circuits
Panksepp 1998
See also
SEEKING circuits;
Separation Distress

The CARE circuits are one of the seven Primary Process Emotions (PPE) or Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits /
Systems (EONS) that we share will mammals [Panksepp 1998]. All these seven are crucial for our well-being.
If our childhood is associated with dysfunctional family dynamics, then FEAR, RAGE, and Separation Distress
EONS may predominate as the default emotions. In mammals as a whole, this would be unusual; baby mammals
are born immature, and depend for their survival on “good enough” CARE circuits in their parents. This will then
lay the foundations in the child for thier own “good enough” CARE cicruits for their own wholesome
development, and subsequently when they become adults / parents.
It can therefore be argued our (i.e. human’s) CARE circuits are fundamental to the well-being of human societies,
and for this reason Figure Glossary G-06 places the CARE at the centre of the seven PPE:
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CARE circuits
continued
Panksepp 1998
See also
SEEKING circuits;
Separation Distress

Glossary Figure G-06
The Seven Primary Process Emotions with CARE depicted as central
PLAY is fundamental to wholesome development during childhood. PLAY circuits invovle an inter-play of both
SNS and PSNS modalities. However, we cannont play properly if we are not feeling safe. Hence a secure base is
fundamental to our PLAY circuits manifesting themselves. This is another reason for seeing CARE as central for
well-being.
The Primary Process Emotions in health should be in balance. At the same time, one may be as it were our
default EONS as a result of our early environment and childhood experiences. If these are nurturing, then through
gene induction the CARE circuits, as illustrated above, can become central to our modus operandi. This in turn
may have epigenetic impications for our children and future generations. Other early childhood experiences can
have very different outcomes.
A case can also be made for having e.g. the SEEKING circuits as the central EONS. See also Maslow and the
Hierarchy of Needs section 11.1; see also Meaning.
Cingulate Cortex
Anterior
Compassion /

The Limbic Motor Cortex that deals with ANS motor (efferent) modalties [Craig 2015 p 45].
For further details please see under Anterior Cingulate Cortex
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Compassion
and compassion
focused therapy

Research into compassion and compassion focused therapy had developed greatly over the last decade or so
(e.g. Gilbert 2010). The word compassion itself has somewhat morphed in meaning over the centuries. The Late
Latin word compassio means “fellow feeling”, which itself comes from the word compati: “to suffer with” [CED
2011]. The CED definition is now: “a feeling of distress and pity for the suffering or misfortune of another, often
including the desire to alleviate it.” [CED 2011 p 350].
In the context of compassion focused therapy, it is the desire and ability to alleviate the suffering of another that
is crucial. In Buddhist psychology bodhicitta (Bodhi: Sanskrit for Awake; chitta: Sanskrit for Mind) is a term that
implies an awakened mind – that is, a mind that is “starting to become completely awakened in order to benefit
all beings.” [Geshe Tashi Tsering, quoted by Gilbert & Choden 2013 p 123]. In this sense, it is not just the wish or
desire to help others, it is the ability to do so. Gilbert gives an example of someone falling into a fast flowing river.
If someone jumps in to help who cannot swim, two may drown. So in order to help alleviate suffering, we have to
develop skilful means.
Suffering and sadness may awaken our minds, but this on its own is usually not sufficient.
The driving force, in terms of Primary Process Emotions, for compassion is our CARE and nurturing circuits which
inter-are with our wholesome SEEKING circuits. Emotions have two aspects: a feeling and a motivation interlinked with that feeling. Nurturing and CARE circuits are shared by all mammals [Panksepp 1998]. There are many
moving stories / examples of compassion in animals – for example, in elephant communities [Schore 2012E and
the story of Binti the gorilla who looked after a child overnight who had fallen into Binti’s enclosure in a Chicago
zoo [Panksepp 1998 p 252; 259].
As therapists and human being, we certainly need to develop skilful means to help reduce suffering in (ourselves
and) others. The neuro-chemistries that allow us to do this will also depend on the flowing healing molecules
which mental training itself facilitates [Ross 2005X]; this includes activation of our CARE and nurturing and Social
Engagement circuits [Panksepp 1998; Porges 2011] – and so can become a central component for a Mindful path.
Compassion focused therapy is based on the above principles.

See also: Authentic Self; Reflective Function.

Consciousness

Anoetic
Consciousness

Noetic
Consciousness
Autonoetic
Consciousness

A wonderful creation of the cosmos that is difficult to explain / understand. There are at least three different
modalities of consciousness that have been decribed [Tulving 2002; 2005]. Awareness of these modalites may
help us to understand that conciousness is not a solely neo-cortical affair.
This is an unreflecitve unthinking primary process form of consciousness that is interlinked with our Primary
Process Emotions [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012] that reside in the Old Mamalian Brain in the
termionlogy of the Tri-Une Brain (Three-in-One Brain).
“....... primary-process core affects are anoetic (without exteral knowledge) but intensely conscious (experienced)
in an affective form (which reflects intrinsic, unreflective brain ‘knowledge’)” [Panksepp and Biven 2012 pp 1415].
This knowledge helps us to understand how children born without a neocortex can show positive affect (and feel
pain**) if they are brought up in a loving family environment – especially if there are sensitive and PLAYful
siblings around. [See also: B3 Part I46 (pp 12-15; including Figure 10 and 11) of the web-series; and Panksepp &
Biven 2012 pp 489-492]
**The assumption that pain pathways are finally processed in the Somato-Sensory Cortex led some doctors to
assume that such children could not experience pain, while their parents often knew that they did experience
pain. Craig’s research that pain pathways are interoceptive modalities that are processed in the insular cortex
helps to explain why such children do indeed experience pain.
This relates more to our concious understanding of the world, which is acutally built on our anoetic
consciousness. Noetic consciousness then is “learnning, knowledge-based” secondary process consciousness.
Upon the above two is built autonoetic consciousness, which can be regarded as a tertiary process thoughfull
consciousness, which allows us in our minds to “time travel” and “to be able to look forward and backward
within our minds” [Panksepp & Biven 2012 p 14]. This ability can have both positive and negative consequences.
It means that we can reflect in a creative and wholesome way; yet it also gives us the mental ability to negatively
ruminate – to “pursue the past and get lost in the future” [Hanh 1990].
Autonoetic consciousness developed with the development of the Frontal Cortex, and includes executive and
decision making abilitites [Panksepp & Biven 2012 p 15].

Changing
the Peg i.
This section is
extracted from the
Glossary of Ross 2010

46

A concept from Buddhist psychology. It is suggested that negative mind states, including both destructive and
negative emotions, can best be overcome by changing our inner mental state to one of a positive emotion /
affect (Hanh 1998 p 207-209). This switch in our mental state is called changing the peg. Interestingly, Spinoza
developed a similar concept in which he stated that we can only overcome a negative affect not by reason alone,
but by “reason-induced-emotion” (Spinoza 1677; Damasio 2003 p 11-12; Ross 2005X p 30-34).
Studies in neuro-science support this concept; positive affects tend to act as anti-dotes to the informational
substances associated with such negative mind states as anxiety, grief, and anger (Panksepp 1998; Ross 2005X p 31-32).

B3 Part l: The Origins of Affect and Affective Neuroscience - and the misplacing of Affect in the Neo-cortex
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In addition, meditation, and so by extrapolation the AT state, activates the Left Frontal Lobe (pre-frontal cortex)
region of the brain, and this in itself reduces amygdala activity (especially fear / anxiety circuits) and in dissipating
any pre-existing negative affect (Davidson 2003B pp 212-338; Ross 2006A)
Changing
the Peg ii

“Changing the peg” is a Buddhist metaphor for the concept of dealing effectively with negative mind states /
afflictions. In rural / nomadic societies, if a peg (e.g. a tent peg) became rotten or damaged, it would be replaced
by a carpenter with a new and wholesome peg. In the same way, if we are suffering from a negative /
unwholesome affect, it can be overcome by replacing it with a positive wholesome affect – in the context of
Meditation and Mindfulness.
In modern Affective Neuro-science, Panksepp notes that activation of, for example, the CARE-circuits can release
informational substances that act as antidotes to the FEAR- and RAGE-circuits. Thus we could say that, by
extrapolation, Panksepp’s research supports this ancient concept of changing the peg.
Changing the peg can also give us new insights and a new meaning to life.

Changing
the Peg iii

If my inner Child (in Transactional Analysis terminology) is hurting as a result say of some loss (e.g. a relationship
break-up – in which we may have mixed feelings of loss and anger), then our inner Nurturing Parent (NP) can take
good care of our inner hurt Child, and comfort her / him, just as a mother (parent) would with her distressed
child. The NP as it were becomes the new peg, and the associated CARE-circuits will release eu-molecules, and
can be an important first step towards healing deep wounds within.
This is an example of changing the peg, because instead of being the pain and hurt of the child, we can reframe
the whole situation from the perspective of our own NP with its associated nurturing dynamics.

Complementary
approaches to
therapy
(now medically
based)

Including
therapeutic touch

An understanding of the role of the ANS and homeostasis, in the context of the afferent sensory homestatic
inputs to the Insula gives a medical rationale for many complementary approaches to therapy and healing. Craig
comments:

“It is important for clinicians to recognise that feelings from the body, such as pain or temperature, are
neurologically distinct from tactile mechano-reception and proprioception at all levels, contrary to the
conventional textbook view. Such feelings from the body represent homeostatic afferent activity, that
is, the sensory input representing the physiological condition of the body which drives the central
network that controls the ANS. The spinal and brainstem levels of the hierarchial homeostatic network
are present in all mammals, but in humans there is a high-resolution representation of the conditions of
the body in the primary interoceptive cortex in the posterior insula, which generates an energy-efficeint
map of all brain activity in the anterior insula that underpins the subjective ‘material me.’ Thus there is
a fundamental relationship between the physiological condition of the body and subjective feelings of
all kinds, just as William James hypothesised.

“These facts strongly support the comprehensive perspective on the physical and emotional health of
each patient, and they provide a rational basis for complementary medical approaches, for example
therapeutic touch (Bjornsdotter et al 2009).”
See also: Gordon 1996 pp 130 – 139.

Depression from a
brain lateralisation
persective

A few years ago I came across an article suggesting that stimulation of vagal nerve afferents (part of the PSNS)
could be used to treat depression; at the time I was totally perplexed by this.
On this matter Craig comments:
 “Strong clinical evidence comes from patients with depression or MDD (major depressive disorder).
Converging imaging and interventional evidence indicates that depression is associated with an
imbalance of activity between the two sides of the brain, that is, hyperactivity in the cingulate,
insular, and temporal cortices in the right hemisphere, and hypoactivity in the cingulated, insular, and
temporal cortices in the left hemisphere” [Craig 2015 p 264].
The hyperactiivity on the right side of the brain will be associated with increased SNS activiity and related
emotions; while reduced (hypo) activity on the left will be associated with reduced PSNS activity and related
emotions. [See also Emotions in relation to ANS dynamics]
Also, a study found that:
 “depressed patients had significantly less left-frontal EEG activation than healthy participants during
emotional conditions” [Craig 2014].
This is in keeping with the increased Left Frontal Lobe activity on EEG that is associated with positive emotions,
that then act as anti-dotes to negative emotions such as FEAR and RAGE [Panksepp 1998].
Changes in EEG activity can come about by mental training, with reduced Right Frotal Cortex activity and
increased Left PFC activity [Davidson 2003A; see also Ross 2010 pp 147-149; and B5 on web-site: “Emotions,
Frontal Lobe Dynamics, and Autogenic Training in the context of autonomic afferent lateralisation”].
Finally /
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Depression from a
brain lateralisation
persective
continued
AT and depression

Deus ex Machina
“God out of the
machine”
i.e. operating from
outwith the world
or cosmos

From Ross 2010
Glossary p 273

Finally, some studies have indicated that stimultion of the vagal nerve afferents can reduce depression [Porges
2011 pp 222-213; Craig 2015 pp 264-155]. The prime mover in this seems to be that activation of vagal afferents
“stimulates the left insular and cingulate cortex and deactivates the right insular and cingulate cortices” [Craig
2015 p 265]. Long term activation of such PSNS afferents may be the physiological basis for the efficacy of AT and
the long term outcomes of treating depression with both psychotherapy (here CBT) and AT; those treated with
CBT alone had higher recurrence rates at three year follow up compared with those treated with CBT and AT.
[Krampen 1997; 1999; and A5 on web-site: “Autogenic Training, psychotherapy / CBT, and Depression Krampen
1997 / 1999]
A term originally used in ancient Greek and Roman plays in which a “god” appeared towards the end of the play
to resolve the plot or miraculously sort out the human dilemmas that had been created in the play. The term was
used quite extensively by theologians during the 1960s.
Here it is used by IR specifically to denote a concept of God that is outwith the Cosmos. Some find such a
concept of God difficult to grasp.
Other concepts of God would suggest that God is embraced within the concept of the Cosmos; and cannot be
separated from it. The thesis that God created the cosmos does not solve the origins of God (so can be regarded
as part of the debatable concept of “God of the gaps”) [Though it is accepted that this may be somewhat of a Left
Brain way of looking at the matter.]
 Within nature there is something somewhat uncanny which we could call the life-force; the ancient
Chinese concept of Tao / Dao perhaps overlaps with this idea.
 The Eastern concept of the ‘divine’ within each one of us can be contrasted with the concept of deus ex
machina.

Dopamine

Dopamine is a neurotransmitter and also an informational substance / molecule. It is vital for our well-being.
“The desires and aspirations of the human heart are endless. It is foolish to attribute them all to a single brain
system. But they come to a standstill if certain brain systems such as the dopamine (DA) circuits are destoyed”
[Panksepp 1998 p 144].
o Oliver Sacks describes a patient who did not have the DA circuits as a child. As an adult he was given LDopa, a precursor of dopamine, and for a while his life was transformed, as described by Oliver Sacks in
Awakening [Sacks 1973].
The DA neurocircuits “appear to be major contributors to our feelings of engagment and excitement as we seek
the material resources needed for bodily survival, and also when we pursue the cognitive interests that bring
positive existential meaning into our lives” [Panksepp 1998 p 144].
o The dopamine system is crucial for the primary process emotion: SEEKING [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp &
Biven 2012].

Efferent nerves

Nerves whose impulses travel from the brain to the body / organs, in contrast to afferent nerves which travel
from the body to the brain.
In the present essay the terms afferent and efferent are particularly appied to the ANS and other homeostatically
related modalities such as skin temperature, pain, and affiliative touch.
 Etymology: from Latin efferre – to bear off; from ferre to bear. “Carrying or conducting outwards
……especially from the brain or spinal cord” [CED] to the body / viscera / organs.

Cf. Afferent nerves

In the present context, to bear off from the brain (to the body).
Emotoinal
Operating Neuro
Systems (EONS) /
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Emotional
Operating Neuro
….Systems
or
Circuits (EONS)

Adapted from Ross
2010 Glossary

The term used by Panksepp [Panksepp 1998] for the main Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits or Systems (also
known as Primary Process Emotions). These include the following neuro-circuits: SEEKING; RAGE; FEAR;
Separation Distress – PANIC / GRIEF [Panksepp & Biven 2012]; LUST; CARE (Nurturing); and PLAY. Panksepp uses
all-capitals-notation when he is referring to these specific EONS; thus PLAY-circuits.
This brief summary of the various EONS below is taken from Ross 2005X p 12.










EONS are obviously in themselves not good or bad; for health we need the full range of these
Systems.
The RAGE System is the EONS associated with the fight response; this may mean fighting to the
death. It can therefore lead to murderous type rage.
The FEAR System is associated with anxiety; and the flight / freeze response. (This means that
what we describe as the Fight / Flight system actually encompasses two discrete EONS - the RAGEsystem and the FEAR-system. The Freeze response is now regarded as part of the ancient
unmyelinated PSNS [Porges 2011].
The PANIC System is, in evolutionary terms, associated with Separation Distress. In adults
following loss this tends to manifest as GRIEF [Panksepp & Biven 2012]
The LUST circuits are essential for appropriate sexual responses and interactions; the specific
dynamics of these circuits modulate our sexual orientation.
The PLAY System is vital for our development, from early childhood on.
The SEEKING System includes the curiosity-interest-expectancy system (this was previously and
inaccurately known as the “reward" system [Panksepp 1998]; it has also been taken to embrace
searching for meaning and meaning-making [Carroll 2003].
The CARE System is of fundamental importance to higher animals – and in humans in terms of
nurturing and building a caring and ethical society. It also plays an important role in self-nurturing
which is facilitated by meditative type approaches.

For further details, see: www.atdynamics.co.uk
o B3 Part l: The Origins of Affect and Affective Neuroscience – and the misplacing of Affect in the neocortex
o B3 Part ll: Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits – a brief introduction to Panksepp’s model
Emotions in
relation to ANS
dynamics
Positive and
Negative here do
not of course imply
that some
emotions (Primary
Process Emtotions)
are in themselves
good or bad per se;
hence the
quotation marks.
Emotions: Primary
Process Emotions

PSNS afferents are lateralised to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex [Craig 2005; 2015 e.g. page 268 Figure 21 B].
Research suggests that, related to this, the left forebrain is associated with generally “positive” emotions:

“........the left forebrain is associated predominantly with parasympathetic activity, and thus with
nourishment, safety, positive affect, approach (appetitive) behaviour, and group-oriented (affiliative)
emotions….” [Craig 2005 (Forebrain emotional asymmetry: a neuroanatomical basis?) p 566].
SNS afferents are lateralised to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex [Craig op cit]. Research suggests that, related to
this, the right forebrain is generally associated with “negative” and / or survival type emotions:

“….. the right forebrain is associated predominantly with sympathetic activity, and thus with arousal,
danger, negative affect, withdrawal (aversive) behaviour, and individual-oriented (survival)
emotions….” [Craig 2005 p].
These findings are of direct relevance to Mental Training such as Meditation and Autogenic Training that facilitate
increases in PSNS efferent and afferent activity.
See also Pre-Frontal Cortex (PFC) – especially Part B concerning Middle PFC functions.
These refer to the seven primary process emotions that we share with other mammals; these have been
extensively researched by Panksepp during the last several decades [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012].
Specifically, they refer to: FEAR; RAGE; LUST; CARE; Separation Distress (PANIC / GRIEF); PLAY and SEEKING.
See also Emotional Operating Neuro-Circuits or Systems (EONS)

Eu-molecules
Adapted from Ross
2010 glossary

Similar in concept to Sely's Eustress. [“Eu- combining form well, pleasant, or good”. Etymology via Latin from Greek, from
eus good” – CED 2011 p 568. Thus eustress is positive life-enhancing stress – e.g. Chris Bonnington climbing up north face of
Eiger when all is going well!].

Eu-molecules: A term coined by IR (Ross 2007B – unpublished) to describe the cascades of life-enhancing
informational substances that flow through the body when we are in a state of harmony; when our thoughts are
positive and / or nurturing; and when we are in a positive mental state / emotion (affect). If we smile gently, that
will be associated with cascades of informational eu-molecules. (Compare with Mal-molecules - see below in
glossary.)
 Note that molecules are obviously not, in themselves, good or bad. However, ongoing cascades of informational substances that flow through our body when we are
in harmony and / or in a positive mood / affect will have beneficial effects on our
health and being. In such a context these informational substances are called eumolecules.
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Eu-stress
Adapted from Ross
2010 glossary

Exteroception
Main source Craig
2015

The term used by Selye [1975] for positive, life enhancing stress.
[Eu-: Greek for good.]
It was this concept that resulted in IR coining the terms eu-molecules and mal-molecules [Ross 2005X].
This refers to perception of sensory modalities that arise from outside of the body (e.g. sight; hearing; sound);
and sometimes on the surface of the body. The organs for the basic senses are obvious – eyes for sight, ears for
hearing, etc.
It also refers to those modalities that become consiously manifest in the somato-sensory cortex which lies just
behind (posterior to) the motor cortex. A.D. Craig’s research suggests that the Somato-sensory Cortex
(anatomially just posterior to the Motor Cortex) is limited to these modalites:




touch in the sense of two point discrimintion on the skin;
mechano-receptors that are crucial to proprioception; and
vibration sense

The afferent nerves carrying these three modalities are all wide diameter axons carried by the Dorsal (Posterior)
Column-Medial Lemniscal pathways (see Afferent Pathways: 2 and accompanying figure Glossary G-02) that ultimately terminates in
the somato-sensory cortex. From here (neuronal) messages pass to the motor cortex, which can then activate
the appropriate skeletal striated muscles [Craig 2013 pp 103-109].
Cf. Other homestatically related modalities (temperature, affiliative touch) which are Interoceptive modalities
whose small diameter C afferent fibres terminate in the doro lateral insular cortex. See: Interoception.
Extinction

This model of
extinction is based on
some of the recent
findings in neuroscience.
My thanks go to
Dr. Alastair E. Dobbin
(AED) for helping me
to extensively rewrite
my early attempts for
this entry.

A technical name for the reduction in intensity or complete deletion of a memory. That is to say, for example, a
fear that has been brought about by classical (Pavlovian) conditioning can become extinguished in certain
circumstances.
 The neuro-circuits involved in extinction include the ventro-medial (cingulate) Pre Frontal Cortex (vmPFC)
pathways to the Amygdala (Gross 2002; Milad 2006; Delgado et al 2008; Dobbin 2009, personal
communication).
 See Reflective Function and Glossary Figure G11 for a diagram of the circuits involved.
.

Example 1.
1.1 In the classic Pavlovian case, food presented to a dog is the unconditional stimulus [US], and
salivation the unconditional response [UR].
1.2 The bell is the conditional stimulus [CS], and when paired with the US (i.e. the food) will over time
result in the conditional response [CR], even when the food is no longer presented with the bell.
1.3 If the bell continues to be rung from time to time without the food, the salivation response (i.e. the
CR) will gradually diminish…...
1.4 ……and eventually it becomes extinguished.
1.5 This is called the process of extinction.
1.6 It is possible for the extinguished memory to become re-instated if, for example, the bell is again
sounded with the food……… this is called re-instatement.
We will now look at an example that is of potential importance in a clinical setting.
.

Example 2.
Preamble:
 A boy is abused during his childhood.
 As a result, he has many problems and becomes an abusive and authoritarian father.
 His daughter suffers as a result of this.
Now we will look at this from the perspective of Pavlovian Conditioning.
2.1 The violence from the father (in terms of physical / sexual abuse and / or emotional abandonment)
is the Unconditional Stimulus (US) for the daughter.
2.2 Her fear, as a result of 2.1, is the UR. [cf. 1.1 above]
2.3 In time, every aspect of the father “his accent, tone, pronunciation, facial expression, body
language, eye movements, clothes” etc. become separate CS [cf. the bell in 1.2 above] ….
2.4 …...and so precipitate fear (CR) in the daughter – i.e. she becomes fearful simply at the sight or
sound or movement etc. of her father.
2.5 Technically, the violence of the father (US) has become paired with the “smell, sight, demeanour”
etc. of the father (CS) and this results in the CR (fear).
2.6 Later in life, this CS may be transferred onto other men who appear to her to have some of the
characteristics of her father. [These other men therefore become the new CS, producing fear (CR)
in the daughter. This is at an unconscious level so she does not know why she is reacting like this.]
This/
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Extinction
continued

This means that each time the (now) grown up woman comes across such a man, her original CR (fear) will be
reinforced.
Note that this formulation suggests that these dynamics overlap with those of projection and transference in
classical Freudian psychology.

Quotes in this section
direct from Dr Alastair
E. Dobbin – with
thanks.

It is reasonable to ask that if the actual father is no longer present, then what is the problem? i.e. will not the CS
(any male authoritarian figure) gradually be extinguished when the violence of the real father (US) is no longer
there? [i.e. as in 1.3 to 1.5 above.] But:

“It is a feature of Pavlovian extinction that if exposed to a CS in a different context (i.e. here with a
different person), the fear will be ‘renewed’ and a new reflex set up to the new context” (AED).
“Drugs have also been used in animals and humans (Brunet, …, Nader, et al 2008) to extinguish memories (see
Essay 6) but the main therapeutic method is through psychological means. The primary clinical method of
extinction in behaviourism is ‘de-sensitisation’; i.e. exposure to the context (e.g. spiders) with a removal of fear
by deep relaxation. Repeated extinction may cause permanent extinction – but unless the primary context of the
fear reflex is dealt with, ‘renewal’ will occur again (i.e. the renewal of the original fear): this may be the context
for Generalised Anxiety Disorder” (AED).
An alternative approach is re-appraisal or reframing (Gross 2002; Delgado et al 2008). Certain techniques, such
as therapeutic hypnosis (Rossi 2002), Positive Mental Training (Dobbin 2006), and Autogenic Training can
facilitate such re-appraisal.
Extract from Ross 2010; for further clinical details, see Ross 2010 pp 275-276

False Self
Also see
Authentic Self

A term coined by Winnicott to denote the adaptive behaviour a child may develop when she or he is unable to
express her True Self [Winnicott 1960]. This may result when the wholesome dynamics of a family have broken
down, and / or as a result of one or both parents not being able to be “good enough” (no blame) [Winnicott
1965] – possibly as a result of their own childhood experiences [Winnicott 1965; Sunderand 2007].
For examle if the young child likes painting and from time to time makes a mess, her mother may repeatedly
have shouted at her / scolded her. In time this may block the child’s creativty – and she begins to adapt to the
situation by withdrawal / FEAR.
As an adult she may well have a block in her creativity / in reaching her potential / Authentic Self. Such an adult
may be greatly helped by some form of therapy. In this situation, she may become angry with her parents. In
time she may come to recognise that this was actually part of the suffering of humans and the human contition;
it was not as such the parent’s (parents’) fault. Rather, they had developed (negative) procedural learned
tendencies that are not appropriate for parents. No blame; rather, it is a case of the “sins” of the fathers being
visited on several future generations.

Sin used in the original sense of “Missing the Mark”.
Here forgiveness or no forgiveness is not the crucial isssue; rather, what is important for the woman (or man)
having counselling is to break away from the dysfunctional and dangerous procedural learned tendencies that
she may re-enact with her own children [Ogden 2009]. In this way, she may be able to find her True Self, and thus
express her Authentic Self [Luthe].
Note: the procedural learned tendencies may be associated with a Life Position (in Transactional Analysis
terminology) of I+; U- (or I-; U+). Neither of these positions is compatible with equanimity.
In the same way, if individuals carry out atrocities under the duress of some authoritarian regime, forgiveness is
not the issue. Rather, the task is to correct the ideas and behaviours that led to the terrible suffering of other
human beings. This may require both compassion and letting go.
The compassion and letting go does not, of course, mean that the inappropriate actions of her parents / others
were OK; yet in Transactional Analysis terms she may be able to move into an authentic I+;U+ Life Position with
them [Stewart & Joines 1987].

Feeling
Adapted from Ross
2010

Damasio contrasts emotions (the unconscious emotional processes that have their origins in the Reptilian and
Old Mammalian Brain), and Feelings, which are the subjective awareness and experience of emotions which
embrace neo-cortical circuits. (Damasio 1994, 1999, 2003: MacLean 1952, 1990). See also Tri-une Brain.
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Galvanic Skin
Response
(GSR)

Electro-dermal
activity

This is a measure of the electrical activity in the skin, which was first described in 1849 by Dubois-Reymond in
Germany. It is now generally known by the term Electro-Dermal Activity [EDA].
Research indicates that stress increases sweating, and that this in turn increases skin conductance, so there is
more electrical activity in the skin. As the conductance goes up, the resistance goes down, allowing more
electrical activity to flow.
So when our SNS is aroused, conductance goes up. In this way the GSR was used historically as a method of
determining the psychological state of the individual – increased SNS activity being associated with arousal /
anxiety / stressors. In other words:

When we are stressed, the conductance goes up;

When we are relaxed (associated with increased PSNS activity), the skin conductance goes down as the
skin resistance has gone up, and this is associated with increased capillary perfusion of the skin,
resulting in a warm skin.
See Figure 9A in main text for the relationship between AT, GSR and skin temperature (and warmth afferents).

Heart-Beat
Awareness
as an example of
interoceptive
awareness

Some people in health are more aware of their heartbeat than others [Craig 2015]. Mental Training such as
Autogenic Training can develop our heart-beat awareness – especially in the third Standard Exercise: “Heartbeat
is calm and regular”. Mental Training facilitates increased Heart Rate Variability, which actually means there is an
increased variation in heart rate – with it slowing on the outbreath. So in this sense “Heartbeat is rhythmically
regular” would technically be a more accurate description.
 Heart-beat awareness is an interoceptive modality / awareness.

As individuals, we each have a different capacity for so-called bodily awareness. Bodily awareness has been called
interoceptive awareness by investigators interested in the effects of cardiorespiratory or visceral sensory activity on human
mood, emotion, and performance. The feeling of heartbeat awareness is a quantifiable capacity that is often used as a
measure of the capacity of individuals for interoceptive awareness.
Craig 2015p 5
Heart-beat awareness can thus be seen in terms of one of the many modalities of bodily (interoceptive)
awareness that can be relatively easily measured and quantified. As indicated above, such bodily awareness can
be developed – and this is an important skill in developing increased interoceptive awareness – and also in
Autogenic Training.
Research suggests that if we are better at being aware of our heartbeat (and thus bodliy awareness in general)
we are also:
 Better at reading our own feelings / emotions and
 Better at reading the emotions / feelings of others [Craig 2015 p 6 quoting e.g. Herbert et al
2012].
These are clearly importand skills to develop. (Other forms of Mental Training can of course also increase body
awareness – such as meditation and meditaitve body scans, which can take forty minutes or so [e.g. Segal et al
2002; 2013].)
See also Theory of Mind; Reflective Function; Heart Rate Variability.
Heart Rate
Variability
(HRV)

The heart rate varies slightly with breathing:

The inbreath is associated with slight speeding up of the heart (SNS modulated);

The outbreath with a slight slowing of the heart, brought about the the influene of the myelinated vagal
efferents (to the heart).
HRV increases when we are relaxed, and it is in effect an indirect measure of PSNS activity; the greater the HRV,
the more PSNS activity is going on in the body.
Longer outbreaths, which can be consciouly induced, tend to increase HRV, and this is sometimes suggested to
facilitate relaxation.
In the context of Autogenic Training Standard exerises, this is probably problematic as one of the vital elements
of the AT sequence is that we are not actively trying or striving to do anything.
Some experienced AT practitioners sometimes, at the end of the standard sequence, may stay in the Autogenic
state and gradually allow the outbreath to be prolonged; on physioogical principles this would seem to be
reasonable.
From a technical point of view for purists, HRV means that the heart rate is not exactly regular, rather it is
regularly irregular. For this reason, some have advocated the expression “heartbeat calm and steady” as the third
standard exercise, rather than the original: “heartbeat calm and regular”. In the spirit of the original Schlutz
concept, perhaps “heartbeat is rhythmically regular” would be more technically correct.
 [Rosa 1973 pp 54-60 has an interesting and informative discussion on heartbeat and pulse].
 See also the Relaxation Response.

Hemispheric
Specialisation /
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Hemispheric
Specialisation
Sources include
McGilchrist 2009
Kradin 2016;
Craig 2004; 2005;
2015

Homeostasis I
From Ross 2015
Glossary

Homeostasis II

This is complex and not fully understood. The following appears to be the case:
i.

The Right Hemisphere matures earlier [Kradiz 2016 Day 2 11.3; but there are spurts of growth in one
hemisphere and then the other during childhood – Schore 2003].
ii.
In general terms, the Left Hemishere matures later – with “hippocampus, language, and higher cortical
functions” [Kradin 2016 day 2 p 11.3].
iii.
The corpus callosum develops early in childhood, and this facilitates inter-hemispheric communication.
iv.
Most mental activities involve both hemispheres,– i.e. bilateral function [McGilchrist; Kradin 2016].
v.
Kradin comments:
 “Dominant right frontal processing is associated with pessimism, depression,
fearfulness, leftward eye aversion, and low self esteem.”
 “Dominant left front processing is associated with optimism, euthymia47, good self
esteem” [Kradin 2016 Day 2 p 11.4].
vi.
This is perhaps best understood in terms of ANS lateralisation discussed in this paper [i.e. Craig 2004;
2005; 2009; 2009A; 2015].
vii.
Other important perspectives incude those of McGilchirst 2009.
See also Ross 2010 pp 30-32; and p 304.
The inbuilt feedback mechanism / systems whereby an organism maintains equilibrium by a tendency to
compensate for any disrupting changes; e.g. maintaining roughly the same body temperature in both freezing
and very hot conditions.
 If we are confronted by a bear, the body systems respond with the Fight / Flight / Freeze response
which from an evolutionary perspective obviously had survival significance. The Stress Response proper
(Cannon 1936) allows the body systems to return to homeostasis following such a threat.
The homeostatic concept is fundamental to an understanding of physiological processes. However, the newer
concept of Allostasis may better reflect the totality of what is really going on.
Homeostasis is the physiological system in our bodies that allows us to stay in optimum equilibrium depending
upon the internal and external environment. It is intimately interlinked with the Autonomic Nervous System and
with behaviour.




The ANS is the main neural output pathway that supports homeostasis. It is the neural motorcontrolled system to smooth muscle of the body, and it is genetically linked in vertebrates with the
interoceptive sensory system…. It ……connects with all of the organs and tissues of the body including
teeth, bone, and the sclera of the eyeball. ………… The ANS controls a wide variety of involuntary organ
activities, for example, cardiac and respiratory function, the visceral organs of the gut, pupil diameter,
sweating, immune system organs (e.g. thymus, spleen….”
“It is essential to recognise that homeostasis drives behaviour.”
Craig 2015 p 21

So if we are out of balance, this will be driving our behaviour – and perhaps lack of behaviour in say retarded
depression. It is at this fundamental level that Mental Training / Autogenic Training is working.
Homeostatic
Afferents
Based on Craig 2015

See also Afferents
See also Interoception
and associated
Glossary Figure G-08

These include
i.
the traditional ANS afferents (SNS and PSNS) that have traditionally been described, in addition to
ii.
other afferent modalities (such as feeling the hands are cold / joint aches / pains) which were
previously thought to terminate in the Somato-sensory cortex. This group of afferents are perhaps
best seen as being part of the ANS afferent system. The modalities involved here include those
depicted in the Figure below.
These afferents are the backbone, as it were, for our interoceptive awareness.
They enter the Insular Cortex by way of the:
 (dorsal) Posterior insular cortex, from where they are relayed to the
 Mid insular cortex; and from there on to the
 Anterior Insular Cortex, where some of these afferent modalities reach conscious awareness.
See Figures 12A, 12B, and 12C in main text for a summary of these pathways.
The homeostatic afferent system gives the brain second by second, minute by minute essential information
regarding the state of the body. Much of this will be at an unconscious level. Afferent information is of crucial
importance to the well-being of the individual – and this is suggested by the fact that:
 80% of vagal nerves are afferents.
Figure G-07 below (Homeostatic Afferent modalities) summarises some of the more important homeostatic
afferents that help to keep our body in balance. It will be seen that this has been divided into three broad
categories: physiological, visceral feeling, and “other sensations” specifically relating to the skin and body. When
we feeling safe and secure, the PSNS will be dominant and the feeling modalities that may be dominant will
include a feeling of warmth and we will be receptive to, and give, affiliative touch.

47

‘A normal, non depressed, resaonably positive mood’ – “A pleasant state of mind” [CED].
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Glossary Figure G-07
Homeostatic (ANS) afferent modalities
Heart-beat awareness is an important interoceptive modality, which can be developed by mental training such
as Autogenic Training (as can interoceptive awareness in general). Increased interoceptive awareness is related
to our ability to read our own feelings and emotions correctly, and also those of others [Craig 2015 p 6]. See
heart-beat awareness.
Homeostatic
Emotions
and related
Primary Process
Emotions

This entrance into the glossary came to me late in the writing of this article.
Background: do emotions determine motivation, or does motivation determine our emotions? The first
sentence of Chapter 3 (Emotional Systems) in “Mindful Compassion” states:
o “Motives guide us in life but they need emotions to guide them.” [Gilbert & Choden 2013 p 71]
So our motives are activated / guided by our feelings, or at least they require feelings to be wholesome motives.
What is an emotion? A feeling that requires a response – to satisfy the feeling or to consummate it. A feeling or
sensation that requires a response to keep the individual in harmony can in this context be regarded as a
homeostatic emotion, which we will become aware of as a result of the input from homeostatic afferents.
Craig defines a homeostatic emotion as: “a homeostatically motivated behaviour coupled in humans with a
concomitant affective feeling from the body” [Craig 2015 p 303]. This then implies that homeostatic emotions
embrace such modalities as pain and temperature (e.g. feeling pleasantly warm) – see below.
This implies that feelings such as: thirst / hunger / feeling too cold can be regarded as homeostatic emotions. In
the case of thirst, for example: we become aware of our thirst, and that then motivates our behaviour to seek
water / fluid refreshment. The primary process emotion that is activated in this pursuit for water is the SEEKING
system [Panksepp 1998].
The SEEKING system has been described by Panksepp in terms of a general "foraging /exploration / investigation
/ curiosity / interest / expectancy / SEEKING- system” (Panksepp 1998 p 145). So when we are thirsty, if we have
interest /expectancy of finding water we seek out the right place. In the case of the Bushman, when the
particular Bushman community are all hungry, the men go out with expectancy for the whole group.
Craig /
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Craig has this to say about the matter:
Homeostatic
Emotions
continued

“The feelings from the body are characterised by a distinct sensation that is inherently coloured by
a strong affect that is directly associated with a motivation that drives the behavioural responses
needed to maintain the health of the body; in other words, the affective feelings from the body
occur concomitantly with motivations for homeostatic behaviours. To my mind, that means that
these combinations can be viewed as homeostatic emotions. This concept emphasises the
essential homeostatic and autonomic roles of feelings from the body, it is consistent with the
anatomical organisation, and it fits with the emerging ideas about embodied emotions.”
Craig 2015 p 42

We can say that in some senses motivations and homeostatic emotions inter-are. The thirst drives the SEEKING
system in a particular direction. If we are motivated by a desire for revenge, then this can activate the RAGE
circuits in unwholesome ways. Yet here the motivation is still underscored by the jealousy / feeling of ill-will
towards the other.
o If, on the other hand, our motivations are towards compassion for human societies and our
world (mother earth), then the underling emotion will be linked into our Primary Process CARE
circuits. Such motivations will be linked in with frequent activation of PSNS afferents – and
with wholesome forms of Metal Training.
Procedural Learned Tendencies (PLT) may result in us being motivated to seek approval at all costs. Yet the prime
mover in this motivation may be the PLT that were learned when our FEAR circuits had been activated within a
dysfunctional family. So even here the actual motivation of seeking approval is a consequence of an underlying
emotion (FEAR or Separation Anxiety) that repeatedly arose in childhood – and hence developed into a
Procedural Learned Tendency.
We cannot overcome such PLT until our background physiological milieu is one of a secure base, of “all in the
periphery is quiet”. For this reason, psychotherapeutic approaches that are dealing with such learned behaviours
(PLT) need to embrace some form of Mental Training which bring about physiological change within – some of
which can come axiomatically from the developing therapist-client relationship.
Ethical considerations:
Our motivations can be guided by our underlying philosophy of life and being, and this underlying philosophy will
be guided by our background emotional state / Life Position. If our motivations are towards power, then the
underlying emotional state may well be linked to craving (and the toxic trio). Such behaviours will be linked in
with frequent activation of SNS afferents.
Phineas Gage’s ethical mental state was destroyed by the iron tamping rod that went through the neural
pathways to the pre-frontal cortex, and destroyed vital homeostatic afferents to certain brain circuits [see
Damasio 1994 – e.g. p 11; and Ross 2010 pp 141-145]. Research by Beccara and Damasio indicates that if we are
not in touch with our background feelings (e.g. as a result of a neurological lesion), we will not make good =
wholesome decisions. [Damasio 1994 pp 212-222].
o “In some sophisticated research into behaviour when gambling, Bechara, Damasio et al showed that those
with Phineas Gage type lesions are very bad at gambling; the inference is that we need our gut feelings to
make reliable decisions – whether in gambling or more normal walks of life. That is to say, we learn at an
implicit bodily level that some actions lead to poor outcomes, and therefore do not take them: this is not at a
conscious level. Ventro-Medial lesions deprive us of this (unconscious) ability (Bechara et al 1997; Damasio
1994 pp 212-222).”
[Ross 2012 on web: www.atdlynamics.co.uk Autogenic Dynamics B3 Part 1 page 7 Figure 4 and footnote 11]
If our motivations are towards compassion for human societies and our world (mother earth), then the
underlying emotion will be linked to our Primary Process CARE circuits. Such motivations will be associated with
frequent activation of PSNS afferents – and with wholesome forms of Metal Training.
Homeostatic
sensory input
integration in the
brain

ANS afferents eventually terminate in the anterior insular cortex; SNS afferents in the right anterior insula, PSNS
in the left anterior insula. However, the lateralisation of these afferents only occurs once they have first passed
through the posterior and mid insular cortex. [Craig 2015 p 170 Figure 21 B; see also C12 page 13 on web-site: Figure 4
“Autonomic Nervous System paths from body / organs to the brain Based on Craig 2005”].
o “……. We have two insulae in our brains, one on each side of the body, each of which receives homeostatic
sensory input from the opposite side of the body in its posterior portion, yet integrates feelings in the middle
and anterior portions. The integration of feelings must be unified somehow by coordination between the two
sides; indeed, there is evidence that an imbalance or a lack of coordination between the two insulae is
symptomatic of mental illness, such as depression or schizophrenia…….” [Craig 2015 p 50].
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Human Distress

Human distress is associated with distressing feelings coming from the body, whether these are conscious or
unconscious. These are processed in the Insular Cortex, having travelled up ANS and ANS related afferents.
Much human suffering has its origins in our personal, cultural, and family history, and this will often involve
Procedural Learned Tendencies and negative trans-generational archetypal figures and complexes.
The more we go into the neuro-physiology of these matters, the more complex it all may become; this may not
be helpful.
Complexes may be activated as a result of our ANS afferents – so if these are SNS dominated, our mood / affect
will tend to be negative (see Section 5 and Figure 5; and Section 10.7).
One possible way over the complexities of mind-body, psycho-somatic-psycho disorders is to settle the body first.
In doing this:
o SNS afferents will be reduced; and their associated negative affect (such as FEAR; RAGE; Separation Distress);
o PSNS afferents will be increased, with their associated positive affect (such as CARE; positive SEEKING; PLAY –
accepting that with PLAY circuits there is an interplay of SNS and PSNS modalities.

Informational
substances /
molecules

INSULA48
(Also known as
Insular Cortex)

This may then give us the energy to continue on our journey through life (Spiritual Journey in a non-religious
sense) towards our Authentic Self (and Jen – see appendix A).
We may still benefit from in-depth psychotherapy, yet we will be in a better state to actualise our potential
because of our skills through mental training (e.g. AT) such as reducing disturbing bodily feelings (SNS afferents)
and increasing insight – mediated in part through our Reflective Function.
"Although peptide structures are deceptively simple, the responses they elicit can be maddeningly complex. This
complexity has led to their being classified under a wide variety of categories, including hormones,
neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, growth factors, gut peptides, interleukins, cytokines, chemokines, and
growth-inhibiting factors. I prefer a broad term coined originally by the late Francis Schmitt of MIT informational substances – because it points to their common function, that of messenger molecules distributing
information throughout the organism."
Pert 1997; p 71
Extracted from Glossary of Ross 2010 p 279
An “island” within the “cerebral cortex that is hidden deep within the Sylvian fissure on each side of the
anthropod human brain” [Craig 2015 p 304].
The Sylvian fissure, also know as the Lateral Sulculus, runs along the cerebral cortex and separates the temporal
lobe from the frontal lobe. If it is pulled open, it “exposes the middle portion of the insula” [Craig 2015 p 304].

Premable
In the context of this paper, ANS afferents, including “Homeostatic Emotions”, having traveled up the Spino
Thalamic Tract, enter
1. The (Dorsal) Posterior Insula
2. Mid-Insula
3. Anterior Insula
See Figures 12A, 12B, and 12C for further details.
1.Anterior Insular
Cortex

See also separate
Glossary entry
under Anterior
Insular Cortex
2. Mid-Insular
in the context of
ANS afferents
See Craig 2015 Fig 21
/ Plate 16 (opposite p
171)

In the context of the lateralisation of ANS afferents, this is the area in the brain where these afferents terminate;
more specifically:

SNS afferents from both sides of the body terrminate in the Right Anterior Insular Cortex.

PSNS afferents from both sides of the body terminate in the Left Anterior Insular Cortex.
The Anterior Insular Cortex in this context can be regared as the Limbic ANS sensory cortex, analogus to the
classic somato-sensory cortex which itself lies just behind (posterior to) the classic motor cortex.
Note that the ANS motor cortex is in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex which lies quite close to the Anteriour Insular
Cortex – thus enalbling fast (unconscious) communication between the two. (See Glossary Figure G-03).
A relay station for ANS afferents from the posterior to the anterior insular cortex.
SNS Afferents
 SNS afferents from the right side of the body enter the spinal cord, cross over and ascend by way of the
left spino-thalamic tract to the left (dorsal) posterior insular cortex, travel up to the left mid insular
cortex, and from there cross over to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex (see Glossary Figure G-01).
 SNS afferents from the left side of the body enter the spinal cord, cross over and ascend by way of the
right spino-thalamic tract to the right (dorsal) posterior insular cortex, travel up to the right mid-insular
cortex, and from there go on up direct to the right Anterior Insular Cortex.
 Thus SNS afferents from both sides of the body terminate in the right Anterior Insular Cortex (see
Glossary Figure G-01).
PSNS afferents
These have an analogous but opposite pathway to SNS afferents.

48

As indicated in footnote 7, The notation of the insular cortex is a bit perplexing. It can either be called the insula,
without an “r”, or the insular cortex.
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3. Dorsal Posterior
Insular Cortex
Craig 2015; p302;
and p 175.
Craig 2013 p 106]
See also
Interoception

Interoception
Also see:
Exteroception and
Somato-sensory
cortex

PSNS afferents from the left side of the body cross over in the spinal cord, enter the right posterior
insula, are relayed to the right mid-insula, and then cross over to the left anterior insular cortex.
PSNS afferents from the right side of the body cross over in the spinal cord, enter the left posterior
insula, ascend to the mid-insula and then direct to the left anterior insurlar cortex.

A region at the top (superior) and rear (posterior) of the Insular Cortex, which receives afferent nerve fibres from
Lamina 1 Spinothalamic tract pathways by way of the Thalamus (Vmpo).
The inputs include the following modalities (from the opposite side of the body):
 Pain (first pain = pricking pain; and second pain = burning pain)
 Temperature (cool; warm)
 Itch
 Muscle ache
 Gastric distension
 Vasomotor flush
 Taste: e.g. Sweet / Salty
 Affective (or sensual) Touch.:
These modalites are all intimately related to homeostasis and therefore to the Autonomic Nervous System. For
the avoidance of any doubt, the research by Craig and others [Craig 2015] indicates that these modalites do not
terminate in the somatosensory cortex.
This term was origially coined by Charles S. Sherrington during the early years of the 20th century; he used it
particularly to descrie sensations from the viscera [Craig 2015 p 3]. It refers to sensory modalites that arise
inside the body – and / or on the surface of the body and these modalities are intimately conntected with
homeostasis [Craig 2015].
These afferent nerve fibres terminate in the Dorsal Posterior Insular cortex*** [Craig 2015 p 175], and include
the following modalities: “pain, temperature, itch, muscle burn, visceral sensations, hunger, thirst, taste, and …..
sensual touch” [Craig 2004]. It will be noted that all of these are essential for homeostasis. Sensual Touch is also
known as Affiliative / Affective Touch.
The table below indicates the sensory homeostatically orientated modalities described by Craig:

See also Dorsal
Posterio Insular
Cortex – under
Insular Cortex.
Cold
Hot

Glossary Figure G-08
Some Interoceptive Modalities
Note that the above modalities “are closely linked with homeostatic control and they are characterised by strong
affective feelings that guide our emotional behaviour, such as

vigour, fatigue, fullness, and pleasant social contact” [Craig 2015 p 177 bullet point added].
Also /
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Interoception
continued

Also: these interoceptive afferent messages are carried by small diameter axons / nerve fibres (e.g. C fibres) to
the Dorsal Posterior Insular cortex, from where messages are relayed to the mid and anterior insular cortex (AIC).

The AIC then communicates with the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) which is the
autonomic motor cortex.

The ACC then can send efferent neuronal messages to smooth muscle (e.g. capillary
blood vessels in the skin) to constrict these vessels if we have become too cold; thus
heat is preserved, a vital homeostatic function.
*** i.e. they (i.e. the interoceptive afferent nerve fibres) do not terminate in the somatosensory cortex, as was
assumed when Penfield researched on electrically stimulating the somato-sensory cortex in humans suffering
from epilepsy in the 1950s [see Craig p 27].
See also interoceptive awareness; and heart-beat awareness

Interoceptive
Awareness

Our ability to be aware of what is going on within; our ability to be tuned in to our bodies and the feelings
generated by our bodies. “Bodily awareness has been called interoceptive awareness” [Craig 2015 p 5] and is
thus closely related to what is going on in the Standard Exercises of Autogenic Training (i.e. as we focus on the
Standard Exercise of each moment).

Increased interoceptive awareness is related to our ability to read our own feelings and emotions
correctly, and also those of others [Craig 2015 p 6]. It can be increased by mental training such as
Autogenic Training.
Good examples of interoceptive awareness are: heart-beat awareness, feelings of warm in the limbs, and feeling
the forehead cool; these obviously resonate with Autogenic practitioners.

See also Figure 10.6 in main text.

Interoceptive
Cortex

The Doral Posterior Insula is regarded by Craig as the Interoceptive Cortex [Craig 2015 p 170]. This is the
equivalent of the so called Somato-Sensory cortex just behind the motor cortex.

Jen

In ancient China there was a human quality regarded more highly than any other virtue: higher, for example, than
righteousness, higher than benevolence.

“This quality was known as Jen, which can perhaps best be translated as human-heartedness”. (Watts
1995; page 25).
See also Appendix A to getter a fuller feel of this concept.

Limbic Motor
Cortex

Receives messages from the Right (SNS) and Left (PSNS) Anterior Insular Cortex. This then is the Autonomic
Nervous System (Limbic) motor cortex analogous to the Motor Cortex anterior to (in front of) the Somto-Sensory
Cortex.

Limbic Sensory
Cortex

The interoceptive / homeostatic related cortex that is situated anatomcially in the Insular Cortex – and receives
afferent inputs from the Autonomic Nervous System – including interoceptive modalities such as warmth, pain,
feelings of fullness and affiliative touch. It is as it were the homeostatic sensory cortex analogous to the SomatoSensory Cortex.

Mal-molecules

A term used by IR conceived originally from Selye's concept Eu-stress; hence Eu-molecules (see above in this
glossary; and referred to in Ross 2005X – unpublished).
Mal-molecules (cf. “mal-ady) is a term used to describe on-going and persistent cascades of informational
substances when we are stressed and / or when we are in a negative / destructive mood or affect. For example,
every time we recall a past event that still makes us angry, we are actually setting in motion cascades of
(potentially) mal-molecules. Recurrent cascades of such mal-molecules can, over time, lead to Allostatic Load.
[Unresolved and unremitting persistent grief would be another example].

Note that molecules are, obviously, not in themselves good or bad. However, persistent and
unremitting cascades of some informational substances (molecules) can lead to damage; and these we
call mal-molecules.

Meaning

Meaning, and the meaning of life, may differ from one human to another. Meaning is to some extent
determined by our family, social and cultural mores. Can meaning having a wider connotation than this? Is there
a potential universal type meaning to life that could be acceptable to all humans whatever our background or
ethnic origins?
 Sakyamuni was not content with the meaning of life in the well-to-do family into which he was born.
Eventually he went to seek meaning from various gurus and from various disciplines, and gradually
developed a specific “middle way” with meditative and mindfulness practices; he thus became awakened –
and so the Buddha. Some would argue that his insights into the human condition and suffering have
universal value for all humans.
 Frankl /
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Meaning continued

Meaning is
underpinned by our
SEEKING system.
“This harmoniously
operating neuroemotional system
drives and
energises many
mental
complexities that
humans
experience…… and,
in the presence of a
sufficiently
complex cortex, the
search for higher
meaning”
[Panksepp 1998 p
145]
Meaning
continued





Frankl was brought up in a western culture, and his experience in concentration camps led him to the
recognition that meaning is vital for our survival and wellbeing. Those inmates that lost all meaning tended
to give up and die (sic). He challenged the prevailing perspective of “What do I expect from life” with the
much deeper: “What does life, what does the cosmos, expect from me?” (Frankl 1946; p 98). Such a
question stems from a dawning realisation of the inter-relatedness of all things, and in this respect is a
Buddhist type concept.
Jung felt that meaning was central to health; and that the modern (even in his day) medical model excluded
such concepts. He saw one of the main purposes of our lives was to move from an ego-centric perspective in
which we see ourselves as separate individuals to one in which we acknowledge both the positive and
negative qualities within us, confront our shadow (which may well include some of our negative qualities),
and become whole through the union of opposites (the Transcendent Function). The Self was the name he
gave to the whole of the psyche, which embraces both the ego and unconscious processes which will include
the shadow. The unconscious itself includes both a personal unconscious and the collective unconscious.
The Collective Unconscious embraces and includes universal archetypes49 / symbols, which may become
manifest in the dreams of humans – whatever our ethnic origins.
 This process he called Individuation; by acknowledging and coming to terms with our whole psyche,
including repressed parts, we can become whole and the unique person that we are: and from this
stance play our unique role within our family and society. Individuation thus links in with perspectives of
inter-relatedness and wholeness, and is the antithesis of an ego-centric or ego-bound perspective.
Consumerism is essentially an ego-bound perspective – at least from the perspective of the ecology /
well-being of our planet.
.




Jung felt that the experience of the numinous was a possibility for all of us; and that this linked in with what
he felt was a spiritual dimension that is part of our nature.
The following extract may help to shed further light on Jung’s perspective:
The reproach levelled at the Freudian and Adlerian theories is not that they are based on instincts,
but that they are one sided. It is psychology without the psyche, and this suits people who think they
have no spiritual needs or aspirations. But here both doctor and patient deceive themselves. Even
though the theories of Freud and Adler come much nearer to getting at the bottom of the neuroses
than any earlier approach from the medical side, their exclusive concern with the instincts fails to satisfy
the deeper spiritual needs of the patient. They are too much bound by the premises of nineteenthcentury science, too matter of fact, and they give too little value to fictional and imaginative processes.
In a word, they do not give enough meaning to life. And it is only meaning that liberates.
Jung 1932; para 496

Rossi’s work embraces ideas of imagination, creativity, and developing meaning and insight through the
Four Stage model, which may include a crisis, and the coming together of opposites (Rossi 2002).
Ordinary reasonableness, sound judgement, science as a compendium of common sense,
these certainly help us over a good part of the road, but they never take us beyond the frontiers
of life’s most commonplace realities, beyond the merely average and normal. They afford no
answer to the question of psychic suffering and its profound significance. A psychoneurosis must
be understood, ultimately, as the suffering of a soul which has not discovered its meaning. But all
creativeness in the realm of the spirit as well as every psychic advance of man arises from the
suffering of the soul, and the cause of the suffering is spiritual stagnation, or psychic sterility.
Jung 1932; para 497
.





Here Jung is suggesting that part of mental dis-ease is the result of a loss of meaning. If we are in severe
pain, we may also suffer from loss of meaning. Depression, which will often occur with the stress of chronic
and persistent pain, is also associated with loss of meaning. If we can find some meaning in life, despite
chronic pain, we may be able to cope with the chronic pain much better.
Jung is also saying, I think, that suffering, in the context of mental dis-ease, is the lot of humans whenever
we have lost a sense of meaning; yet out of this suffering new meaning can be born. We could reframe this
by saying that if we are able to work through our suffering, it will over time form good “compost”, as a result
of which new shoots of creativity and wholeness will spring up [after Thich Nhat Hanh].

Meditative Concentration /

49

See also Leighton 2012.
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Meditative
Concentration
From:
 Luthe &
Schultz 1969
Glossary
Memory
This is a complex
matter, and the
following is adapted
from Ross 2010 p 283

My thanks to
Dr. Alastair E. Dobbin
for his help with these
sections on memory.

A term used by Luthe and Schultz.

A mental activity considered to be associated with “a state of meditative concentration” which
according to G. Naruse is a state of “pure trance” as may occur during “neural hypnosis” ……. “Pure
trance” as a “state of meditative concentration” is considered a feature of autogenic training (G.
Naruse). In a very general sense, it has been hypothesised that “pure trance” or a “state of meditative
concentration” is a common feature of hypnosis, Zen-training, Yoga-exercises and autogenic training
(G. Naruse, A. Onda).
Luthe & Schultz 1969 p 229
There are a number of areas of the brain associated with memory storage. However, memories are not stored in
one part of the brain; it is more that they are laid down in terms of neural circuits that are widely distributed
throughout the brain. Memories are thought to be laid down by the strengthening of synaptic connections
between neurones - and neurogenesis (the formation of new neurones). Each time a memory is recalled, these
connections tend to become stronger, until eventually a permanent memory is laid down. The types of memory
that have been described include:
i. Working Memory: this is the short-term memory that we need when we are carrying out tasks, for example:
when making soup we hope that we can remember where we have just put the onions and kitchen knife down;
and later that we have just lit the gas.
 In one experiment, Chimpanzees are shown two bowls – one with food in, the other without any food. The
bowls are covered for half a minute or so, and then the chimpanzee has to select one bowl: and has no
trouble selecting the bowl with food.
 However, if they suffer from pre-frontal (lobe) damage, they are no longer able to select the correct bowl,
suggesting that their short term memory pathways have been interrupted (quoted by Damasio 1994; p 7576).
Working Memory actually has four basic components:
a) "the ability to focus attention, in the face of many distractions, allowing us to stay focused on our
goal" (paraphrased from Dobbin 2006);
b) the ability to remember at the end of a sentence what we said at the beginning of the sentence
(phonological loop);
c) Visuo-spatial sketchpad (which is activated in visualisation); and
d) Central Executive System (e.g. planning a day and holding the plan in memory).
Activation of the Working Memory is associated with activation of the dorso-lateral pre-frontal cortex, and
research suggests that this can inhibit amygdala activity: and indicates a possible neuro-physiological basis for
disciplines such as Meditation and Autogenic Therapy having a calming effect on the individual. For example, the
phrase "Right arm warm", when repeated silently in the context of Passive (focused) Concentration, will activate
Working Memory and hence the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex: and it is suggested that this has inhibitory effects
upon the amygdala. This would in turn reduce SNS arousal. Visualisation methods, such as those used in upper
level Autogenic Training and Positive Mental Training, would also stimulate working memory with similar
beneficial effects.
(The above is based on, and extrapolated from, a talk given by Dr A.E. Dobbin on 02.02.2006 to members of the
Primary Care Team in Edinburgh on the subject of Positive Mental Training. See also Essay 6, Figure 6.5, and Cahn
and Polich 2006; Davidson 2000; 2003A).
Working memory can become severely impaired in Alzheimer’s disease, making simple daily tasks that we usually
take for granted impossible.
a)

New Memories (episodic or autobiographical memory): these are personally experienced events – such as
meeting a friend for lunch. The hippocampus is thought to play a central role in such memories, with inputs
coming to the hippocampus from a variety of sources**. Such memories seem to be consolidated overnight
and during the coming days / weeks – by a two-way communication between the hippocampus and various
areas of the cortex – to become eventually long-term memories in the cortex. [**but not the amygdala
unless they are fear related / associated memories – see iii. below.]

b)

Fear / traumatic / unconscious (if fear related) memories: these may be laid down in the amygdala, and are
not processed and relayed in the normal way to the hippocampus. This may be the basis for the
development of Post Traumatic Stress Disorders, as the memory is not processed in the normal way and
becomes “locked” in the amygdala. If the traumatic / fear memory can be reactivated in deep relaxation,
this may enable it to be processed in the normal way and relayed to the hippocampus and thus overcome
the embedded fear / trauma. Such therapeutic approaches overlap with Extinction and Re-appraisal.
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c)

State Dependent Memory can be taken as a subset of unconscious memories. Here the memory is formed
in a particular physiological (or psychobiological) state. When this physiological state subsides, so too will
the memory: this may be in the form of partial or total amnesia regarding the memory. However, when this
physiological state is re-activated, so too is the original memory [Rossi 2002 p. 31].

State Dependent Memories (negative, positive, and neutral) can be activated during Mental Training
and psychotherapy.

d) Memory in the body: intermingled with the above is what can be described as body memory – perhaps
memory in the tissues. This is a form of implicit memory. We tend to assume that memory requires a nervous
system / brain, but this may not be quite accurate. Even single celled organisms develop some form of
“memory”. Memory may, in the way we perceive it, often assume memory that is manifest in words / language;
yet our earliest memories will of course have occurred in our pre-verbal phase, and so cannot have been laid
down in language format.
Memories can be activated by touch and therapeutic modalities involving touch – and this may in part be a
subset of State Dependent Memories. Memories can also surface in altered states of consciousness (including in,
for example, Autogenic Neutralisation) in which there are altered dynamics of the ANS and ANS afferents. In the
context of the work of Craig and others, we can see touch in terms of affiliative touch afferents that are relayed
up the (Afferent) spino-thalamic tract to the anterior insular cortex, and these (touch afferents) are best see in
terms of our homeostatic sensory afferent system intimately linked with other ANS modalities. Depending on the
nature of earlier touch experiences, touch and touch therapies have the potential to activate both negative and
positive memories.
Wallnöfer has this to say about the matter:
.
One interesting effect during Autogenic Training is the fact that we are able to reach areas
younger than our intellectual memory. We can assume that in an altered state of consciousness
like Hypnosis or Autogenic Training the trainee can reach non-intellectual parts of his / her
memory. Not only the anxiety during birth but also for example how the body feels in a warm
bath, softly held by mother’s smooth hands. This way, sometimes, maybe we are going back
beyond the limits of a type of psychoanalysis which works only with the intellectual memory.
Here, with AT, we work with the total memory, not limited to the intellectual memory as in
orthodox methods.
Wallnöfer 2000 p 4
Translation with the help of Richard Vaughan Rowlands

In this context, warmth feelings that develop during the AT Standard Exercise sequence can activate body
memories. See also muscle memory and tension in the body.
Mental Training /
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Mental Training

Mental Training in the context of this paper denotes any form of mental training that facilitates the Relaxation
Response and wholesome changes in the way we think, feel and relate. In this term I include, for example:

Various forms of Meditation

Positive Mental Training

Mindfulness approaches

Autogenic Training

Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression – a new approach to preventing relapse [Segal,
Williams and Teasdale 2002]. This is included as it is fundamentally a Mindfulness based approach that
includes Meditative type exercise. The reference to CBT was primarily to allow this approach to be
accepted by the medical establishment.
Research indicates that there is a great deal of overlap between different forms of Mental Training, all of which
can promote a move towards well-being / wholeness / our Authentic Self / True Self.
Benson’s research indicates that many different types of mental training can bring about transformation [Benson
& Stark 1996]. This is now known to be because our brains remain adaptable and plastic into old age – if we
allow them to:
The systematic training of the mind – the cultivation of happiness, the genuine inner transformation
by deliberately selecting and focusing on positive mental states and challenging negative mental states, is
possible because of the very structure and function of the brain……. Neuroscientists have documented the
fact that the brain can design new patterns, new combinations of nerve cells and neurotransmitters
(chemicals that transmit messages between nerve cells) in response to new input. In fact, our brains are
malleable, ever changing, reconfiguring their wiring according to new thoughts and experiences.
Howard Cutler 1998 p 31
(in conversations with the Dali Lama)

In many traditions, Mental Training is seen as a means for us to become more human, more JEN – human
heartedness. Mental Training without an ethical basis could take us down dangerous and harmful paths.
Mental Training can facilitate self-nurturing and our affiliative and CARE systems. It can thus help us to be more
compassionate for ourselves. In terms of seeing life as a spiritual journey, for many this will include compassion
for both self and others. In fact, as our PSNS afferents increase with mental training, mindfulness will tend to
increase [see also D1 and D2 in web-series].
The links between meditative type practices and compassion for others is well explored by Gilbert and Choden in
“Mindful Compassion – Using the Power of Mindfulness and Compassion to Transform Our Lives” [Gilbert &
Choden 2013 e.g. Chapter 4: Emergence of Compassion pp 122-178].
Mind-Body
dynamics and
Dualism

In the western world there has tended to be a sort of dualism regarding mind-body matters, going back at least
as far as Plato (Phaedo). This became part of our western psyche after Descartes famous (or infamous) “Cogito
ergo sum” (I think and therefore I am). Whatever our philosophical / religious views, it is helpful to go beyond
dualism and see the body and mind as intimately inter-linked. Our ANS afferents are affecting our thinking, and
our thinking affects our ANS system. In a recent meditation, I was reflecting on Panksepp’s comments on
Descartes, including his re-formulation of Descartes statement to:

I feel, therefore I am
Panksepp 1998 p 309

This is very much in keeping with Damasio’s “background feelings” and Craig’ work (e.g. “How do you feel?” –
Craig 2015)
I subsequently read out to Bernie, my wife, an important footnote by Panksepp regarding our assumptions about
Descartes.
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Mind-Body
dynamics and
Dualism continued
With reference to
Descartes and
Schultz

According to the present argument (i.e. that a neural entity such as “the SELF” [see Panksepp 1998 p 309 for full
explanation]
does exist in the brain), the bottom line statement probably should be:

I am, therefore I am
In any event, we probably should not persist in chastising Descartes, for giving primacy to: “I think,
therefore I am.” In The Passions of the Soul, Descartes did accept the primacy of emotions in
experience, but perhaps for political reasons (to avoid religious persecution, to which Galileo suffered)
he drew a strict dualistic line between bodily processes (which include emotions) and mind / soul
processes (which include thoughts). To quote from p. 344 of the source cited in chap. 2 n 43[i.e. Williams
B. 1972]

:



“In Holland, Descartes worked at his system, and by 1634 he had completed a scientific work
called Le Monde. When he heard, however, of the condemnation of Galileo for teaching the
Copernican system, as did Le Monde, he immediately had the book supressed. This incident
is important in Descartes’s life, for it reveals that spirit of caution and conciliation toward
authority which was very marked in him… The suppression also affected the subsequent
course of his publications, which were from then on strategically designed to recommend
his less orthodox views in an oblique fashion.”
Panksepp 1998 p 420 note 34.

Bernie then commented that in many ways we could see Schultz’s dilemmas during the 1930s and 1940s (under
the Nazi regime) in a similar light to those of Descartes. In certain circumstances, caution toward certain types of
authority may be wise. Like Descartes, Shultz was also working in a hostile / toxic culture. Many have been critical
of Descartes, yet this may well have been based on false assumptions. We can only ever have a partial view of
the whole story.
See also Schultz; and, specifically regarding dualism, Dobbin & S. Ross 2012
Mindfulness I

Adapted from Ross
2010 Glossary

A Buddhist concept of being mindful and in the present moment; an “alert state of mind” (Keown 2003 under
smrti).
Kabat-Zinn provides a helpful introduction to Mindfulness and indicates that the term includes (at least) seven
key concepts, which embrace: Non-judging; Patience; Trust (developing a basic trust in ourselves); Beginner’s
Mind; Non-striving; Acceptance; and Letting go (equanimity). [See Kabat-Zinn, 1990/2005; pp 33-40]
Kabat-Zinn also gives this insightful definition of Mindfulness:
“Paying attention, in a particular way: on purpose, in the present
moment, and non-judgementally”
(Kabat-Zinn 1994 – p 4).
A brief overview of Kabat-Zinn’s approach to Mindfulness can be found on the web-site www.atdlynamics.co.uk
D1.

Mindfulness II /
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Mindfulness II
This second entry of
Mindfulness in the
glossary is based on
Thich Nhat Hanh’s
perspecitve.

Mindfulness that is not heartfelt is not mindfulness.
The concept of mindfulness has its origins in Buddhist philosophy: the Sanskrit word for mindfulness is smriti. This
literally means “remember” or “remembering”. Thich Nhat Hanh says:
Mindfulness is remembering to come back to the present moment. The character
the Chinese use for ‘mindfulness’M has two parts:
the upper part means ‘now,’ and the lower part means ‘mind’ or ‘heart’.
 The first miracle of Mindfulness is to be present and able to touch deeply
the blue sky, the flower, and the smile of our children.”
Hanh 1998 p 64-65H

This account is an
extract from
handout DD-05 given
to stuents attending
AT courses

(Bullet point added)

So our western translation of smriti gives it a misleading cognitive and left hemisphere bias: mindfulness that is
not heartfelt is not mindfulness. The term would perhaps be better rendered as “Mind-Heart-Fullness” – or left
un-translated. 50
M
H Hanh then goes on to describe the other aspects of Mindfulness in his chapter on “Right Mindfulness” (pp 6483).

Look at the Cypress Tree……. “remembering to come back to the present moment….”
Mindfulness can be facilitated by various forms of Mental Training.

Mindful Awareness

In the Autogenic Training literature, the phrase Passive Concentration is used to describe the focused awareness
during an AT sequence. I have never found the term helpful in reflecting the mental state of such focused
awareness. For this reason, I tend to use the term Mindful Awareness. (See also Mindfulness; and D1 on website;
and see also: Wu Wei.)

Mindsight

A term coined by Daniel Siegel [Siegel 201B]. The following is extracted from C2 on the website: “Mindsight – our
seventh sense”.
Daniel Siegel has coined the term Mindsight to describe the extraordinary potential we have as human beings to
be aware of what is going on within and without us, and to be aware that we are aware (Siegel 2010). Mindsight
embraces mindfulness, and compassion & concern for ourselves and others. It has sometimes been called our
seventh sense. Mental Training – in the form, for example, of Meditation, Positive Mental Training, and
Autogenic Training – can facilitate the development of Mindsight.
Mindsight is one of the most extra-ordinary and wonderful developments in evolution. As a species, we have
inherited neuro-circuits of the Reptilian Brain, the Old-Mammalian Brain (e.g. the limbic system and the
amygdala); the neo-cortex (which has developed especially in primates); and the Pre-Frontal Cortex (PFC), which
has developed specifically in humans. Mindsight depends upon these Pre-Frontal Cortex circuits. The figure below
places Mindsight in the context of our other basic senses.
Glossary Figure G-09 /
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FIVE BASIC SENSES
“ability to perceive the outside world”

6th SENSE
Awareness of
bodily processes such as

•Touch
•Taste
•Sight
•Smell
•Hearing

•Heart beat
•Breathing
•Gut sensations
•Muscle states
•Proprioception

.

l

.

ll

Background feelings
Damasio 1999

7th SENSE

MINDSIGHT
.

lll

Our ability: to look within ourselves
and see what is going on within our mind;
to reflect on our experiences;
to develop Mindfulness and attributes
such as
empathy and compassion and concern
for ourselves & others.

Mental Training
e.g. Meditation
Autogenic Training

PRE-FRONTAL CORTEX
BAS-IRFR- October 2010 / May 2011

Glossary Figure G-09

Mindsight and the Seven Senses
Appropriate mental training facilitates the development of mindsight
See C2 [www.atdynamics.co.uk] for further details



See also Pre-Frontal Cortex Part B for details of nine PFC functions associated with Mindsight described by Siegel.

Molecules
in the sense of
Messenger
Molecules

Molecules of
Emototion
Mood and Posture

See also
Posture and Mood
for a slightly
differnt slant on
this matter

A Molecule: “The smallest particle into which an element or a compound can be divided without changing its
chemical and physical properties. A molecule is composed of several, perhaps many, atoms.” (Pert 1997 p 351)
 Complex molecules such as hormones, growth factors, and informational substances that communicate
between mind, body and genes in a three-way communication network.
 See also Eu-molecules and Mal-molecules.
In this context, a better term is probably informational substance
The term used by Pert in her remarkable 1997 book: “Molecules of Emotion” [Pert 1997] .
See also Molecules
The Law of expression and its reversal (Ludwig Klanges 1872-1956 referred to by Wallnöfer 2000) has been
critisised, yet its basic premise is sound. It is one of the fundamental psycho-physiological roots of Autogenic
Training, and was described by Henrich Wallnöfer in this 2000 Schultz Lecture. It can work two ways:

Our posture can effect our mood. A slumped /give up posture can create feeling of depression / “giveup-itis”. So the postures adopted in Autogenic Training are important. Ekman’s work on human
emotions showed that making say an angry or fearful face results a few seconds later in the neurophysiologogy of that expression [Ekman 2003; and see section 4.2 above].

Our mood can also effect our posture. Distressing feelings can lead to depressive postures; a bright
sunny morning can lead to a joie de vivre and an early in-tune walk with the birds singing.
Wallnöfer comments: “…… muscle relaxation leads inevitably to inner relaxation if it is only executed for long
enough” [Wallnöfer 2000 p 4]. The muscle relaxation leads to reduced SNS afferents from the muscles and
increased PSNS afferents, and so the inner relaxation axiomatically develops [Craig 2015].
Also see Section 3 of essay: Experiential Interlude A

Muscle Memory
As an example of
body memory

A form of implicit memory. Memory per se does not require a CNS as such; single celled organisms develop a
memory in some sense. However, in humans muscle memories will be linked consciously or unconsciously with
the Nervous System as a whole.
Such muscle memory is an implicit form of memory, and may have been formed early in life in the pre-verbal
phase (including in-utero). It will have subcortical aspects, and may be processed in the amygdala [Kradin 2016
Day 2: 10.6].
Such memories may surface duirng Mental Training – when the body is allowed to relax. They may of course also
come to the surface, as it were, in Body Therapy approaches.
See also: Tension in the body.
Memory: Memory in the body
State Dependent Memory
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Music Therapy and
Homeostasis

In neuro-physiological terms, some aspects of music are processed in our brain by the Anterior Insular Cortex.
Craig comments:
o
“.....the anterior insula is crucial for both the subjective sense of time and emotional appreciation
of music [Craig 2009A]; thus, these findings provide strong support for music therapy, which by
affecting the subjective sense of self could have a direct effect on the homeostatic condition of the
body” [Craig 2003].
In other words, music is integrated into our homeostatic systems – and so appropriate music can facilitate
harmony and integration within us.
See also: Sandawa Monochord healing

Myeliation

Some neurones acquire a myelin cover, and this significantly increase conducition times of neuronal impulses. In
the context of Autogenic Training and the PSNS, it is noteworthy that the vagus nerve is myelilnated; some of the
old ANS fibres, in an evolutionary sense, remain unmyelianted. [See, for example, Porges 2011 e.g. p 249].

Myelinated Vagal

The Vagal nerve is the tenth cranial nerve and is part of the PSNS. A major role of this nerve is to feedback to the
brain the PSNS state of the body and organs, and indicated by the fact that over 80% of its nerve fibres are
afferent [Berthoud & Neuhuber 2000]. The Myelinated (Vagal) PSNS that evolved in mammals is fundamental to
Social Engagment / Social Communication . This involves:
Vagal nerve fibres
 Facial Expression
80% are Afferent
 Listening
 Vocalisation.
In this context, the myelelinated vagal system can only operate properly in situations where we are feeling safe.

Nerves covered
with a myelin
sheath conduct
nerve impulse
much faster than if
they do not have
the myelin.
Neo-cortically
elaborated
emotions

Please see Poly-vagal theory [Porges 2011]for futher details; and A7 & A8 on web: www.atdynamics.co.uk
There are seven distinct primary process emotions (Emotions: Primary Process Emotions) that humans share will
all mammals [Panksepp 1998]. Many other emotions are what we could term neo-cortically elaborated emotions
or secondary consequences of these basic seven. Negative ruminations are very good at such elaborations
(consider remorse; guilt; shame).
Mental Training has the potential to change / reduce the manifestations of primary process emotions (such as
FEAR and RAGE); while facilitating others such as CARE / nurturing and PLAY.
Figure G-09 below schematically illustrates some of these dynamics.

Comments on Figure G 09
i. The Seven Primary Process
Emotions (PPE) are located
deep in the brain and subcortically.
ii. Emotions such as envy,
shame, pride and hope are
considered to be
neocortical elaborations of
these seven.
iii. Emotions such as Awe,
Trust and Empathy have
been depicted overlapping
the Pre-Frontal Cortex (in
blue) where tertiary
processes occur as these
are particularly affected by
Mental Training.
Disgust has been placed near
the PPE; it is possible that
primordial disgust is a very
deep-seated emotion that
protects us from harm (IR).

Glossary Figure G-10
A three level classification of processes related to emotions

Shame is one of the most powerful and potentially destructive of the toxic emotions; and has a negative effect upon our immune
system. Awe is one of the most powerful positive emotions and has a wholesome effect upon our immune system. For further details
please see www.atdynamic.co.uk:
A9: Emotions, Well-Being and Immune Function Awe and Shame as modulators of Being – for good or ill
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Neurogenesis

Applied to the brain: the development of new neuronal connections, which may form the basis of new learning
and new memory. Rossi suggests that not only new connections, but also new nerve cells can be produced in
response to
 "vivid conscious experience" including
 “novelty, enriching life experiences, and exercise” (Rossi 2002 p xv).
This concept of neurogenesis is also supported by the research of Gould et al 1999a; Gould et al 1999b;
Kempermann et al 1997; 1999.

Numinous I

A term introduced by Otto (Otto 1917; 1923) to describe the mysterious / awe-some aspects of certain spiritual
experiences. Such experiences, it is argued, pre-date the development of an ethical or philosophical perspective
on life (and predate the formations of religions – see below). For full human development, both the numinous
and the ethical are vital. It could be argued that all of the great religions had their origins when the founder had a
numinous experience, or a series of numinous experiences.
The term was subsequently quite widely used by Carl Jung (Jung 1958; 1963A).

From Ross 2010
glossary p 285

Numinous II
Adapted from Ross
2010 glossary p 285

The CED defines numinous as:
 Denoting, being or relating to numen; divine.
 Arousing spiritual or religious emotion. [feeling might be a better word - IR]
 Mysterious or awe-inspiring.
Numen: a guiding principle, force or spirit. [CED 2003].
In our western culture many have a problem with certain words such as spiritual or religious as they may set in
motion in our minds set ideas and concepts that baffle us. It may be helpful to regard all religions and the beliefs
that go with them as secondary phenomena that are often divorced from the original experience. It seems to me
that we all have the potential to have a numinous experience; something that we feel is beyond the material
world; something we cannot fathom; something perhaps awe-inspiring. Such experiences may then be viewed as
an encounter with the Beyond; perhaps the Divine; the Mysterious. However, it is important to separate the
actual experience with what is subsequently done with that experience, which often, in reducing it to words and
concepts such as God, ends up as a pale and inadequate expression of the original (numinous) experience.
We can actually have a numinous experience while looking deeply at a flower; when sitting outside and looking at
trees, or mountains, or the stars. We do not have to go to the other side of the world for such experiences; they
are potentially here, right now.
As indicated above, Jung not infrequently used the term, and, in more recent times, it has been taken up by Rossi
(Rossi 2002; 2004)

Awe is one of the emotions that has been found to be particularly associated with well-being; see also
web-article: A9 Emotions, Well-Being and Immune Function: Awe and Shame as modulators of Being –
for good or ill.

If we are in the present moment with the Cypress Tree in a particular way, that may be the Dao.

Para-Sympathetic
Nervous System
[P.S.N.S]
Adapted from Ross
2010

A part of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) that complements the SNS (Sympathetic NS) and thus the two
systems are central in maintaining homeostasis. It tends to have dominance over the SNS when the organism is
in the rest, repair and recuperation mode. For example, it stimulates / aids digestion – e.g. the secretion of
watery saliva. It tends to have the opposite effect to the SNS on specific organs. Both the PSNS and the SNS,
however, are essential for health.

It will thus be the dominant part of the ANS during the Relaxation Response; and it may therefore be
active in such disciplines as Tai Chi; Yoga; Meditation; Positive Mental Training; and Autogenic Training.
[Clients new to Autogenic Training not infrequently report in the early weeks that their mouths fill with
(watery) saliva during AT sessions.]

In addition, increased PSNS activity is generally associated with positive feelings and emotions – such as
CARE and nurturing (see Figure 5 in main text).
Afferent PSNS fibres ascend to the Insular Cortex by way of the Nucleus of the Solitary Tract and the Thalamus, as
depicted in the schematic diagram Glossary Figure G-05 [Craig 2005; 2015 pp 12-18].

Passive Concentration Part I /
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Passive
Concentration
Part I
Based on
 Luthe &
Schultz 1969
Glossary p 232
and 238

A term used by Schultz and Luthe to describe the state of mind in Autogenic Training that will
facilitate the psycho-physiological shift [e.g. Luthe and Schultz 1969 page 1]. They distinguished
Passive Concentration from Active Concentration with which most people are more familiar – the
latter being goal directed concentration that is often associated with striving; their research and those
of others indicated that Active Concentration in which there was striving was associated with
relatively poor results in Autogenic (Standard Exercise) Training [e.g.: Luthe 1969 Volume IV pp 1117]. The official definition of Passive Concentration is:
 A trophotropically** oriented mental activity associated with a casual attitude emphasising
almost effortless thematically specified goal-oriented thinking without engaging in energetic
voluntaristic striving (active interest, apprehension) towards the achievement of the
thematically specific goal or result. Dstg. Fr. active concentration, meditative concentration
[Luthe 1969 Vol IV p 155].
o

Passive
Concentration
Part II
A critique

Note that Heinrich
Wallnöfer includes

an alternative
term for Passive
Concentration:
Autogenic
Concentration
[Wallnöfer 2014;
see BAS Newsletter
Spring 2016]

** Trophotropic: adj. technical term used by W.H. Hess having to do with those
mechanisms which physiologically belong to recuperation (German Erholung), protective
mechanisms, unloading, restitution of achievement (German Leistungsfahigkeit),
normalisation and healing…. [Luthe 1969 Vol IV p 161].

Passive Concentration is the term used in Autogenic circles [Luthe 1970 pp 11-17], to distinguish it
from Active Concentration – an example of which would be when we are striving to do something / to
meet a dead line.
The word “Passive” for some AT practitioners does not feel quite right, for the concentration is
focused, and in this sense does not imply passive. The five facilitating factors for Autogenic Training
include:
 Making correct mental contact. For example, in the phrase “(My) Right Arm is Heavy”51, we focus
on the right arm. Incorrect mental contact would be to be focusing on, for example, our left little
toe or tomorrow’s shopping. So in this sense the mental state is not passive but rather focused in
a non-striving, not judging way.
 Becoming gently aware of bodily sensation and feelings in the body. Again, to become aware of
these our mental state is a focused mental state, and this allows us to become aware of our
homeostatically related afferent sensory inputs that are part of our interoceptive landscape – e.g.
feelings of heaviness, warmth.
 By appropriate slow and flowing repetition of the SE formula. Again, this implies focused
attention.
In all of these the background mental state is, it seems to me, one of ‘paying attention, in a particular
way, on purpose, in the present moment, non-judgementally’ [after Kabat-Zinn 1994 p 4].
For these reasons, my approach in teaching AT is to use the phrase Mindful Awareness which I feel
more closely captures the essence of the mental state that Schultz and Luthe had in mind. This has
nothing to do with the current vogue for Mindfulness, which predates the life work of Schultz by at
least two millennia.

Penfield
1891-1976
Neurosurgeon
See also Afferent
Pathways including
Part 2 and Figure G02]

Wilder Penfield made major contributions to our undestanding of the brain in terms of sensory and motor
cortices.
His work in the 1950s, (in the Montreal Neurological Institute) is widely know in terms of the somatosensory
cortex and the resultant sensory homonculus which gives an anatomically distorted picuture of the human body
in terms of the sensory input intensity from different parts of the body [Craig 2015 p 23-31]. For long it was
assumed that these (sensory inputs) included all / most sensory modaties (except for e.g. sight and sound).
Research by Craig and others during the last few decades indicates that the only modalities truly represented in
the somatosensory cortex are:

Two point touch discrimination

Mechano-receptors (afferent) information that gives us our sense of proprioception and

Vibration sense.
The somatosensory cortex is well positioned for this information as just anterior (in front of it) is the motor
cortex (for skeletal / voluntary muscles) which allows us to make appropriate movements.

51 Wallnöfer points out that the use of the word “my” in the English Literature is contrary to the spirit of Schultz who felt that the
Autogenic process should be accompanied with a move towards “de-selfing”, which is a pre-requisite for letting go and developing
our Authentic Self. For this reason, it is suggested that the word “my” is increasingly omitted during the basic training [Wallnöfer
2014].
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o
Poly-Vagal
Theory Part I
All parts of the
system, when
operating
appropriately, are
essential for wellbeing.
Porges 2011
pp 16-17

Poly-Vagal
Theroy Part II

Porges 2011 pp 278
See also A7 and A8
in the web-series

The modalites of interoception such as temperature and pain are not represented in the somatosensory cortex but in the Dorsal Posterior Insular Cortex (the Limbic Sensory Cortex).

The Poly-Vagal Theory had been developed by Porges over the last four decades or so. In essence, it can be
described in terms of three components of the Autonomic Nervous System.
1. The Primitive PSNS dating back to the evolutuion of vertebrates. This is the system that operates when an
organism is severely threatened and feigns death / freezes; this is associated with behaviour shutdown. This
is in essence the Immobilisation System.
 This system worked well for reptiles, but is potentially lethal for mammals – as the shutting down of
systems can threatend the integrity of the mammalian brain which is very sensitive to reductions in
oxygen supply.
 The primitive PSNS also forms the basis of Immobilisation without fear, vital for all of us – see Part II.
2. The SNS flight / fight system. This is in essence the Mobilisation system – e.g. when we are in danger.
3. The Myelinated (Vagal) PSNS that evolved in mammals and is fundamental to Social Engagment / Social
Communication . This involves, for example:
o Facial Expression
o Listening
o Vocalisation
This myelelinated vagal system can only operate properly in situations where we are feeling safe.
In terms of day to day human dynamics, we can expand the above to embrace the following:
A. The Social Engagement Sytem of the Myelinated Vagal (3 above). Social engagment in this sense is
shut down when we are threatened – for example, if our FEAR system is activated. The myelinated
vagal also plays a vital role in second by second reguation of the heart rate. Increased vagal activity is
associated with increased Heart Rate Variability.
B. Mobilsation – for flight / fight (SNS). This system requries a lot of energy.
C. PLAY [Panksepp’s notation 1998]: this involves an interplay of A and B above. The interplay between
the SNS and PSNS in, for example, the mother-child dyad has been recognised by others [e.g. Schore
2003C; see also Ross 2010E pp 186-190.
D. Immobilisation with Life Threat. See 1 in part I.
E. Immonilisation without FEAR. This is, if you like, a sophisticated development of the primitive
unmyelinated PSNS which has adapted the system to embrace immobilsation without fear, under the
protection of oxytocin. Oxytocin blocks defensive freezing behaviours [Porges 2011 p 17], and is
associated with “prosocial and positive behaviours that requrire reduction of movement without the
massive reduction of metabolic resources” [Porges 2011 p 278] that occurs in freeze / feigning death.
The modalities of immobislation wtihout fear include:

Childbirth

Nursing (mothers)

Digestive and restorative processes

Reproductive behaviours. Note that oxytocin may also be involved in the
suggested monogamy switch [Porges 2011 pp 183-185]
Mental Training / Mindfulness / Autogenic Training all have the potential to facilitate A, C and E above.

Positive Mental
Training

A twelve week programme developed by Lars-Eric Unestahl (see e.g. Unestahl 2006) in Sweden. It consists of a
series of twelve “tapes” **, which are given out to the subject: each tape is played once daily for a week, before
moving on to the next tape. The tapes start off with a basic relaxation sequence, and then moves on to the
development of a “mental room” to which the individual can return whenever she or he feels the need; this is a
safe place. Visualisation methods are also used: and it has been shown to be a successful approach to treating
depression and phobias – and for athletes to develop their peak performance potential. It is at present being
developed by Dr A.E. Dobbin in Edinburgh – in a clinical context – for NHS patients (Dobbin 2006 / 2009; Dobbin
& S. Ross 2012).
[**The 12 “tapes” are now in the format of 3 CDs, each with four tracks]
See also: http://www.positiverewards.co.uk/training .]
Unestahl, Lars-Eric. 2006. http://www.unestahl.com/eng_index.htm

Posture and Mood

Posture affects mood and mood affects posture [Wallnöfer 2000].
Ekman’s work suggests that if we made an angry face, for examle, our body physiology will refect the phsyiology
of anger [Ekman 2003; see also Section 4.2 above]. If we become tense, this is often reflected in a tensing of the
should and neck muscles. This may well have its origins in evoution in terms of the Flight / Fight Stress Response.

See also
Mood and Posture


The original programme developed by Lars-Eric Unestahl was actually a twenty-week programme (source Dr A.E. Dobbin,
Edinburgh).
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As discussed in this paper, such tenseness reflects, amongst other things, increased SNS afferents ascending to
the Right (Anterior) Insular Cortex [Craig 2015]. If we imagine that we are angry (incuding being in a RAGE), what
happens to our posture?

The tensing of shoulder and neck muscles when we are stressed refects our posture when our RAGE
circuits are activated [Kradin 2016].
This is very exhausting, as tense muscle use up a lot of energy.
It may also be one of the reasons why psycho-somatic conditions, including chronic fatigue can be so debilitating
[Kradin 2016].
Although the Simple Sitting Postion of AT is not liked by some (including teachers of AlexanderTechnique), some
AT practitioners love it. This may partly be because the posture allows for unconscious relaxation of the neck and
shoulder muscles.

The Partial Exercise “Neck and Shoulders are Heavy” will also of course facilitate a reduction of SNS
afferents – and an increase in PSNS afferents.
There is a wonderful “Three Minute Exercise” taught in the Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression
approach, which starts with the suggestion that we adopt “an erect and dignified position” [Segal et al 2002 p
184; 241; and Segal et al 2013]. This posture in some ways reflects the Arm Chair position of AT.

Posture and Mood inter-are.
Pre-Frontal Cortex /
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Pre-Frontal Cortex
Part A

Anatomically, the anterior part of the Frontal Lobes of the brain, situated anterior to the motor and pre-motor
cortex. Divisions of the Pre Frontal Cortex (PFC) are complex.
To simplify, and in the context of Autogenic Dynamics, the following is of relevance:
i.

Goleman 2003 p 12;
Davidson 2003A;
2003B; p 194;335;
338-340
Gross 2002; Delgado
et al 2008;
Schore 2003C

ii.

Negative and destructive emotions are associated with increased Right PFC EEG activity, and increased
Amygdala activity (especially fear and anxiety modalities).
Meditation (and so by extrapolation the Autogenic Standard Exercises), are associated with:

Increased Left PFC activity and with positive emotions such as CARE and nurturing.

Activation of the ventro-medial PFC (vmPFC) which inhibits amygdala activity – and this overlaps
with extinction pathways.

Activation of the lateral PFC inhibits amygdala activity (via vmPFC) – and these are the reappraisal pathways (see Figure G-11A below).

Figure G-11A
Autogenic Training and some PFC modalities
Sources Include: Gross 2002; Delgado et al 2008; Cahn &Polich 2006; Davidson 2003A; Craig
2015; Knox 2003; Schultz; Wallnöfer 2000; Jung
The PFC also includes the following areas:
1. Orbito-frontal cortex. This region is crucial for appropriate social interactions, and it plays a critical role in
decision making (Damasio 1994; p 32). It inhibits "inappropriate actions, freeing us from the tyranny of our
urges and allowing us to defer immediate reward in favour of long-term advantage” (Carter 1998; 2003; p
298). It is also crucial in healthy affect development of the infant/toddler – [Schore 2003C pp 25; 199-212]
2. Dorso-lateral pre-frontal cortex (dlPFC): concerns and interests are "held in the mind" here, allowing us to
form plans and concepts (Carter 1998). Overlapping with this, the neuro-circuits of the dlPFC are of great
importance in Working Memory, and hence plays a key role in Meditative and Autogenic approaches. It
seems that the dlPFC, when activated by, for example, Working Memory circuits, has an inhibitory effect
upon the Amygdala (Dobbin 2006).
Also note:
 Damage to the cortices of the lateral aspect of the frontal lobes "disrupts our ability to control attention,
perform calculations, and shift appropriately from stimulus to stimulus" (Damasio 1994).
 In addition, damage to the Left dlPFC seems to increase the incidence of depression (compared to
damage to the Right dlPFC). It is postulated that this is because the Left side of the dlPFC in specifically
connected with positive affect (Davidson 2002); also see Section 7.2 in main text and Wada Test.
Adapted from Ross 2010 p 286-287
Pre-Frontal Cortex Part B: This part is extracted from C2 on Website: : “Mindsight – our seventh sense, and refers to the nine Middle
Pre-Frontal Cortex functions specifically related to Mindsight [Siegel 2010B].
Daniel Siegel has coined the term Mindsight to describe the extraordinary potential we have as human beings to be aware of what
is going on within and without us, and to be aware that we are aware (Siegel 2010B). Mindsight embraces mindfulness, and
compassion & concern for ourselves and others. It has sometimes been called our seventh sense. Mental Training – in the form, for
example, of Meditation, Positive Mental Training, and Autogenic Training – can facilitate the development of Mindsight [from
preamble to C2].
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Pre-Frontal Cortex Part B (Middle PFC functions) Siegel 2010 pp 341-345

1.

Bodily regulation.
 If we become upset or flustered, our heart rate tends to rise and our blood pressure may go up.
 This will become less likely as we develop mindsight: in other words, mindsight has the ability to exert some control
on our autonomic nervous system. In particular, it allows the Para-sympathetic nervous system to exert its calming
effect on our mind and body (Mind-Body). This will be greatly facilitated by Meditation and / or Autogenic Training
– for example, the judicious use of a Partial Exercise – such as “Neck and Shoulders Heavy).

2.

Emotional balance
 Our pre-frontal cortex allows us to develop the skills to monitor our own emotions, and in particular can facilitate
the development of positive emotions, especially as we begin to develop our skills in bodily regulation. Such
emotional balance can be enhanced by Mental Training.

3.

Fear modulation
 This is actually part of bodily regulation. A new experience may trigger a FEAR response in us because it is pattern
matched (within the amygdala circuits) with a previous fear trigger. This pattern matching may be inappropriate.
(Note that old disturbing memories and / or our imagination can also trigger this same FEAR-response.)
 In any event, disciplines such as Meditation (and by extrapolation Autogenic Training) can activate the pre-frontal
cortex which in turn inhibits the amygdala, and ‘switches off’ the FEAR-circuits.

4.

Attuned communication
 As we develop mindsight, we become attuned to what is going on in the other person as well as within ourselves: if
we can thus get on the same wavelength as the other person(s), this will greatly facilitate communication.

5.

Response Flexibility
 If we see our boss and imagine that she or he is angry with us, this will actually be pattern matched (Griffin & Tyrell
2003) with our archetypal FEAR-system (e.g. a bear attacking us); and so our response may very well be acted out
by these old archetypal neuro-circuits.
 As we learn to step back from our immediate emotional response, we can de-personalise these primitive fears and
so develop the ability to make a flexible response.
 The Partial Exercises, or the full AT Standard Exercise sequence, can help us in this.

6.

Empathy
 Empathy goes deeper than sympathy. Sympathy is to do with being aware another is suffering; empathy is the
ability to feel what it is like for the other – to as it were enter their mind and so experience what they are
experiencing.
 Such empathy will embrace what Siegel describes as “you maps” (i.e. mental maps of what is going on for the
other) and from this we can create “we maps”, linking “you and me”52 (Siegel 2010 pp 7-9).

7.

Insight
 Siegel links insight with our ability to become aware of what is going on within ourselves i.e.: increased
interoceptive awareness.
 It “allows us to make me-maps enabling us to perceive our own mind” (Siegel 2010 p 28).

8.

Intuition
 Carl Jung has linked intuition to our ability to sometimes know what logically we cannot.
 Intuition allows us to get direct information from our emotions (e.g. Nurturing and CARE-circuits; SEEKING-circuits
– Panksepp 1998) and from the body, including the heart. It can thus embrace what is heartfelt: thus it goes
beyond mere reason and logic.

9.

Compassion for all
 Siegel calls this “moral awareness”. I have reframed this as compassion for all.
 Mindfulness embraces the concept of the inter-relatedness of all; while some are suffering, in one sense we all
suffer. So mindfulness leads to compassion and concern for all – and thus also for our planet.
 Damage to the pre-frontal cortex can lead to amoral behaviour.
 Compassion for all will embrace “we maps”; and in that sense outlaws the concept of us and them (or I+, U- in
Transactional Analysis terms).

.

Adapted from Siegel 2007; & 2010B
Primary
Process
Emotions

These refer to the seven primary process emotions that we share with other mammals and have been extensively
researched by Panksepp during the last several decades [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012]. Specifically, they
refer to: FEAR; RAGE; LUST; CARE; Separation Distress (PANIC / GRIEF); PLAY and SEEKING.
See also Emotional Operating Neuro-Circuits or Systems (EONS).

52 In this model, we also have “me maps”, which help us to know what is going on within ourselves: the pre-frontal cortex is crucial for
this – as of course are our basic five senses and our sixth sense associated with background feelings.
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Procedural
Learned
Tendencies
Ogden 2009
Stevens 1989;
1999
See also
Homeostatic
Emotions

As small children we are learning all the time; and we are learning how best to repond to the situation that we find
oursleves in. Our brains respond to different situations / different family dynamics in different ways, and in terms of
evolutionary perspectives this is an adaptive response. The adaptive response will be different in, for example, the
following examples:

If we are born into and spend the early years of our life in a war zone;

If we are an orphan;

If we are born into a stable society with wholesome values;

If we are born into a family where one or other parent is abusive;

If we are born into a family with caring / nurturing parents and siblings;

If our mother / father dies when we are young.
Each of these situations will have produced different responses in the growing child, which at that point in time are
probably adaptive – meaning an appropriate response to the situation. However, such adaptive responses can become
ingrained into our being and behaviour, and this may then result in the behaviours / thought patterns becoming
Procedurral Learned Tendencies (PLT) in our adult life [Ogden 2009].
Procedural Learned Tendencies are intimately connected with our Primary Porcess Emotions. If in childhood our FEAR,
RAGE, and Separtion Distress systems are frequently activated, then the circuits can become imbedded in our
responses – PLT – often with associated neo-cortical elaborations of such emotions such as feelings of revenge,
jealousy, hatred, feeling of ill-will towards others; and lack of self-worth. Because the neuro-circuits associated with
these PLT are imbedded in the structure of our brains, they are difficlut to change – and resist change. Yet this is not
impossible – see below.
In Jungian terminology PLT are very close to compexes. So we can have a negative mother complex which can result in
a typical PLT when we meet an older woman that sparks off this complex. On the other hand, a postive mother
complex can have a very differnt PLT response, such as responding in a positive and life enhancing way.

Negative manifestation of archetypes such as the Father or Trickster may be the result of transgenerational transmission of such PLT.

Positive manifestions would include, for example, the “Wise Man” and the Fish [Stevens 1990 / 1999] .
Paul Gilbert empahsises how cultural pressures can influence populations – both adult and child – in positve and
negative ways. This can then result in these cultural attitudes infusing our being and resulting in cultural PLT.
……… Our entertainment industry revolves around ‘good’ guys killing ‘bad’ guys with justification and
pleasure; and sadly games for children exploit aspects of our minds by simulating the pleasure of
shooting and killing.
So the human mind is full of competing motives. If we live in a threatening world where people
don’t value compassion, and where instead we have to compete with others and worry all the time
about keeping our jobs or preventing our houses from being repossessed, then these are not the
conditions for nurturing a compassionate mind. In this case our inner capacity for compassion can
become like a forgotten garden that is overgrown with brambles.
Gilbert & Choden 2013
pp xxx - xxxi
This entertainment industry is the result of western “democratic”capitalist-type societies where money and profit often
Trump everything else.
If our compassionate minds are overgrown with bambles, and what is left is FEAR, RAGE, and a feeling that revenge
and getting our own back is normal, then these attitudes and their associated behaviours become the PLT. The Roots
of War [Stevens 1989] are crucibled in military training that encourages the idea that the “enemy” can justifiably be
killed – yet the social norms in most societies are that murder is wrong. It is only during or after the war that the
realisation of the monstrocities of the action may become apparent to a wider populaltion. “I am the enemy you
killed, my friend” [Wilfred Owen; used in the Text of the War Requiem, Britten – Britten 1963].
Wars occur due to the activation of toxic archetypes and the resultant PLT – that can be handed down transgenerationally.
Returning to more practical and compassionate aspects: the old term neurosis can be seen in terms of PLT. A situation
arises that recalls, consciously or unconsciously, some event / physiological state, and this then preciptiates the PLT.
This is equivalent to the activation of a complex (such as a negaitve mother complex in Jungian terms). It can become
difficult to deal with as the PLT arises when we are already in the groove of the physiological state from which the PLT
arose back in childhood. This may of course require some in-depth counselling – see below.
PLT and Off Loading Exercises /
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PLT; Off Loading Exercises (i-OLE); and guided inner reflections
If we have deep seated FEAR / RAGE going back to childhood, i-OLEs may set us on the pathway of transformation, but are unlikely to
bring about deeper healing. For this, other apporaches may be required, such as:
a) After a SE sequence, visualising ourselves when we were a distressed seven year old, and then in our present adult
state picking up the child (our inner child) and cuddling and taking good care of her or him. In this way we will be
facilitating our own nurturing (CARE) circuits. Such a procedure can be adopted whenever our inner child is hurting.
This may best be done initially with an Autogenic Psychotherapist.
b) Our own inner child may of course be hurting as a result of unresolved matters concerning our mother or father. Here
we can again start with a SE sequence as in a) above...... We then imagine, for example, our mother or father (with
whom we may have a negative relationship) when she or he was seven years old and distressed – and what they
would have been feeling. We can then take good care of them in our mind and cuddle and nurture them back to a
feeling of being loved and of belonging. Both of these aprroaches (a and b) are started with a SE sequecne; this is
imporant as in this mental state the subsequent visuaisation will be more likely to bring about transformation
(involving a reframe – see Reflective Function).
c) Also: a and b may best be delt with in a form of guided imagery with a counsellor. In addtion:
d) Long term healing may require in-depth psychotherapy to unravel and heal. We can also approach the matter by
changing our own physiology the moment we see the PLT as arising – for example, doing a Partial Exercise (e.g.
forehead cool and clear) or a full Standard Exercise sequence.
The above can all develop our potential for self-nurturing, and Figure G-11B configures the neuro-physiology of this.

Glossary Figure G-11B
Self-Nurturing in the context of Negative Prodedural Learned Tendencies / complexes
Because our brains are “plastic” we can change our response to the Complex – or transcend the PLT. Frankl links early environmental
factors with our destiny, which is unique for each being; and one of our tasks in life is to tanscend these influences by breaking free of
them; that is our unique responsibility [Frankl 1952 / 1955; pp 44-108].

Some concluding comments on PLT and i-OLE
 Emotional responses that we have in our daily lives may be the result of PLT; we need to understand this at a
deep level.
 Blocked / unexpressed emotions need to be released in a safe way that does not damage ourselves or others.
The analogy of a river blocked by deris from above is a helpful image; the blockage needs to be released so that
our emotions can flow freely and appropriately.
 This may be facilitated by the i-OLE or overlapping approaches.
 However, if the PLT behind the distressing emotion is not addressed, then the i-OLE may only act as a band-aid
that settles matters for the moment; yet recurs.
 Thich /
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 Thich Nhat Hanh gives a wonderful example of a PLT in twelve a year old Swiss boy. He and his sister return to
Plum Village, where they are learning meditation and skillful means. His father often shouts at him, which
cause him great distress, and he determines that if he becomes a father, he will never shout at his children like
his father does. His sister and her friend are playing in a hammock, and they both suddenly fall out, and his
sister is hurt and bleeding. He becomes furious, and is about to shout at this sister: “ ‘You’re stupid! Why did
you hurt yourself like that?’ But because he knew how to practice, he caught himself, and went back to
breathing. Seeing that his sister was being taken good care of by others, he decided to do a walking
meditation” [Hanh 2001 / 2010 p 41].
 The boy had recognised the PLT that he had picked up from his father. During his walking meditation, he has
three realisations:

i.

ii.

iii.

That he is just like his father. “He had the same kind of energy that pushed him to say unkind words. When
your loved ones are suffering, you should be loving, tender, and helpful, and not shout at them out of
anger. He saw that he was about to behave exactly like his father. That was his insight.”
He also realised that if he did not practice, he would transmit the same negative energy as his father. So his
second insight was that practice was necessary to transform his response – otherwise the PLT would
become fixed.
He decided that when he got home from Plum Village he would discuss the matter with his father, and ask
his father to practice meditation with him:

“so that both of them could transform their energy.

“With this third insight, his anger at his father vanished because he understood that his
father was also a victim. His father might have received this energy from his own father.
So you see, the practice of looking deeply to gain understanding and freedom from your
anger is very important.” Hanh, op cit: p 42

 If we use i-OLE repeatedly for the same underlying cause, this, as indicated above, is simply provisional
treatment. It is not getting to the root of the problem. The twelve year old boy’s meditation allowed him to
see, and get ouside of, the deep deep grove of the trans-generational PLT. The Reflective Function and
Autogenic Training inter-are.
Sensory inputs related to the position of our limbs – i.e. we can know where our foot or hand is even when our eyes
are shut.
Psycho-Somatic Modalities I
Proprioception

Our mental state can clearly affect our physiology; imagine biting into a juicy apple or juicy fruit that we love. What happens?
However, the term psycho-somatic is fraught with difficulties and misperceptions, particularly in the UK and USA [Kradin 2016]. German
and other European counties seem to have a more balanced perspective EdR.
When I was at medical school, the term was not infrequently used by physicians in a derogatory sense……. “it is only psycho-somatic”.
The “only” implied that it was not worth bothering about. This can suggest that the problem is all in the head – and so imagined. Yet in
tension headaches, for example, the headache is real and neck muscles become tense. But the catch seems to be: if you biopsy the
tense muscles, their actual structure shows “no pathology”. Some physicians still deny the existence of psycho-somatic conditions.

In DSM-IV the condition was called: Somatoform disorders.

In DSN-V it is renamed: Somatic symptoms and related disorders.
This reflects the definition of the conditions: “by definition, no anatomical abnormality can be identified to explain the patient’s
symptoms” [Kradin 2016 Day 2 p 1.3]. Kradin, who is implicitly not happy with the assumptions behind this DSM approach, comments:
“These terms are agnostic with respect to causation. They devalue the role the psyche almost certainly has in producing these
disorders……. Evidence that these disorders are truly distinct from other psychiatric disorders, including anxiety and depression, is not
convincing” [Kradin 2016 Day 2 p 1.4].
He goes on to say: “Convincing patients that mental factors are causing or contributing to their physical symptoms may evoke angry
reactions and disrupt the therapeutic alliance” [Kradin 2016 Day 2 p 1.5].
o An alternative approach in discussing the matter with such patients can be: “It seems to me that the
symptoms (you are describing) are coming from the body because the body is stressed……...”
Craig’s work /
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Psycho-Somatic Modalities I continued
Craig’s work makes it apparent that distressed mental states lead to increased SNS afferents, as a result of which we do not feel good in
our bodies. And the activation of the Right Anterior Insular Cortex by increased input of SNS afferents will tend to keep our mood in
some form of negative affect (see Emotions in relation to ANS dynamics).
Finally, as AT practitioners, we need to be aware that this whole area is difficult. In some respects, we are walking on egg-shells. In
(North) America, physicians tend to investigate and investigate such patients. Some investigations are not without risk and have been
fatal [Kradin 2016].
On the other hand, when I was working in Dunfermline Hospital in 1971, there was a woman who had been thoroughly investigated for
complex symptoms without anything being found. A month or two later she was re-admitted and died, with the final death certificate
showing she had had a brain tumour all along.
Notwithstanding the diagnostic and therapeutic problems posed by Psycho-Somatic-Disorders, the following may be a reasonable
perspective:
i.
This is a difficult area, as indicated above.
ii. The condition may overlap with Procedural Learned Tendencies [Ogden 2009].
iii. Increased SNS afferent activity will inevitably result in altered / distressing mood states [Craig 2015].
iv. “Underlying anxiety and depression should be addressed” [Kradin 2016].
v. In some cases, CBT type approaches “may be effective” [Kradin 2016]. This seems to me to be unlikely unless the CBT
approach embraces a therapist-client dynamic in which the underlying neuro-physiology of the client is transformed.
vi. “Techniques that promote relaxation are generally helpful” [Kradin 2016 Day 2 p 16.1]
 This will overlap with approaches that facilitate mind-body integration such as Yoga, Autogenic Training,
Mindfulness and Positive Mental Training.
Much of the above Schultz implicitly recognised back in the 1920s / 1930s. Note that Schultz became “an ‘incurable physiologist’ in an
organismic sense.” (Organismic meaning psycho-somatic) [Wallnöfer 2000 p 2; and see Schultz entry].
Note:
The prevalence of psychosomatic symptoms is debateable. In addition, physical (organic illness) can of course have a psychosomatic manifestation for many of us.

20% of patient visits to physician’s offices (USA) are related to somatic symptoms with no detectable organic
abnormality [Kradin 2016 Day 2 3.5].

In the UK, 16% of referrals to medical outpatient departments had a recognizable organic cause [see Dobbin and S.
Ross 2012.] The other 80% can be categorised as patients with Medically Unexplained Symptoms (MUS); some of
whom could be describe as having psycho-somatic symptoms.

As suggested above, psycho-somatic symptoms can be seen as a manifestation of in-appropriate increased SNS
afferent activity caused by internal or external stressors. In so far as this is so common, we could almost regard it as
endemic in our modern society – and in that sense not our fault but the result of how our bodies have evolved.
However, what we do about this is our responsibility [see Frankl 1952].


Psycho-Somatic Modalities II
Psycho-somatic “disorders” are best seen as distress caused to humans as a result of the close interplay between Mind and Body. The
work of, for example, Panksepp, Porges, Craig, Siegel and Gilbert suggests that mind-body inter-are. In the light of this perspective, it is
not surprising that mental distress can manifest itself in, for example, tension headaches or gut dysfunction. However, one of the
hallmarks of psycho-somatic disorders (and medically unexplained symptoms) is that no pathology has been found in the organs
affected [Kradin 2013], even if there is physiological dysfunction.
The word pathology can induce strong affect in us. Cancer cells exhibit pathology; they are not healthy cells, and we can understand
this. If we have cancer, that itself can induce psycho-somatic distress within us. So the presence of physical disease can also manifest in
terms of psychic distress. In this situation, we should perhaps describe the situation as somato-psycho-somatic disorders.
Be that as it may, to talk about psycho-somatic disorders in terms of “Pathologies of the Mind / Body interface” is problematic. Such a
description may more reflect “pathologies” in thinking and compassion. It is a little like going for an appointment with a CBT therapist
and being told our thinking is wrong. If we suffer from psycho-somatic distress, it is not our fault [cf. Gilbert & Choden 2013]; rather it is
because that is the way our brains have been constructed; and how they have been constructed will depend on our early life
experiences [e.g. Schore 2003A; 2003B; Sunderland 2007]. The important thing is how we respond to this type of distress. Mental
Training that induces the Relaxation Response is an appropriate discipline to develop / form of treatment [Kradin 2013]; in particular,
this is the case if it is associated with learning Self-Nurturing skills [Gilbert & Choden 2013; Hanh 2001 / 2010]
Other references and sources in this section include: Panksepp 1998, Porges 2012, Craig 2015, Siegel 2010 and Gilbert 2009.
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Reappraisal
(Reframing)
A model based on
recent neurophysiological
research.
Adapted from
Ross 2010 pp
287-288]

Re-appraisal (reframing) is a specific psychological method which can be used to overcome previous negative
outlooks or affects. When undertaken in a relaxed frame of mind, as in therapeutic hypnosis (Rossi 2002), Positive
Mental Training (Dobbin 2009), or within an Autogenic Training session, it can be particularly effective.
Such cognitive approaches to Affect Regulation are thought to involve dorso-lateral Pre-Frontal Cortex (dlPFC) to
Amygdala circuits via the ventro-medial (cingulate) vmPFC. Note the vmPFC to the amygdala pathways are also
active during Extinction (Delgado et al 2008).
o See for example Glossary Figure G-11C].
Both re-appraisal and extinction result in diminished Amygdala activity, and thus in reduced (or obliterated) fear in
the context in which they are being carried out (i.e. the specific fear that is being addressed at that time – e.g.
authoritarian male figures).
Gross comments thus on re-appraisal: “…. reappraisal comes early in the emotion-generative process. It consists of
changing the way a situation is construed so as to decrease its emotional impact.” (Gross 2002; p 281).
To summarise: in reappraisal:








Circuits overlap with those of Extinction.
There is a cognitive element that is missing in pure Pavlovian Extinction.
The cognitive element does not bring a resolution to the problem per se (e.g. a therapist saying: “Your fear of
spiders is illogical therefore there is no need to be afraid” is a purely cognitive approach – that does not
normally work) ….
Rather, the cognitive element can be healing at a more implicit level, and / or when we are in a relaxed / trance
like state, as a result of which we are able to see the issues / matter in a reframed manner – as a result of our
neuro-physiology being in an altered state.
In this sense, the reappraisal tends be working to some extent at an unconscious level – such as can occur in
Teaching Stories and, for example, when in a relaxed state we imagine we are in a balloon high up floating
gently through the air – and we then look down on our “problems” from this higher perspective. (This example
taken from one of Dr A.E. Dobbin’s Positive Mental Training tapes.)
Rossi argues that this reframing / reappraisal is itself associated with Gene Expression Protein Synthesis cycles
(Rossi 2002) that can activate neurogenesis and new synapses in the brain – and that this then becomes the
basis for personal development and creativity (at the molecular level).

Reflective Function

The Reflective modality of humans has been a crucial part of many spiritual traditions, going back millenia. Jung’s
approach to psychology and individuation is based on reflection, and Knox highlights the importance of this approach for
our well-being in a chapter of one of her books [Knox 2003 Chapter 6: “The Reflective Function”].
Mental Training facilitates interoceptive awareness
and the Reflective Function. If our SNS afferents are
bombarding our Right Anterior Insular Cortex, we will
not be able to reflect well – partly because our
amygdala will be aroused (for example, with FEAR /
RAGE).
Meditative type practices have been shown to
activate the Lateral Pre-Frontal Cortex, and can then
have an important effect on down-regulating various
Amygdala functions associated with flight and fight;
this is done via the Ventro-medial Pre-Frontal Cortex,
as illlustrated in the Figure opposite (G-11C).
Note that such meditative practices facilitate downregulating certain (traumatic) memories (in
psychology called extinction) and facilitates reappraisal / reframing [Gross 2002; Delgado et al 2008;
Cahn &Polich 2006; Davidson 2003A].
Our Reflective Function is also helpful in developing
our own internal ethic, which itself depends on theory
of mind and our CARE circuits.


Glossary Figure G-11C

Pathway of extinction and re-appriaisal
[discussed more fully in Ross 2005 pp 208-213].

The Refective function facilitates these pathways and so
facilitatates re-appraisal, insight and Einfall – “a fallen-fromheaven”; see the Four Functions, op cit p 277

See also: Pre-Frontal Cortex Part B
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Further Reflections on Reflective Function
As our bodies become settled, we become settled, our minds become settled. PSNS afferent activity increases. “All in the periphery is
quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000]. In this state, our mind can truly reflect reality, just as a still lake reflects mountains, clouds and trees without
distortion. Here our reflective function can develop optimally.
If our bodies are not settled, our minds are not settled; SNS afferents predominate. Our minds have become as the surface of a
perturbed lake – and reflections are distorted. Our reflective function has become kaput.
In this situation, an Autogenic sequence will help settle the body.
Thich Nhat Hanh, in a wonderful book “for children and Grown-up”, says:
….. From time to time, you see a lake where the water is so still that it reflects exactly what is there. It’s so
still it can reflect the blue sky, the white clouds, the mountains, the trees……. When your mind is calm, it
reflects things as they are. You aren’t the victim of wrong perceptions. When your mind is disturbed by
craving, anger, or jealousy, you perceive things wrongly. Wrong perceptions bring us a lot of anger, fear,
violence, and push us to do or say things that will destroy everything. The (meditative) practice helps you
restore your calm and peace, represented by still water.
Breathing in, I see myself as still water.
Breathing out, I reflect things as they truly are.
Hanh 2001/2010 p 106

Meditative type practice can help us move away from wrong perceptions, and towards our Authentic Self.
Relaxation Response /
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Relaxation Response

In neuro-physiological terms, this can be seen as the opposite of the Flight / Fight Response
(the Stress Response).
The Relaxation Response is associated with rest, repair, and recuperation – and increased
PSNSRR activity, and was studied extensively by Herbert Benson (Benson 1975; 1985).
Benson’s original research showed that meditative type approaches (which he re-named the
Relaxation Response), resulted in, for example, reduced heart rate, reduced blood pressure,
reduced oxygen consumption, reduced muscle tension and increased alpha wave activity on
EEG.
The modalities he studied for bringing about this response included:
 Transcendental Meditation
 Zen & Yoga
 Autogenic Training
 Progressive Muscular Relaxation
 Hypnosis with suggested deep relaxation and
 Sentic Cycles [Benson 1975 Table 2 pp 70-71; also see Ross 2010 pp
65-72].

Figure G-11D
Meditative Type States and the Left
Anterior Insular Cortex
Note: PSNS afferent are here
predominating as a result of the activation
of the Relaxation Response – in other word,
in the context of AT, the Autogenic State.

This image also appears in Figure 12C in
main text.

Resonance
attenuations of
affects

o An understanding of the Relaxation Response dynamics is fundamental to
understanding the healing and therapeutic aspects of, for example,
Meditation, Therapeutic Hypnosis, Positive Mental Training and Autogenic
Training / Therapy.
o Wholesome mental transformation can only come about if we increase our
PSNS afferent input (to the Left Anterior Insular Cortex), which in turn
increases positive affect (and axiomatically reduces negative affect) [Craig
2015].
In more recent times it had become appreciated that the Relaxation Response is associated
with increased Heart Rate Variability, and indirect measure of PSNS activity (including
myelinated vagal afferent and efferent activity). Such increased PSNS activity is also
associated with increased positive Social Engagement [Porges 2012].
The increased PSNS afferent activity associated with the Relaxation Response will facilitate
positive emotions / feelings [Craig 2005; 2015]. See also Figure 7.1.
RRIt is curious that in his popular books Benson rarely if ever mentions the Parasympathetic
Nervous System per se. However, he does discuss in some depth the fact that the Relaxation
Response (through meditative-type practices) has been elicited throughout the ages: “The
altered state of consciousness associated with the Relaxation Response has been routinely
experienced in Eastern and Western cultures throughout the ages” [Benson 1975 p 75; and pp
74-98].

A concept developed by Schultz in the 1920s.
 “This physiological process guarantees the possibility to relax and to handle upcoming
unconscious material more easily" [Wallnöfer 2000 p 4];
 this will be of importance in the basic learning of Autogenic Training and also in more
psycho-therapeutically orientated forms such as Autogenic Neutralisation.
In terms of recent neuro-physiological findings, we can frame this as follows:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Unconscious distressing material will normally be associated with increased SNS afferent activity that
terminates in the Right Anterior Insular Cortex, and is per se associated with negative / distressing affect
[Craig 2015].
Autogenic Training brings about the psycho-physiological shift with consequent increased PSNS afferent
activity terminating in the Left Anterior Insular Cortex.
This will be associated with increased positive affects [Craig 2015], such as those associated with CARE and
(self) nurturing circuits.
This in turn inter-is with eu-molecules – in this context such as oxytocin, which
acts as an anti-dote to anxieties and angers that are associated with FEAR and RAGE primary process
emotions [Panksepp 1998].
This overlaps with the ancient Buddhist concept of Changing the Peg and
Spinoza’s statement that we can overcome a negative affect with a stronger positive affect [Spinoza 1677;
Damasio 2003; also see Ross 2010 pp 152-154].
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Sandawa
Monochord
healing

This reflects the long known Pythagorean association between music, mathematics, and harmony – and plays with
the afferent modalities of the body including vibration and sound.
In this form of therapy, the client lies on a resonating ‘musical’ wooden bed that has strings underneath. The client
lies on the bed while the instrument is played by the therapist under the bed.
In the context of this paper, it is the Anterior Insular Cortex that integrates music.
o
“.....the anterior insula is crucial for both the subjective sense of time and emotional appreciation of
music [Craig 2009A]; thus, these findings provide strong support for music therapy, which by affecting
the subjective sense of self could have a direct effect on the homeostatic condition of the body” [Craig
2003].
See also Music Therapy and Homeostasis
Also see, as an example: Healing Sounds: http://healingsounds.co.za/content/sound-therapy-meditation-sound

Schultz I /
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Schultz I
(Johannes Schultz)
1884-1970
Sources various.
Include:
Luthe 1973; vol. 6; pp
410-413.

Wallnöfer 2000
Greene 2004
Bird 2015 pp258-261

Professor of Neuro-psychiatry, Berlin.

Studied medicine and then specialised in psychiatry.

1909:
o
a voluntary assistant of Heinrich Vogt and worked for a time in H. Vogt’s Institute in Frankfurt
studying hypnosis. Also greatly influenced by the work of Oskar Vogt (1870-1959) and K.
Brodmann [Wallnöfer 2000; Luthe & Schultz 1969 Vol 1 pp 239-242].
o
Made first contact with Sigmund Freud.

Developed a particular interest in the underlying physiology of hypnosis / Autogenic Training.

Develop a particular affinity with the teachings of the physiologist / philosopher Max Verworn – and so
became “an ‘incurable physiologist’ in an organismic sense”. [Organismic meaning psycho-somatic –
Wallnöfer 2000 p 2].

Training analysis with Sigmund Freud.

1918:
o First major work “Psychotherapy”, a “milestone for the German-speaking world” with eleven
references to Freud and eleven to Jung [Wallnöfer 2000 p 2]. (? Same as Die seelische
Krankenbehandlung – Psychological Treatment of patients in 1919.)

Developed ideas for Autogenic Therapy in the two decades prior to the mid-1920s.

1919: became Professor of the University of Jena

1925: “Die Schicksalasstunde der Psychotherapie” – ‘The hour of destiny for psychotherapy’.

1927: developed the concept of “Resonance attenuations of affects”.

1932: Published Das autogene Training53 which included the fundamental idea of “to let things happen”.
This book “was also a counterbalance to the upcoming fascistic ideas, and it
was maybe one of the reasons of its success that some of the basic ideas were
strictly against the new rules. The real breakthrough came after the Second
World War.”
Wallnöfer 2000 p 2

The central aspects of Schultz’ Autogenic Training are:
i.
The Six Standard Exercises (Orientations)
ii.
Personal and Motivational Formulae
iii.
Physical Formulae
iv.
Meditative Exercises
v.
Becoming independent of the therapist
Regarding becoming independent of the therapist:


This can now be seen in terms of the physiological processes involved result in selfnurturing with an activation of PSNS afferents and our CARE circuits [Panksepp 1998,
Porges 2011, and Craig 2005, and – on the more therapeutic side – Paul Gilbert &
Choden 2013].

A fundamental principle of Autogenic Training is a type of letting go of consciously trying to control things – thus
it is a non-striving process which allows for PSNS afferents to gradually become dominant.
The autonomic control procedures are superior to our willing control. The goal of autogenic
psychotherapy is that the patient acquires the necessary skill as far as possible uninfluenced by the
therapist and is in this way able to form his own auto-rhythm. The brain assumes an autogenic
controlled relief function without – again as far as possible – external influences………….
…….And here we are again dealing with the similarities of the basic philosophy of Autogenic
Training and the principles of the original Taoism. As the old Chinese saying says: “If the leaf
moves, the branches can also shake” [DW14].
Wallnöfer 2000 p 3
In terms of our evolution, our bodies were not dominated by SNS afferent inputs as they often are today. In
Autogenic Training, the auto-rhythms of the body [Rossi 1991; 1993; 2002] and a background millieu of frequent
PSNS afferents gives us a path towards wholeness and Well-Being. Also see Wu-Wei.
Schultz II /
53

subsequently running to 19 editions by 1991
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Schultz II
Meeting with Freud

The following comment by Schultz on a meeting he had with Freud is instructive:
"Freud looked at me, sizing me up and said: 'Surely you do not believe that you could heal?’,
whereupon I replied: 'By no means (keinesfalls), but I think that, like the gardener, I could
remove obstacles hindering a person's true development.'
'Then we will understand each other', answered Freud, and finished our roughly one-and -ahalf hours long conversation with a charming smile: 'I am really delighted having met you in
person and from now on I shall always contradict critical remarks about you by my circle.'"
Source: Dr Karl Wongtchowski (Some Reflections on J.H. Schultz)
quoted by Greene 1994

This is fundamental to the Autogenic Training approach. Many of the causes of suffering, and obstacles to wellbeing, arise from inappropriate SNS afferent activity. As Schultz realised, a balanced physiology is a prerequisite
for health – and this cannot come from the therapist per se; rather, the AT therapist can facilitate, through the
teaching of AT, the patient’s own inner transformation and healing to take place – which is grounded in increased
PSNS afferent activity and the concomitant shift towards positive affect. The work of A.D. Craig in this article
extends our understanding of the basic physiologic-psycho shift that can occur in Autogenic Training.
Schultz III
WW I and
aftermath

Schultz was a medical army officer in World War I (WW I), and so he had first-hand experince of the traumas
associated with fighting in such wars.
Afterwards, many of those who had faught in the war were suffering from shell shock / battlefied neurosis ( now
termed Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) for which there was very little effective treatment. Schultz was at this
time developing Autogenic Training, and this proved to be an effective approach for treating shell shocked
soldiers and the long term consequences of trumatic war experiences.
Schultz found that AT had the effect of a dampening of resonance of emotions (see Resonance attenuations of
affects) [after Wallnöfer 2000 p 4]. This I take to be a a reference to the emotions associated with increased SNS
afferent activity discussed in this paper (e.g. FEAR; RAGE; Separtion Distresss emotions). It does not imply a
dampening of those emotions associated with increase PSNS afferent activity (e.g. CARE and nurturing; and
wholesome SEEKING circuits / systems).
War and war experience can bring us face to face with our shadow side and the shadow side of our country /
culture – and this will be associaed with increased SNS afferent activity.
“I would know my shadow and my light
.so shall I at last be whole”
Tippett 1941
Libretto: A Child of our Time

AT, Meditation, and Positive Mental Training can re-balance this negative archetypal side with positive affect.
This all is in keeping with Schultz’s concept that AT can bring about “self-realisation” [Wallnöfer quoting Schultz –
2000 p 10; and see Appendix C of this paper].

Schultz IV /
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Schultz IV
(Johannes Schultz)

There has been some concern in Autogenic circles (and beyond) regarding reported links betweeen Schultz and
the Hitler / Nazi regime during the 1930s and 1940s. A year or so ago I had an enquiry from a man interested in
Autogenic Training – but he first asked about what I knew about cited links between Schultz and the Nazis.

Nazi phase of
history
Some personal
reflections based
on various sources
– that I would not
have come across
without the help of
Judith Weir and
Edith Rom, to
whom I give
profound thanks.
Thanks also to Jane
Bird, Nida Ingham,
and Brigitte
Vogelmann for
their thoughtful
comments and
help.

The information that is at present on Wikipedia about Schultz makes distrubing reading; I have no way of
veryfying or refuting this. There does seem to be what some might regard as a cognitivie dissonance between
these reports (e.g. in Wikipedia ) and other known facts about Schultz. For example:









As indicated in section III above, Schultz had served in the Germany army in WW I and was acutely
aware of the suffering and trauma that afflicted many of his generation.
Schultz’s (first) wife was Jewish.
During the 1930s, Schultz dedicated one of his books to his son. (In Jewish society, if a mother is Jewish
then children are Jewish regardless of the religion – if any – of the father.) This was at the time of the
Nazi govenment in Germany when it was becoming increasingly dangerous to have any Jewish
connections.
During the 1930s, the medical model regarding homosexuality was that it was an incruable disease....
Under the Nazi regime, those in the army found to be homosexual were executed.
Schultz, in the 1930s, while accepting the prevailing medical conventional wisdom that homosexulaity
was a “disease”, insisted (to the authorities) that he could cure homosexuality by extensive
psychotherapy – and in this way was able to save many in the army from death.
After the Second World War, Schultz met Viktor Frankl and they worked together and produced a five
volume Textbook with v Gebsattel [Frankl, v Gebsattel and Schultz 1959 / 1960: "Handbuch der
Neurosenlehre und Psychotherapie unter Einschluss wichtiger Grenzgebiete"].
In volume 4, under the chapter 'Organismische Verfahren' (organismic methods – i.e. psycho-somatic
methods), there is a sub-chapter pp 153-210 by Schultz on AT, methods to increase 'achievement’; a
perhaps better translation would be self-realisation (see Appendix C).
“……in this sense our work leads towards the highest goal of psychotherapy
(the highest stratum of existential values), to self-realisation.
Schultz
Quoted by Wallnöfer 2000;
Schultz Memorial Lecture 11.11.2010





Viktor Frankl wrote a book, first published in 1946, called “Man’s Search for Meaning”, in which he
describes his experiences in a concentration camp in the Second World War. His wife did not survive
the concentration camp that she was in.
Meaning, and taking responsibility for the situation that we find oursleves in in life, is central to Frankl’s
approach [Frankl 1952 – and see below].
This is not dis-similar from Schultz own perspective. Schultz was aware that psychotherapeutic
approaches could make patients depenant on the therapist; Autogenic Training, on the other hand,
allows us to become indepant of the therapist as we develop specific skills for dealing with the ups and
downs of life [see also Ross 2010 pp 14-16] – and so move towards Self-Realisation.

It seems to me that these matters (discussed above) are best dealt with openly as the ETT54 is doing, rather than not acknowledging
them. Each of us, and each culture / nation, has its own shadow/ “karma”, that can either be left in the shadows, or looked at mindfully.
We in Britain may pride ourselves on our democracy / government, yet it clearly has its own shadow side – as we all do. For example,
the Sykes–Picot Agreement, drawn up in 1915/1916 (between Britain, France and Russia) – laid the foundations for the new borders and
nations that would come into being if the war (WW 1) was won (by these countries) – which indeed occurred with the subsequent
collapse of the Ottoman Empire [Ansary 2009]. This Agreement changed the whole nature of Western-Arab relations, and some see this
as being one of the causes for the present hostilities in that area – and the rise of Isis. In more recent times, it is well to remember that
in voting for political parties that maintain and actively encourage the arms trade, we are effectively supporting the killing of other
human beings. The purpose of these reflections is to be aware (and beware) of any “holier than thou” feelings; and to realise that we all
axiomatically carry (secular) karma for our own actions, those of our ancestors, and our culture.
In 2014 the British Autogenic Society produced a document regarding Schultz (British Autogenic Society Statement concerning Dr. J.H.
Schultz) a copy of which appears in Appendix B. The matter is now raised in the training programme for Autogenic Therapy students on
the diploma course (currently in module 2); in this, students are also asked to reflect upon “their own [conscious or unconscious]
prejudices/motivations as future AT therapists” [extract from email from Brigitte Vogelmann 23-02-2016, with thanks]. This seems to
me a wholesome approach.
54

ETT: Education and Training Team of the British Autogenic Society.
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Schultz V Some concluding reflections
Frankl suggests that we all have the potential to become free from three determining factors:
 our instincts (for which we could now include our Primary Process Emotions);
 our inherited dispositions (read genes) and
 our environment.
After discussing the instincts and inherited dispositions, Frankl goes on to say:
…… As for the environment, we know that it does not make man, but that everything depends on what man
makes of it, on his attitude towards it. Freud one said: ‘Try and subject a number of very strongly differentiated
human beings to the same amount of starvation. With the increase of the imperative need for food, all
individual differences will be blotted out, and, in their place, we shall see uniform expression of the one
unsatisfied instinct.’
But in the concentration camps we witnessed the contrary; we saw how, faced with the identical situation, one
man degenerated while another attained virtual saintliness.
Frankl 1952; p 17
The last paragraph above is of interest in the context of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (see Section 11.1 above and Figures 11.1A and
11.1B; and also glossary entry for SEEKING circuits and CARE circuits). The human condtion is not reducable to these assumptions of
Freud.
While we cannot become totally independent from the three factors mentioned by Frankl, in developing our True Self / Authentic Self,
we can become responsible for our actions in the deeper meaning of the word. Mental Training will facilitate this process; Autogenic
Training is one effective form of mental training, and for this we can give our profound thanks to Schultz.

The philosophical premise for the above remarks is based on an understanding of our primary process emotions and the Poly-vagal
theory in the context of evolution, interlinked with the concept of Jen (also see Appendix A). Autogenic Training can help us to
acknowledge our False self (without self-blame), and move toward our True / Authentic Self (Winicott 1965; Luthe 1983).
An important legacy of Schultz is that Autogenic Training can facilitate the development of Self-realisation (cf. the Authentic / True Self )
and that through the activation of PSNS afferents and CARE circuits, we can become more whole and integrated beings – and thus we
can align oursleves in this connection with Frankl’s perspective rather than with that of Freud.
In the English speaking world, most of us have little direct experience of what Schultz actually said: it is more that we are aware of what
he is said to have said. For this reason, Appendix C gives some of Schultz’s sayings refracted through the 11.11. 2000 Memorial Lecture
by Dr Heinrich Wallnöfer.
See also Mind-Body dualism with a reference to Descartes

SEEKING System /
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SEEKING System
See also Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits; and Ross 2010 pp 141-142
The SEEKING System includes the curiosity-interest-expectancy system (this was previously and inaccurately known as the
“reward" system [Panksepp 1998]); it has also been taken to embrace searching for meaning and meaning-making [Carroll 2003; see
also B3 Part I and Part II on web: www.atdynamics.co.uk ]. Here we consider SEEKING as central to our PPE.



Dopamine is a crucial
Informational
substances / molecule
of the SEEKING
System [Panksepp
1998 pp 144-163].

 Figure G-12A shows
the SEEKING system as
central to the Primary
Process Emotions
(PPE).

 CARE could also be

Glossary Figure G-12A
SEEKING depicted as at the heart of Primary Process Emotions (PPE)

seen as central to our
PPE – which is
depicted in a similar
diagram with CARE at
the centre – see
Glossary Figure G-06.



Paul Gilbert describes three types of fundamental emotional systems [Gilbert 2009; Gilbert & Choden 2013]:
1. Threat Focused (e.g. FEAR; RAGE; and Disgust);

2. Incentive / Resource focused – Wanting, Excitement, and portentially Craving [as a negative manifestation of SEEKING]; and
3. Non-wanting and affiliation focused – e.g. CARE and Nurturing; PLAY; Social Engagment (Myelinated Vagal system) and
wholesome SEEKING.
As Paul Gilbert says, any
such classification is a
simplification of what is
actually going on. He
links the SEEKING system
with WANTING which
can oftern morph with
Craving – and this is
associated with SNS
activity. Other forms of
SEEKING
are
more
associated
with
nurtruing and CARE, and
this is suggested in the
Figure G-12B.
 Nurturing type
SEEKING (and the
Tend and
Befriend) are
associated with
the Nurturing /
“non-wanting”
system.
Glossary Figure G-12B
Panksepp’s PPE grouped into Three Systems [Gilbert 2009] – modified (IR)
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SEEKING System continued
Panksepp’s SEEKING System, refracted through Paul Gilbert’s Incentive and Resource focused system (associated with “wanting,
pursuing, achieving and consuming” [Gilbert 2009 p 24]), has two distinct parts:
i.
ii.

Drives that may lead us to acquiring (excessive) possessions and power [potentially I+; U- in Transactional Analysis terms].
Drives that are toward nurturing and social endeavours / community [I+; U+ in Transactional Analysis terms].

To this we may add:
iii.

SEEKING meaning [Panksepp 1998 e.g. p 145].

Gilbert is careful not to judge group i. above – which we are all part of to a greater or lesser extent; and as he says elsewhere, the
emotions and drives that we experience are not our fault – they are part of our neuro-physiology. Yet he does draw attention to the
potential / actual outcome of such driven behaviour (including the consequences of the “competitive psychological milieu” in which we
live), and that if we are not mindful it will be these very neuro-circuits that destroy our planet and mother-earth. We need a sense of
balance:
……its’s a question of balance and direction when it comes to competitive psychology – and we haven’t
touched on the fact that it’s our excitement and drive system, our competitive psychology, that will
gobble the Earth’s resources if allowed to, leaving polluted environments in its wake.
Gilbert and Choden 2013 p 93 (and pp71-121)
In general terms meaning at a deeper level can only manifest if we include ii. above in our modus operandi, and this will embrace
compassion for all.

See also Well-Being and Schultz Part I and II; and

Affiliation

Autogenic Training, and the work of therapists, facilitates the development of nurturing and CARE circuits; and our and others’
path towards wholeness and the Authentic Self [Bird 2015 pp 184-185; 268-271; Ross 2010 pp 36-40] and Self Realisation
[Wallnöfer 2000 ].
Self-Realisation

** Or perhaps the
two concepts
overlapped; according
to O’Donovan, Schultz
and Luthe met back in
the 1930s
[O’Donovan 1989 p 8]

A term used by Schultz which seems to very
much overlap with Luthe’s (later**) concept
of the Authentic Self.
In the context of Autogenic Training, Schultz
said:

“In this sense our work leads
towards the highest goal of
psychotherapy (the highest stratum
of existential values), to selfrealisation.” [Quoted by Wallnöfer
2000 – see also appendix C].

This implies an ethical dimension, and
overlaps with Jung’s concept of
Individuation.
Figure Glossary G12-C illustrates the
development of Self-Realisation in the
context of neuro-physiological aspects of
Autogenic Training.

Glossary Figure G-12C
Autogenic Training and Self-Realisation

Separation Distress /
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Separation Distress
Cf. CARE circuits
SEEKING circuits

Separation Distress can perhaps best be seen in terms of the seven Primary Process Emotions that humans share
with other mammals [Panksepp 1998].


Separation Distress is itself an evolved behaviour pattern that can allow the infant / child to be reunited with her / his mother, and this motivation to get back to the mother will involve the child’s own
SEEKING circuits.

Separation Distress circuits are intimately linked with our CARE circuits and the nurturing behaviours of
mammals. In the “good enough” mother [Winnicott 1960 pp 145-149] – as a result of the activation of her own
CARE circuits, the child’s distress may be settled relatively quickly through cuddles, nurturing, affiliative touch and
warmth; and the associated activation of affiliative touch, warmth, and PSNS afferents [Craig 2015].
However, in acute Separation Distress the main manifestation may be PANIC [Panksepp 1998]; while in adults it
may be more likely to manifest itself in terms of GRIEF [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012]. In both of
these situations there will tend to be increased SNS afferent activity and the inter-linked negative / distressing
emotions [Craig 2015].


Bowlby’s research linked childhood trauma and loss with later adult depression [Bowlby 1969, 1973,
1980 – i.e. his trilogy: Vol 1, 2 and 3, especially Volume 3: Loss: Sadness and Depression].

Certainly, chronic and recurrent Separation Distress produce sadness and this can lead to depression.
Adult complexes in a Jungian sense may manifest themselves in terms of anger and blame towards others – yet
the origins may lie in childhood Separation Distress – in physical and / or psychological forms. In extreme cases
of Adverse Childhood Events (ACE) this may lead to increased morbidity and mortality [e.g. Felitti et al 1998; also
see Section 11.7 and Figure 11.7B in main text].
Glossary Figure 12D illustrates schematically some of the possible outcomes that can result from dysfunctional
family dynamics. By way of contrast, Glossary Figure 12E depicts Separation Distress in the context of “good
enough” family dynamics.

Comments on Figure Glossary 12D
This illustrates recurrent / chronic Separation
Distress that is not contained. Note:
 The recurrent Separation Distress in
intimately linked with an associated
increase in SNS afferent and efferent
activity that is axiomatically linked to
distressing feelings, including sadness.
 This may be associated with PANIC
[Panksepp 1998].
 The sadness may then link in with
depression, FEAR and RAGE – though
these may be hidden / repressed / denied.
 From all of these may arise complexes and
associated projections.
 Depression is often interlinked with loss of
meaning.
 Increased SNS activity (and the HPA axis
with elevated cortisol) is linked to
hypervigilant states, MUS and the SomatoPsycho-Somatic Domain (SPSD), which link
in with Allostatic Load and possible
increased morbidity and mortality.

Glossary Figure G-12D
Recurrent Separation Distress and possible outcomes

Glossary Figure 12E /
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Comments on Figure Glossary 12E
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

vii.
Glossary Figure G-12E
Separation Distress contained by a “good enough” mother / parent

The mother is depicted on the left by the crescent
moon shape.
The child is depicted by the circle with a purple
border.
Separation Distress arises after some incident – as
in Figure Glossary 12D.
However, here the mother quickly attends and her
close physical and psychological presence has a
very different outcome from G-12D above.
This manifests itself by the stimulation of the
affiliative touch pathways in the child, and the
warmth generated by the physical presence /
maternal contact, and this activates the warmth
afferents [Craig 2015].
These various modalities then increase PSNS
afferent and efferent modalities, and this then
acts as an anti-dote to the distress within the
child, and the child’s SNS afferents settle down.
The child once again feels she or he is contained
within a secure warm base.

.

Meditative approaches activate similar pathways and thus allows self-nurturing to occur – as depicted in Figure 14.9. Those who have
experienced a secure base, as depicted in G12-E, are more likely as adults to have in-built self-nurturing skills. In any event, mental
training such as Autogenic Training can faciltate Self-Nurturing, and hence Self-Realisation.
Shame, being self
critical, and low self
esteem

Shame is one of the most distressing emotions and is also associated with upesets in our immune system
[Dickerson et al 2004; and see website A9].
Short term shame when we feel we have done something wrong – that does not come up to our inner Authentic
Self is a diffent matter, and can be a stimulus to us re-appraisaling our life and life style.
However, the shame that is persistent and linked to recurrently being self critical and disliking oneself is a
different mater, and can be very toxic – and this may well have its origins in early childhood. Such mental states
can establish themselve early in life and become a procedural learned tendency.
This type of neagative affect will be linked with increased SNS afferent activity, and this can become an enduirng
problem, as effectivly it is putting us in the flight /fight mode.
The problem with being critical or disliking oneself is that it constantly stimulates
the threat system, which creates stress in our body and mind.
Gilbert & Choden 2013 p 111

The stress that this creates in our body and mind is intimately linked to increased SNS activity and the negative
affects associated with this (see e.g. Figure 5). Also see Figure Glossary Figure G-12B which integrates the Threat
and Self-Protect system with Panksepp’s seven primary process emotions.
Potentially, shame and low self-esteem can be off-set by developing our soothing and contentment system (again
Figure G-12B above). This is facilitated by mental training (e.g. AT) which activates our CARE circuits.
All forms of physical and mental training require application and motivation, and hence the importance of the
SEEKING system. Some of us may benefit from one to one counselling / AT if the origin of the shame is deep
seated – especially when this has arisen as a result of dysfunctional family dynamics in our childhood.
.
SNS
See Sympathetic Nervous System
Somato-sensory Cortex /
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Somato-sensory
Cortex
Part I
(Somatosensory
Cortex)

The classic sensory cortex in the neo-cortex just posterior to the motor
cortex.
 During the 1950s, Wilder Penfield in Montreal carried out some
fundamental research on conscious human epileptic patients, so
that he could work out the dysfunctional regions of the brain,
which he then removed in an attempt to reduce the frequency of
the epileptic seizures.
An off shoot of these procedures was that he found that stimulating
different areas just posterior to the central sulcus (i.e. what is now called
the somatosensory cortex) resulted in “paraesthetic buzzing or tingling
sensations” that the patient reported “on the opposite side of the body
55
[Craig 2015 pp 26-27].

The result of this research was the
development of the now well-known human
sensory homunculus56. This homunculus
then entered the medical textbooks, with the
implicit assumption that this was the sensory
cortex for all sensory modalities.
Electrical stimulation of this area
produces paraesthetic buzzing or tingling, but
(for example) no pain or temperature
sensation [Craig 2009; Craig 2015]. Craig’s
research over three decades suggests that
the textbook description of the sensations
with which the Sensory Cortex deals need
revising. For example, pain, temperature,
and affiliative touch modalities are part of
the homeostatic system, and their sensory
representation in the brain is in the Insular
Cortex.
Figure G14 is a basic version of the
somatosensory cortex / sensory homunculus.
Somato-sensory
Cortex
Part II

Glossary Figure G-13
Somato-Sensory Cortex in
Yellow

Glossary Figure G-14
Sensory Homonculus in the somatosensory cortex
(image from Craig 2009)

The classical Somato-Sensory Cortex descirbed by Penfield (See Part I above and see Penfield) in the 1950s lies
just behind (positerior) to the motor cortex on the surface of the brain.
It had been assumed that it received all the sensory modalities from the body (except those that have thier own
specialised sensory cortices such as vision and hearing).
Research by Craig and others [e.g. Craig 2015 p 175] suggests that it is primarily concerned with three modalities:

Mechano-receptor (e.g. pressure on the skin) including two point discimination.

Proprioception: our ability to tell where a limb is in space (when e.g. when our eyes are closed).

Vibration sense.
Sensations such a temperature and sensory touch are part of the homeostatic system of the body and are relayed
to the Insular Cortex (see Dorsal Posterior Insular Cortex). Correctly speaking, these are all part of the
Interoceptive system that also includes ANS afferents.]

Craig suggests that the “reason” that the cortical representation of the body is on the opposite side of the body to
where the sensation originates (i.e. where the input sensory receptor is located) “arises from the need to match the
sensorimotor organisation to the inherent inversion of the visual representation of the external world…...” Craig 2015
p 26.
56
Earlier research on mammals by Clinton Woolsey in 1946 had revealed similar sensory maps; Woolsey found that
gentle stimulation of the motor cortex produced movement of the relevant area; and higher levels of stimulation in
the sensory cortex would also produce movement. He deduced that the sensory and motor cortex were closely interrelated, and for this reason he called the whole area the sensorimotor cortex [Craig 2015 pp 27-28].
55
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Spino-thalamic
tract

The pathway that includes ANS afferents (SNS) from the body and viscera to the Insular Cortex in the brain.
See Afferents: Spino-thalamic tract.

Spiritual

The term spiritual, as used in this document does not assume a belief in God, gods, or any particular religious set
of beliefs (see also deus ex machina). The following definition of spiritual I have found most helpful in (clinical)
practice:

“By spiritual we mean the needs and expectations which all humans have to find meaning, purpose and
value in life: even people who are not religious have belief systems that give their lives meaning and
purpose. Spiritual distress can hinder physical healing, and its identification may improve healing
outcomes. Thus we consider this a dimension relevant in holistic health care.”

Quoted from: The Department of General Practice (Edinburgh University); notes for 5th Year Medical
Students – 2002.

Also see Frankl 1946 / 1984.)

Extract from Ross
2010 Glossary page
289
(in the general
context of MindBody healing)

A further interesting perspective on spiritual is given by Pollard:

“Some people find spirituality through religion; others find it through science, music, art or a
connection with nature, while still others find it in their personal values and principles. No matter how
it is defined, this elusive entity describes the way we find meaning, hope, comfort and inner peace in
our lives.” (Pollard 2004)
State Dependent
Memory
Expanded version
from Memory
above in Glossary].

State Dependent Memory can be taken as a subset of unconscious memories. Here the memory is formed in a
particular physiological (or psychobiological) state. When this physiological state subsides, so too will the
memory: this may be in the form of partial or total amnesia regarding the memory. However, when this
physiological state is re-activated, so too is the original memory [Rossi 2002 p. 31].
a)
b)
c)

d)

State Dependent Memories (negative, positive, and neutral) can be activated during Mental Training
and psychotherapy.
These generally refer to “implicit” memories that are not to do with “knowledge based learning”, for
example:
An example of a negative memory being activated would be if we say have a negative father complex
concerning an overbearing and abusive father; we then come across a male figure at work who is tall
and dark like our father was, and this activates in us feelings of fear and panic that originated in
childhood.
The state dependent memory can also at times I think activate a knowledge based form of learning, for
example:
o Prior to an Autogenic Trainings Standard Exercise sequence recently, Bernie (my wife) and I had
a reading from Gilbert and Choden’s “Mindful Compassion” [2013]. This had activated in me a
memory of the alternative response to fight and flight, but I could not recollect what it was
called. During the SE sequence (in the Hungarian format), as I was half way through the Warmth
Part (Arms and Legs Warm), the recollection came back to me: “Tend and Befriend”. This is a
good example of a State Dependent (knowledge based) Memory being activated within an
internal Warm and Safe environment. In this example I trust that the memory will remain
independent of the State!

Stress
Response

This section on the Stress Response is adapted from the Glossary of Ross 2010 pp 289-290. The Stress Response
is associated with increased SNS afferent (and efferent) activity.
o Our feelings of being stressed, or distressed as a result of stressors, is directly correlated with
the increased SNS afferent activity from our body (see, for example, Figure 4.1A and 4.2A in
main text).

Stress
Response

As originally conceived by Walter Cannon (Cannon 1936), the Stress Response is the set of adaptive biological
systems that enable an organism to return to homeostasis following a physical / environmental challenge – cf.
the Relaxation Response.
o Notwithstanding Cannon’s concept, the Stress Response these days (2016) is often taken to
include potentially damaging effects – see below.

Part A
(Cannon 1936)
Stress
Response
Part B /
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Stress
Response
Part B

As originally conceived by Walter Cannon (Cannon 1936), the Stress Response is

the appropriate physiological and biochemical response to a stressor that results in the restoration of
Homeostasis.

Thus, from the evolutionary perspective, it is an appropriate adaptive response.
It embraces several key aspects including:

Increase in SNS
afferents and
associated
negative affect

Sources now also
include Kradin 2016

i.

Activation of the SNS including the release of Catecholamines – adrenaline & nor-adrenaline. This is
notated as the Type l Stress Response [in Ross 2010.] which results in:
 Arousal
 Increased skeletal muscle tone (e.g. neck and shoulders becoming tense – see Posture
and Mood)
 Increased heart rate and blood pressure;
 Release of glucose – i.e. potentially diabetogenic.

ii.

Activation of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal-axis with the release of cortisol (notated as the Type ll
Stress Response [ Ross 2010.]) which can result in:
 Increase in circulating glucose
 Increase in fat storage
 Loss of neurones in hippocampus and reduced neurogenesis (formation of new
neurones)
 Increase in Lipids
 Increased inflammatory mediators [Kradin 2016].
 Suppression in immune system
And also:
 Reduction in secretion of sex hormones (e.g. oestrogen / testosterone from pituitary
gland [Kradin 2016].

for
Chronic Stress
Response see Part
C below

iii.
iv.

Activation of other Stress Response hormones such as beta-endorphins, vasopressin, prolactin, glucagon.
Reduced secretion of hormones (informational molecules) such as oestrogens / androgens, growth-type
hormones, and energy storage (e.g. insulin).
Suppression of the PSNS.

v.

The restoration of homeostasis, or homeostatic balance, means the return to health and well-being.



Chronic Stress
Response

Should the stressor become prolonged, or the psychological response to the stressor become maladaptive, this may lead to a Chronic Stress Response (entry below under Stress Response C – Chronic)
that can lead to disease (Allostatic Load).
Different stressors will activate the Stress Response in subtly different ways: these are called the stress
signature.
(Based on various sources including Sapolsky 2007 pp 606 – 615)

The Chronic Stress Response occurs when an individual is subjected to prolonged stressors, including
psychological stressors, which result in a prolonged Stress Response to successive stressors.


Part C






Such a chronic Stress Response will result in cascades of stress related hormones / informational
substances which over time may become toxic and so result in physical and / or mental damage – i.e.
from physiological and mental dis-ease to pathological disease. The process by which this occurs is
sometimes referred to as Allostatic Load.

Note that Sapolsky emphasises that some of the most important stressors in producing the Chronic Stress
Response are psychological factors (i.e. to do with our mental state) [Sapolsky 2007].
Adverse Procedural Learned Tendencies are of course associated with psychological factors
Note also that Selye recognised that the Stress Response could sometimes lead to disease (cf. Cannon’s
concept above): however, Selye thought that this was because the Stress hormones / informational
substance production ceased (from “exhaustion); actually, it is because over time they become toxic.
Paraphrasing Paracelsus: “the poison is in the dose.” [Kaptchuk & Croucher 1986, p 76].
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Chronic Stress
Response
Part C continued

Allostatic Load is associated with:
i.
Anxiety
ii. Depression
iii. Chronic Fatigue
iv. Metabolic Syndrome

Increase in glucose – hyperglycaemia

Hypertension

Hyper-cholesterolemia
v. Functional / psychosomatic disorders (see also Adverse
Childhood Events in Section 11.7 of paper)
Mainly based on Kradin 2016 Day 2 13.2
Such a chronic Stress Response will be associated with:
 increased activation of SNS afferents to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex and the associated “negative
emotions” [Craig 2010]. See also Figure 5.
 It will also be associated with hypervigilant states, and the condition known in general practice as
“medically unexplained symptoms” [Dobbin & S. Ross 2012].

Stressor
from Ross 2010
glossary

An event, experience (e.g. a previous emotional trauma) that causes stress (the Stress Response). Stressors can
be divided into: External Stressors, such as excessive pressure at work; and Internal Stressors, such as un-resolved
emotional issues, previous childhood abuse, and on-going physical or emotional pain.
 Research indicates that it is particularly internal stressors (especially if they are recurrent or
chronic) that can be damaging (i.e. producing Allostatic Load) and lead to physical and mental
ill health (Sapolsky 2007).
“Anything that perturbs homeostatic balance” (Sapolsky 2007 p 607). See also Appendix D

Sympathetic
Nervous System:
[S.N.S.]
from Ross 2010
glossary

Tend and Befriend
Response
Cf. Flight and Fight
/ Stress Response.

Tension in the
body

Theory of Mind

The part of the Autonomic Nervous System that is activated by the fight/flight response; it accelerates the heart
rate, dilates the bronchi, and inhibits the (smooth) muscles of the walls of the gut. It thus tends to have the
opposite effect to the Para Sympathetic Nervous System (PSNS) on specific organs. However, the two parts (i.e.
SNS & PSNS) complement each other in maintaining homeostasis (at least over extended periods of time).
SNS afferents travel up in spinal cord by way of the Spino-Thalamic Tract to the Insular Cortex.
There is some evidence to suggest that the Flight and Fight Response to stress reflects only one response to
danger – that has been particularly studied by men (cf. women) and emphasises a combatant type of response to
danger.
o Over the last decade or so this concept has been challenged in the context of women looking after their
children in a community setting. Here it is clearly not appropriate for the women to get up and run for
it when faced with danger, leaving their children behind. So a new school of thought / research is
emerging which suggests that as important as the flight and fight response in our evolution has been a
“Tend and Befriend” response when faced with danger (Sapolsky 2007; Taylor et al 2000). See Ross
2010: Essay 2.1.10.
If we become anxious / stressed, then there will be an increase in SNS afferents from the body to the brain; and
this will be associated with increased muscle tension. For example, our shoulders and neck muscles can become
tense – and it may be that we unconsciously develop the posture of someone about to have a fight [RAGE circuits
activated]. This all requires energy expenditure (work in a physiological sense), and so can be exhausting.

Professor Richard Kradin compared this to running a marathon daily [Kradin 2016 Day2].
Approaches that help to reduce such increased SNS afferent activity can be therapeutic; and of course the Partial
Exercise “Neck and Shoulders are Heavy” is very apposite.
See also muscle memory.
Theory of Mind reflects the ability of a human being to recognise that others have feelings and emotions like
oursleves; and so to imagine ourselves in the shoes of another person. This is similar to empathy (sympathy –
Trevarthen 2011). Small children have not developed a theory of mind – which can be tested in the so called
Sally-Anne test [Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith 1985]. Most children have developed a theory of mind by the age of
four; autistic children are much less likely to develop the concept.
o Our ability to be aware of our own and other peoples’ feelings is linked in to our interoceptive
awareness. See also Heartbeat Awareness.

Toxic Trio /
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Toxic Trio
An ancient precept
from Buddhist
Psychology

Human suffering is deeply rooted in both our neuro-physiology and in the assumptions that we make about the
world. Ekman [Ekman et al 200557] wrote a wonderful succinct article about human suffering (dukha) wich
focused particlaurlly on what is regarded as the Toxic Trio, which are:
 Hatred and Ill-will towards others;
 Craving; and
 The delusion that we have a permanent separate self – in the sense that nothing
exists in isolation; everything is interlinked with everything else.
Hatred and ill-will towards others can be seen in terms of neo-cortical elaborations of the primary process
emotions RAGE and FEAR [Panksepp 1998] – see Glossary Figure G-10.
o Craving, in the sense of ego-motivated craving, can be seen in terms of a toxic manifestation of the
SEEKING system.
The essence of the ancient understanding of the inter-relatedness of all is beautifully illustrated in the Diamond
Sutra:
In the house of Indra there is said to be a pearl so arranged that if you look at one you see all
the others reflected in it. In the same way, each object in the world is not merely itself but
involves every other object, and in fact is every other object.
Quoted by Zohar 1990 p 56

Tri-Une Brain
Tri = three;
+ unus = one;
i.e. the three in
one brain

Adapted from
Glossary of Ross
2010

Vagal Nerve
Myelinated Vagal
Nerves covered
with a myelin
sheath conduct
nerve impulse
much faster than if
they do not have
the myelin.

A concept developed by Paul MacLean (MacLean 1952; 1990) in an attempt to understand various aspects of the
brain in animals – including especially mammals and primates. From an evolutionary perspective, we can see the
brain as having three parts:
The Reptilian Brain: this is the 'deepest' and most ancient part of the brain and includes the basal ganglia
(the extra-pyramidal motor system). This processes basic motor (movement) behaviour – including
behavioural responses related to fear, anger and sexuality.
ii. The Limbic System (Old Mammalian Brain): includes newer circuits and 'programs' related to various social
emotions such as the Primary Process Emotions (e.g. maternal acceptance; CARE and nurturing; social
bonding; separation distress; and rough and tumble PLAY).
iii. Neo- mammalian Brain (the Neo-Cortex): The most recent part of the brain to develop in evolutionary
terms. The Neo-cortex is influenced by the Emotional-Operating-Neural circuits of i. and ii above, and can
influence them to some extent (by various appraisal processes). The Neo-cortex does not itself generate
emotions – which can only arise through the sub-cortical structure (i.e. i. and ii.). The feelings that we have
that arise from the emotional-operating-circuits are mainly dependent upon the neo-cortex, and especially
the Frontal and Pre-Frontal Lobes. [As does consciousness itself; but consciousness is also dependent upon
the more ancient sub-cortical structures.]
o The Frontal Lobes of the neo-cortex (especially the Pre-Frontal Cortex) – with their many connections
to various parts of the brain including the Cingulate Cortex and the Amygdala – have many crucial
functions, including modulating social interactions, meaning and ethical considerations.
.
The above is based on: Panksepp 1998; MacLean 1990; Gross 2002; Damasio 2003; Goleman 2003. MacLean's
concept was an elaboration of that of Papez 1937 (ref. Panksepp 1998 p 351.)
i.

The Vagal nerve is the tenth cranial nerve and is part of the PSNS. A major role of this nerve is to feedback to the
brain the PSNS state of the body and organs, and indicated by the fact that over 80% of its nerve fibres are
afferent [Berthoud & Neuhuber 2000]. The Myelinated (Vagal) PSNS that evolved in mammals is fundamental to
Social Engagment / Social Communication . This involves:
 Facial Expression
 Listening
 Vocalisation.
This myelelinated vagal system can only operate properly in situations where we are feeling safe.
For futher details please see Poly-vagal theory [Porges 2011]; and A7 & A8 on web: www.atdynamics.co.uk

Wada Test /

57

See references [Ekman, Paul; Davidson, Richard J.; Ricard, Matthieu; and Wallace, B. Alan: 2005. Buddhist and Psychological
Perspectives on Emotions and Well-Being. April 2005; Current Directions in Psychological Science: Vol. 14; 2; page 59 – 63]
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Wada Test

See also Section 7.2
in main text
including Figure
7.2A and 7.2B

This test is used sometimes in epileptic pateints “to determine seizure laterality” in connection with which side of
the patient’s brain is dominant for language. The test can also tell us about the different functions of the two
sides of the brain, as described below.
In this test, using modern techniques, one side of the brain is anaesthetised.
o The results are of interest in that they support the thesis of Craig’s that ANS lateralisation and the
associated emotions have clinical implications both regarding the condtions involved and potential
forms of treatment.
Wada test A: If the right side of the brain is anaesthetised (intravenous barbiturate into left carotid artery to
brain), the usual findings are:
 slowing of heart rate
 reduced Blood Pressure
 release of positve affect (euphoria).
Wada test B: If the left side of the brain is anaesthetised (intravenous barbiturate into left carotid artery) to
brain, the usual finding are:
 increased heart rate
 increased Blood Pressure
 release of “strong negative affect” (e.g. depression, sadness) [Craig 2015 p 264]
Comment:
In the Wada A test, the right side of the brain is put out of action, and so the Left side of the brain with
its PSNS dominant lateralisation gives rise to the above clincial results.
In the Wada B test, the reverse happens; the left side of the brain is put out of action, and with that the
PSNS modality; and the SNS, still intact on the right side of the brain, gives rise to the clinical findings of increased
heart rate etc.
Such injections put out of action the various parts of the brain on the side injected, including the insular
cortex [Craig 2015 p 264].
It is of interest for Autogenic students in that it re-inforces the idea of hemispheric specilisation in connection
with ANS lateralistion – and the assocaited affect states.

Well-Being
Adapted from Ross
2010 Glossary

Dr Martin Seligman, a psychologist at the University of Pennsylvania, has been one of the key players
in the development of Positive Psychology in North America.
Seligman suggests that we can regard happiness as embracing three components. Angela Clow,
Professor of psychophysiology at Westminster University, suggests that the concept of Well-Being
may be a better word than happiness for British (as compared with North American) citizens
(Professor Angela Clow in a talk on "Stress, Health and Happiness" at the Edinburgh International
Science Festival on 09.04.2006). So Dr Seligman's definition on happiness can be reframed as WellBeing as follows:
 Pleasure / positive emotion;
 Engaged, goal directed pursuits / occupations. i.e. we are involved in, and committed to,
various pursuits / activities; thus the construct of Well-Being is not one of a passive "happy"
state, but one that also embraces engaged – and I would add mindful – activity.
 Meaning; and / or having a connection to some larger purpose. (This might be, for example, the
ecology of our planet in the context of climate change.) [See also Frankl 1946; 1952]
(Based on and paraphrased from Davidson 2005; with some additions).
.

Thus Well-Being, in its deeper sense, is clearly far more than an individual matter. It also links in with
the concept of the inter-relatedness of all things, and thus mindfulness. In this sense the Well Being
of each individual is intimately linked with the wellbeing of all.
See also A3 on website: www.atdynamics.co.uk
Wu Wei /
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Wu Wei

‘Refraining from action contrary to nature’
Needham 1956 Volume 2; pp 68-70

An ancient Chinese concept suggesting ‘going with the flow’; ‘not doing things contrary to nature”. We can equate this to Shultz’s
concept (in relation to AT) of “Letting Happen” [Schultz: see appendix C]
The following is extracted from Ross 2010:
A Daoist (Taoist) concept of ‘going with the flow’, and not resisting.
Also: 'not acting wilfully'; ‘acting naturally'; or 'non-assertive activity' [Hall and Ames 2005 pp160-161].
Perhaps a better feel of wu-wei is given by Capra:
"The term wu-wei is frequently used in Taoist philosophy and means literally ‘non action’. This is quite wrong. What the
Chinese mean by wu-wei is not abstaining from activity but abstaining from a certain kind of activity, activity that is out
of harmony with the ongoing cosmic process. The distinguished sinologist Joseph Needham defines wu-wei as:
‘Refraining from action contrary to nature’
and justifies his translation with a quotation from Chuang Tzu: ‘Non action does not mean doing nothing and keeping
silent. Let everything be allowed to do what it naturally does, so that its nature will be satisfied.’ If one refrains from
acting contrary to nature or, as Needham says, from ‘going against the grain of things’, one is in harmony with the Tao
and thus one’s actions will be successful. This is the meaning of Lao Tzu’s seemingly puzzling statement: ‘By non-action
everything can be done.’
In the Chinese view, then, there seem to be two kinds of activity – activity in harmony with nature and activity against
the natural flow of things. The idea of passivity, the complete absence of any action, is not entertained.”
Capra: 1983; The Turning Point; p 20

Returning to perhaps the base of Capra’s perspective, here is a section from Joseph Needham himself (Volume 2 of Science and
Civilisation in China):

(4) ACTION CONTRARY TO NATURE (WEI) AND ITS OPPOSITE (WU-WEI)
So far we have spoken of Taoist contemplation, but what of Taoist action? In the passages from Chuang Tzu cited……., it
was said that those who “nourished their knowledge by their calmness” refrained all their lives from “employing their
knowledge contrary to Nature”. The words “contrary to nature” were bracketed, since they do not appear in the
translation by Legge of the words ‘sêng erh wu i chih wei yeh’; and the point at issue is the translation of the word wei.
Practically every translator and commentator has adopted the unmodified word ‘action’, so that the expression wu wei,
which became one of the greatest Taoist slogans, appears as ‘non-action’ or ‘inactivity’. I believe that the majority of
sinologists have been wrong here, and that the meaning of wu wei was, so far as early proto-scientific Taoist philosophers
concerned, “refraining from activity contrary to nature”, i.e. from insisting of going against the grain of things, of trying to
make materials perform functions for which they were unsuitable, for exerting force in human affairs when the man of
insight could see that it would be doomed to failure, and that subtler methods of persuasion, or simply letting things alone
and take their own course, would bring about the desired result.
Joseph Needham; 1956; Volume II; p 68

“Letting things alone and take their own course” is in the spirit of Wallnöfer’s perspective [Wallnöfer]; wu wei is not about ‘non-action;
inactivity’. In the same way, when we are in Standard Exercise sequence, our mind is not in ‘in-activity’.
In Autogenic Training, a distinction is made between Active and Passive concentration (see Luthe & Schultz 1969 Vol 1 pp 212 and 232).
The mental state to my mind in AT is type of appropriate focused awareness (e.g. “Right / Left arm heavy” while focusing attention on
the right arm – not the left little toe!). For this reason, I prefer the term ‘Mindful Awareness’. We focus on the right arm (or wherever
we are in the sequence) in a non-striving “letting happen” way.

References and Sources /
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